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This thesis reports on the characterisation of two modules of the MARS spectral CT system:
the x-ray source and the x-ray camera. Understanding each of them directly improves
material identification and quantification. A parameterised semi-analytical x-ray source
model was developed. This work led to five published conference proceedings. Imaging
performance of the CdTe-Medipix3RX detector was characterised. This research work
gave rise to two provisional patents: an algorithm for unstable pixel identification; and a
method for using unstable pixel clusters reliably; and in addition two published conference
proceedings. As a part of the MARS development team, my research work has been
and will continue to be used within the group for improvement in the MARS spectral
capabilities.
The primary feature sought from the parameterised semi-analytical x-ray source model
is off-axis spectral variation. This aspect is overlooked in existing x-ray source models but
is helpful in spectral CT. In addition, the models which do provide off-axis information do
not match well with the specification of the x-ray tubes used in MARS spectral systems.
This is an important aspect to consider in spectral CT since spectral detectors are sensitive
to the polychromatic structure of the x-ray beams. Incorporating such variation in spectral
image processing can improve the image quality. Our model provides off-axis information
within ±17◦ along vertical direction (θ ) and ±5◦ along horizontal direction (φ ) of the
central axis in the diagnostic imaging energy range (30-120 kVp). Comparisons of our
model with existing models at central axis show good agreement (within 4 %). In addition,
the off-axis comparison of the model with experimental data collected with the MARS
scanner was consistent within 3 %.
Temporal stability of the detector with different bias voltage settings was analysed by
investigating variations in count with time. These investigations revealed that significant
instability occurs within the first 5-10 minutes, after the application of the bias voltage.
This showed that warm-up is required for a few minutes for stable operation of the detector.
This instability was correlated with a rise in ASIC temperature. The effect of this instability
decreases with increased bias voltage, which favors the use of higher bias voltages. The
investigation of pixel behaviour facilitates the classification of pixels into malfunctioning,
non-working and well-behaved pixels. Further investigations on the malfunctioning pixels
revealed the slow drifting pixels which are hard to detect. To identify these malfunctioning
pixels, a pixel masking technique is developed. A significant reduction in streaks and ring
artefacts is observed with this technique. Further, it was identified that some clusters of
malfunctioning pixels have correlated behaviour. This shows that when such clusters are
treated collectively, they behave the same as a well-behaved pixel. This allows their use in
image processing with minimal characterisation.
In summary, an accurate beam modelling of an x-ray source and better understanding
of the detector enable us to improve the spectral outcome of the MARS spectral system.
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Glossary
• ADC: Analog-to-digital converter. An electrical device that turns an analog value into
a digital number.
• ASIC: Application specific integrated circuit. A circuit built for a specific purpose
such as Medipix for spectral imaging.
• Beam brightness. Off-axis angular photon distribution
• Beam quality. The penetrating power of an x-ray beam.
• BCSE: Bremsstrahlung cross section enhancement. A variance reduction technique.
• BEAMnrc. A software tool to model radiation beams
• CdTe: Cadmium telluride. A semiconductor sensor material.
• CdZnTe: Cadmium zinc telluride. A semiconductor sensor material.
• CERN: European organization for nuclear research.
• CMOS: Complementary metal oxide semiconductor.
• CSM: Charge summing mode.
• CT: Computed tomography.
• DAC: Digital-to-analog converter. An electrical device that turns a digital number
into an analog value (usually voltage, sometimes current).
• DBS: Directional bremsstrahlung splitting
• DICOM: Digital imaging and communications in medicine. Standard describes the
means of formatting and exchanging medical images and image related information
• DQE: Detective quantum efficiency
• ECUT: Global electron cutoff energy. The minimum total energy below which elec-
trons are no longer followed and history is terminated in Monte Carlo simulations.
xiii
• EGSnrc. An extended and improved version of the Electron Gamma Shower (EGS)
software package to perform Monte Carlo simulation of ionizing radiation transport
through matter.
• FS: Splitting field
• GaAs: Gallium arsenide. A semiconductor sensor material.
• GUI: Graphical user interface
• HVL: half value layer. The thickness of the material at which the intensity of radiation
entering it is reduced by one half.
• IAEA: International atomic energy agency
• ICRU. International commission on radiation Units and measurements. An inter-
national organization that aims to develop and promulgate internationally accepted
recommendations on radiation related quantities and units, terminology, measurement
procedures, and reference data.
• kVp: Peak kilo-Voltage. The maximum voltage across anode and cathode of the x-ray
tube. It determines the maximum kinetic energy of the electrons accelerated in the
x-ray tube and the peak energy of the x-ray emission spectrum.
• µ: Linear attenuation coefficient (The fraction of an incident beam of photons that is
absorbed or scattered per unit thickness of the target absorber).
• MARS: Medipix all resolution system. The Medipix detector based spectral imaging
system that can provide spatial, temporal and spectral resolution.
• MD: Material decomposition. An act of converting spectral x-ray data into material
based images.
• MSE: Mean square error
• NBRSPL: Number of bremsstrahlung splitting number
• NIST: National institute of standards and technology
• NRC: National research council, Canada
• Open-beam. Image acquired without any object between x-ray source and detector.
xiv
• PACS: Picture archiving and communication system. A medical imaging technology
which provides economical storage and convenient access to images from multiple
modalities.
• PCD: Photon counting detector
• PCUT: Global photon cutoff energy
• Quantum Efficiency. A fraction of incident photons detected in an x-ray detector.
• ρ: Density. Mass per unit volume.
• ROI: Region of interest
• RMSD: Root mean square difference
• Russian Roullet. A variance reduction technique in Monte Carlo simulation
• SBS: Selective bremsstrahlung splitting
• Si: Silicon. A semiconductor material.
• SNR: Signal to noise ratio.
• Spectral imaging system/Spectral CT: The capability of providing energy-resolved
information with more than two different measurements simultaneously using a spectral
x-ray detector.
• UBS: Uniform bremsstrahlung splitting
• XCOM: Photon cross sections database
• XRF: X-ray fluorescence. Emission of characteristic "secondary" (or fluorescent)
X-rays from a material that has been excited by bombarding with high-energy X-rays
or gamma rays.
• Z: Atomic Number. A measure of number of electrons (or protons) in an atom.
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1.1.1 The MARS research programme
The long-term visionary goal of the MARS research programme is to improve current small
animal spectral CT imaging technology, scale it up, and commercialise it for human diag-
nostic imaging. The key technological steps to achieve that goal are the characterisation of
components of the scanner, and improving spectral image processing. It is a new technology,
in the early stage of development, and the detectors are just becoming available in commercial
quantities. Each new detector must be accurately characterised and described to obtain good
imaging performance.
MARS spectral CT provides new information, which is not available with conventional
CT and opens up new opportunities to improve diagnosis. This spectral information can be
used for simultaneous discrimination and quantification of multiple materials in the human
diagnostic imaging energy range. The MARS human scanner, with spectral features for
simultaneous multi-contrast material identification, is the ultimate goal of the MARS team in
the coming few years.
1.1.2 Thesis goal
The primary goal of this thesis is to characterise two modules of the MARS spectral CT
system, the x-ray source, and the x-ray camera. In MARS spectral systems, the x-ray source
generates the photons which are detected by the x-ray camera after passing through the
object. Characterisation of these two modules has been used, and will continue to be used,
for improving the MARS spectral imaging outcome.
2 Introduction
The MARS spectral system records the energy of the incident photons, which is then
used for identifying and quantifying materials by their spectral signatures. This spectral
information is typically analysed through spectral reconstruction techniques which use some
model of the energy distribution of the x-ray beam. For such techniques to be successful,
they require this model to be an adequate representation of the true x-ray beam. If accurate
energy distribution of the beam is used, it reduces image artefacts such as beam-hardening
artefacts. An often overlooked spectral feature of x-ray beams in spectral reconstruction
models is change in off-axis spectral information. Existing models are not made to give
the off-axis information, which can be adapted to our scenario. Therefore, the MARS team
consider this essential, and I took up the challenge to develop a parameterised semi-analytic
x-ray source model for the MARS spectral system.
The recently available Medipix3RX detectors need to be characterised to be used ef-
fectively in MARS spectral imaging research. Spectral data acquisition from the CdTe-
Medipix3RX detectors includes temporal variation not only as a whole detector but also
at the pixel level. This may later lead to image artefacts in the image reconstruction [1].
These temporal changes and their prospective origins need to be investigated so that the best
methods for mitigating these issues can be implemented for the better spectral outcomes.
These variations can be addressed by (1) changing the operating procedures such as allowing
more stabilization or warm up time, (2) developing improved calibration techniques, and (3)
applying corrections during image processing.
1.1.3 Thesis overview
Introduction to MARS spectral system: This thesis provides the necessary information
about the MARS spectral system and its working. It contains the information regarding the
components such as x-rays source, type of detectors, and sensor used in MARS scanner.
It describes some challenges and the applications of the MARS spectral system which are
under investigation.
Developing the MARS x-ray source model: Towards the first part of the goal, a parame-
terised semi-analytic x-ray source model named as "MARS x-ray model" was developed. It
is used to describe the output from the x-ray tube installed in several of our MARS small
animal spectral CT systems. This model in the diagnostic imaging energy range (30-120 kVp)
is produced by applying the regression techniques to data obtained from a custom Monte
Carlo simulation of the x-ray tube. It provides qualitative and quantitative information about
the energy distribution of the x-ray spectrum within ±17◦ along θ (vertical direction), ±5◦
along φ (horizontal direction) of the central beam axis and with the energy resolution of 1 keV.
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Validation of the MARS x-ray model: This thesis reports on the comparison of the MARS
x-ray model with other spectral models. Agreement between the MARS x-ray model and
other models was within 4% (HVL comparison for the central axis of the beam). Additionally,
it also presents a comparison of the model with experimental data collected with the MARS
scanner. The MARS x-ray model and experimental data agreed well within 3 %. We also
observed very interesting results; the tilt in the anode angle by 0.1◦ to 1.6◦ along θ direction
for different x-ray tubes in the different set of experiments. This tilt may cause a spectral
artefact when using a monochromatic type of processing algorithms, and difficult to utilise
the full dynamic range of the detector (undercounts in one part and saturated counts in other
regions).
Application of the MARS x-ray model: This thesis describes some applications of the
MARS x-ray model other than those it is developed for. MARS x-ray model is used for
assessing the various properties of x-ray beam measurements such as inter-scan and intra-
scan beam profile variability, comparing the beam profile shape and magnitude between
experimental and model data, and determination of the experimental x-ray beam centre.
Other projects of the MARS also used this x-ray model such as x-ray fluorescence modelling,
pulse pile-up modelling, calculation of collisional Kerma, and material analysis optimisation
techniques. Other potential applications of the MARS x-ray model that we are considering
for the future such as imaging protocol development, measurement of detective quantum
efficiency, and open-beam determination for the MARS scanning protocol are also described.
Temporal stability of the CdTe-Medipix3RX detector: This thesis reports on the charac-
terisation of CdTe-Medipix3RX detectors used in MARS scanner. The temporal stability of
the CdTe-Medipix3RX detector is investigated. The most significant instability was observed
within the first 10 minutes after the application of bias voltage. A significant correlation
between ASIC temperature and count variations is also presented. In the bias voltage study,
an increase in the charge collection at higher bias voltage is observed. In the leakage cur-
rent study, no definite correlation between the leakage current and counts variation was found.
Pixel characterisation: Investigation of each pixel behaviour versus time enabled the
classification of the pixels in the CdTe-Medipix3RX. Two outcomes of this analysis include
an algorithm for unstable pixel identification and a method for using unstable pixel clusters
reliably. The unstable pixel identification algorithm is evaluated and an improvement in
signal to noise ratio and image quality was observed in the reconstructed images. The white
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streaks and rings were significantly reduced. The investigation of unstable pixel clusters
revealed a correlation between the pixels of these clusters. This implies that these cluster
pixels could be used in image reconstruction with some certain correction techniques.
1.2 Conventional to spectral CT
The MARS spectral system has the potential to bring new imaging capabilities that have even
greater medical value and is the driving force for my research. Chapter 2 gives the summary
of the MARS spectral system, current challenges, and areas of investigation. This section
provides the difference between the conventional CT and MARS spectral CT. A brief journey
from the conventional CT scanner to the multi-energy spectral CT is described here.
X-ray imaging began when Röntgen discovered the x-rays in 1895. At the close of 1895,
he published his observations and mailed his colleagues a photograph of the bones of his
wife’s hand, showing her wedding ring on her fourth finger. It was the first reported medical
x-ray image. His discovery transformed medicine almost overnight and then a new era of
visualisation of internal body structures had begun. In consequence, many scientists started
working on the potential of using x-rays in the field of medical imaging which later on turned
into the development of the x-ray radiographs, fluoroscopy, and computed tomography (CT).
In 1971, a British engineer, Godfrey Hounsfield, further revolutionised the medical field
by being the first person to produce the commercial CT scanner [2]. The very first clinical
CT scan of a patient with suspected brain tumour was performed on October 1971 [3]. The
patient was scanned with a prototype scanner at EMI Central Research Laboratories in Hayes,
West London. By the end of the mid-1970s rapid developments in CT were made, and
different companies began scanner manufacturing.
1.2.1 Conventional CT scanner
A conventional CT scanner typically has the following components; a large rotating gantry,
a patient bed, a polychromatic x-ray tube and an array of scintillating detectors (energy
integrating). In a conventional CT scanner, the overall absorption of the polychromatic
x-ray beam traversing the imaged object is measured by the scintillating detectors. When
a photon interacts with the scintillator material, it produces an optical light measured by
the photodiode generating a corresponding signal for the integral measure of absorption.
The intensity of light produced in the scintillating material is proportional to the energy of
the incident photon. Images formed by the detector carry the information about the overall
loss of intensity of the x-ray beam while traversing the imaged object. Also, the spectral
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information in the detector measurement does not exist. In MARS spectral systems, direct
conversion based photon counting detectors, which record the energy information of the
photons, are used.
The attenuation properties of the object are highly dependent on the incident energy of
the photon and the material. The polychromatic x-ray beam does not attenuate uniformly
when passing through an object. The lower energy component of the x-ray spectrum is
attenuated more as compared to a high energy component when passing through a dense
part. Thus, beam transmission does not follow the exponential decay as with monochromatic
x-rays. This situation becomes worse with high-Z materials like bone, iodine, or metal. In
image reconstruction, if we assume that beam attenuation is linear (like monochromatic
x-rays in Beer’s law) then the edge of the object will have brighter voxels even in the case
of homogeneous materials. This artefact is called beam hardening [4]. In the conventional
CT, this attenuation property requires the use of different x-ray energies for imaging. A first
step in this regard was taken by Alvarez and Macovski [5]. They explained the physical
causes of attenuation, the Photoelectric effect and Compton scattering, and, that two distinct
measurements at different energies are required to differentiate these factors. This prompted
the development of the dual-energy CT.
1.2.2 Dual energy CT
In dual energy CT, material differentiation, quantification, and elemental identification
becomes possible and requires two image data sets for the same object location with the
different incident x-ray spectra [6, 7]. It enables the analysis of changes in the attenuation
of the different materials due to energy dependence. There are four different technical
approaches that are used for dual energy CT (DECT) [8–12]. These are sequential acquisition,
dual source CT, dual detector layer, and rapid voltage switching. There are however some
limitations in dual energy CT. These include: (1) Patient motion occurring between the two
scans caused severe degradation of the resultant images and material composition information
[9], (2) Simultaneous use of both x-ray sources allows scattered radiation of one tube to
be detected by the other detector. This requires specialised scatter corrections algorithms
[9, 13, 14], (3) Chances of high overlap of energy spectra when the x-ray is used by rapid
switching of the x-ray tube potential or in case of dual layer detector configuration [8, 9],
and (4) In case of dual layer detector geometry, noise level may differ between low and high
energy images [8, 9]. As with dual energy CT, the number of resolvable basis functions for
material decomposition is limited to two, and is used for few clinical applications. There has
been much effort to invent an energy resolving spectral CT to provide multiple (more than
two) distinct energy informations of a scanned object in a single exposure by measuring the
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energy of the each detected photon. This allows the detection and quantification of several
distinct energy signals.
1.2.3 Multi-energy (spectral) CT
Multi-energy CT can discriminate the incoming photon from an x-ray source based on
their energies. Hence, spectral information is stored in a single scan in different energy
bins. The discriminated photon provides additional absorption information which helps in
material identification and quantification [15, 16]. Simultaneous identification of six different
materials is possible only by the multi-energy CT [17]. One example of multi-energy spectral
CT is MARS (prototype animal scanner). Lots of research and development work is being
carried out in this respect, especially using photon counting detectors. There is no commercial
multi-energy system available except the MARS small animal spectral CT system.
Dual energy is also referred to as multi-energy, but the detection mechanism via energy
integration remains the same as conventional CT. To avoid the confusion, this thesis uses
the term multi-energy for photon counting spectral systems. Although the MARS spectral
CT (Photon counting) is not being used clinically, prototypes (see section 2.1) are being
used for research purposes, and it has shown potential for simultaneous discrimination
of different contrast materials in one scan [15]. Many potential advantages are driving
significant research and development is this field. It shows benefits in various areas of
imaging such as atherosclerosis plaque characterisation [18], metal implants imaging [19, 20],
gold nano-particles study [21], cartilage identification and grading [22] and uric acid crystals
identification for gout determination (under investigation). It also helps in reducing the beam
hardening and metal artefacts by using the narrow high energy range [19, 20, 23].
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1.3 Thesis layout
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 1 provides the thesis introduction, a brief history about conventional CT to spectral
CT, and layout of the other contents of the thesis.
Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to the MARS spectral system, x-ray tubes, photon
counting detectors, sensors used in spectral systems, history and development made in hybrid
Medipix family of detectors, and image data processing in the MARS system. It also reports
on the potential applications of the MARS spectral CT.
Chapter 3 describes the MARS x-rays source modelling which includes the Monte Carlo
simulation of the x-ray tubes, data extraction, regression to the MARS x-ray model.
Chapter 4 reports on the validation of the MARS x-ray source model. The accuracy of the
MARS x-ray model is evaluated by comparing with other spectral models and experimental
data collected with the MARS scanner.
Chapter 5 reports on the application of the model for the assessment of beam profile
in the MARS scanner. It also reports on the application of the MARS x-ray model used by
other team members in the MARS group, and some other applications of the MARS x-ray
model.
Chapter 6 reports on temporal stability of the CdTe-Medipix3RX detector as a function of
bias voltage and leakage current.
Chapter 7 describes the CdTe-Medipix3RX pixels classification over time on the basis
of their response to radiation. An improved method of pixel masking is developed and its
performance is evaluated. A method of identification and utilisation of clusters of malfunc-
tioning pixels is developed and explained, with examples.
Chapter 8 includes the thesis conclusion and future recommendations.

Chapter 2
MARS spectral system and applications
This chapter reviews the MARS spectral system; polychromatic x-ray sources; photon
counting detectors; semiconductor sensors; the Medipix family of detectors; MARS data
processing; and the potential applications of the MARS spectral system.
2.1 Medipix All Resolution System
Medipix All Resolution System (MARS) is a radiographic imaging modality, based on
counting the number of photons over multiple narrow energy bands. This is often referred to
as spectral or spectroscopic imaging. The MARS scanner incorporates an energy resolving
photon counting detector known as Medipix. This detector was developed at CERN, Switzer-
land.
The MARS project is a collaborative effort between many organisations around the world
lead jointly by the University of Canterbury, University of Otago, and MARS Bioimaging
Ltd. The MARS project has been building small animal spectral scanners since 2007. They
are being used for research purposes in different parts of the world, including Mayo Clinic
(USA), Notre Dame Integrated Imaging Facility (USA), JINR Dubna (Russia), and University
of Otago, Christchurch (New Zealand). The MARS group is working towards developing the
first human-sized MARS spectral scanner.
The MARS spectral system comprises of (1) a polychromatic x-ray source mount with
x-axis translation; (2) a camera- semiconductor sensor layer bump-bonded to a Medipix chip
and fingerboard electronics with a y-axis and x-axis translation; (3) a sample holder mount
on z-axis translation; (4) a gantry that rotates around the z-axis; and (5) the MARS controller
GUI - for image data acquisition, processing, and reconstruction.
The x-ray tube and camera can be moved along the x-axis to control the magnification
according to the sample size. The sample can be moved along the z-axis to cover the desired
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length of the sample via a helical scan. The camera can be moved along the y-axis to cover
the full field of view of the sample. The gantry rotates around the z-axis to acquire projection
images at a desired frequency. Figure 2.1 shows a MARS spectral system.
Fig. 2.1 A small animal MARS spectral system
2.2 The polychromatic x-ray source
X-rays are produced when a focused electron beam is accelerated and strikes an anode target
in the x-ray tube. The anode target is usually made of metals such as tungsten or molybdenum
due to their high melting points. These incident electrons interact with atoms in the anode
and produce two types of x-ray radiation: Bremsstrahlung and characteristic x-rays. When
a high energy electron passes near the nucleus, it is deflected and loses its energy in the
form of Bremsstrahlung x-rays. Characteristic photons are produced when a high-energy
electron collides with the inner shell electron and ejects it from the atom. An electron from
an outer shell fills this vacancy by releasing energy in the form of an x-ray. The spectrum of
x-rays obtained from an x-ray tube can be manipulated by changing either the tube voltage
or adding filtration in front of the beam.
X-ray sources in radiography typically use tube voltages of 10-140 kVp. X-ray tubes in
human-scale CTs use anode currents up to hundreds of milliamperes and focal spots of 0.3 to
1.0 mm. Micro-CT systems with voxel resolutions of 1 to 5 µm3 need "micro-focus" tubes,
sometimes with focal spot diameters less than 1 µm. Both human and micro-focus x-ray
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tubes require water cooled and rotating anodes, to prevent the anode from melting.
The x-ray tubes used in the MARS small animal scanners have a static tungsten anode
immersed in a tank of high grade insulating oil. These tubes are assembled by Source Ray,
Inc. New York, from their proprietary supply as well as from x-ray tube Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) suppliers. Unlike tubes used in conventional and dual energy CT
scanners, the MARS tubes are low power (typically used around 20-30 µA - a fraction
of maximum mA); have a small focal spot (typically 50 µm diameter); an anode angle of
20◦(with respect to the central ray in the x-ray field); 1.8 mm Al inherent filtration; and can
generate photons up to 125 keV. The MARS project has specifically chosen this energy range
to enable in vivo and small animal research to be translatable to human scale imaging.
2.3 Photon counting semiconductor detector
A photon counting detector (PCD) consists of a semiconductor sensor layer bump bonded
with a CMOS-based application specific integrated chip (ASIC). Each pixel in the sensor
layer is connected with its own pixel in the ASIC readout electronics. This style of a bump-
bonded detector is referred to as a hybrid detector. The advantage of this hybrid technology
is that different sensor layers can be used for specific applications. There are many advanced
hybrid photon counting detectors. Some of them include: Pilatus [24], XPAD [25], PiXirad
[26], Medipix, and Eiger [27]. A generalized sketch of a hybrid photon counting detector is
given in figure 2.2.
Fig. 2.2 (a) Sketch of a hybrid photon counting detector (b) zoomed image of a single pixel in this
detector (figure courtesy of Taylor and Francis, License Id: 3935930587960) [28].
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The individual pixelated anodes are attached to application specific integrated circuits
(ASICS) containing parallel channels. Each channel comprises of an amplifier, a pulse shaper,
N pulse height discriminators for implementing energy windows, and N counters per pixel.
A reverse bias voltage is applied to the detector to create an electric field along the sensor
depth [29–32].
When a photon from an x-ray source impacts on the sensor of the hybrid photon counting
detector, it creates an electron-hole pair. This electron-hole pair further ionizes inside the
sensor layer and forms a charge cloud. The size of this charge cloud depends on the energy
deposited by the interacting photon. This charge cloud is driven towards the ASIC terminals
by the electric field. The drift in the charge carriers causes a variation to the electric field
in the sensor, inducing an electric pulse in the readout. Each electrical pulse generated by
each detection event is individually analysed, and counters record only photons higher than a
certain preset threshold. The pixel electronics process the electrical signals on an event by
event basis. Prior to photon counting detectors, there were charge integrating detectors. In
charge integrating detectors, the conversion of a photon into an electrical signal is done in
two steps: (1) x-rays are converted to visible light by means of a scintillator material; and (2)
the visible light is then detected with photo-diodes [4, 31, 33–35].
2.3.1 Advantages of PCDs
Photon counting detectors have many advantages over charge integrating detectors. These
include the following:
• The direct conversion of photon signal into digital counts removes electronic noise.
This enables data to be acquired at the lower noise level. PCDs allow setting the
electronic threshold low enough to reject noise pulses while still counting a useful
signal. On the other hand, energy integrating detectors suffer from electronic noise
mixed with the photon signal. Separation from the statistical noise is not possible
[33, 36].
• A second advantage of photon counting, especially for medical imaging, is that it offers
the possibility of extracting spectral information from each photon event, as opposed
to requiring multiple exposures or an increased x-ray dose [35].
• Spectral measurements obtained from PCDs enables us to differentiate the variety of
tissues and contrast agents within an imaging voxel.
• In PCDs, the photo-electric conversion happens in a very limited volume, and the
photon energy is deposited in a narrow trace or cloud of secondary electron-hole pairs.
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These electron-hole pairs are quickly, and with little spatial dispersion, collected by
the electric drift field. As the collection time is in the order of nanoseconds, the direct
detector can be operated at very high count rates as compared to energy integrating
detectors. As the secondary charges remain confined, the modulation transfer function
(MTF), and hence the detective quantum efficiency (DQE), is excellent, and the repro-
ducibility of the collected charge packet size is nearly perfect, allowing, if required, an
accurate photon energy measurement [35].
2.3.2 Disadvantages of PCDs
PCD technology is not perfect. There are some limitations to be understood for optimal
utilisation of photon counting detectors.
• At high flux rates, it is probable that two or more photons overlap due to the stochastic
nature of photons arrival times. This overlap of pulses may be recorded as a single
event with wrong energy. This phenomenon of overlap is called pulse pile-up and
results in substantial loss of counts as well as distortion of recorded energy spectrum.
[30, 31, 37–39].
• High count rates cause saturation in the detector due to dead time of the pulse shaping
electronics. This limits us from using photon counting detectors at high fluxes [21, 29,
30]. Figure 2.3 shows the count rate linearity of a photon counting detector.
• The energy response of PCDs gets deteriorated for various reasons, such as: incomplete
charge collection, charge diffusion, charge sharing, x-ray fluorescence, Compton
scattering, residual charge, and leakage current [30, 31].
• An incomplete integration of the sensor signal by the readout shaper electronics can
cause a loss of signal. This is referred to as Ballistic deficit. This occurs when the
signal peaking time is shorter than the time of the induced signal [31].
• Threshold dispersion exists between the pixels of PCDs, due to manufacturing vari-
ations of the pixel electronics and some other physical parameters like mechanical
stress, sensor edges, and temperature variations [28, 40].
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Fig. 2.3 Count rate linearity of a Medipix3RX photon counting detector in charge summing
mode(CSM) and single pixel mode(SPM). It deviates after 40 and 80 µA respectively. (From;
R.K. Panta, Ph.D. Thesis "Toward human MARS scanning: improving spectral performance for soft
tissue imaging" [29])
2.4 Semiconductor sensors
2.4.1 Principles of operation
When a photon interacts with the sensor material, there are two interaction mechanisms:
the photoelectric effect and Compton scattering. With the photoelectric effect, the incident
photon transfers all of its energy to an atomic electron. A photon interacting through the
Compton process transfers only a fraction of its energy to an outer electron and scatters
with energy (E-Et). This scattered photon either interacts again by the photoelectric effect
or Compton scattering; or escapes from the material. Of the two interactions, only the
photoelectric effect guarantees total absorption of the photon incident energy and gives full
information about the energy of the incident photon. The interaction cross section for the
photoelectric effect varies according to Z4.5 [41].
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2.4.2 Sensors for spectral CT
With spectral CT, we have multiple energy bins, and the signal to noise ratio for each energy
bin should be good enough for image reconstruction without any loss of data and with
minimum patient dose. The choice of semiconductor material for radiation detection is
mainly based on the energy range of interest. High-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors
have been used for spectroscopic purposes due to its high absorption efficiency; excellent
charge transport properties; and high energy resolution [41, 42]. However, Ge has low atomic
number increasing the probability of Compton scatters over the photoelectric effect in the
detector. Also, the HPGe sensor has a relatively low band gap, requiring a cooling system
(liquid nitrogen) to reduce the thermal generation of charge carriers to an acceptable level.
These requirements make these detectors bulky, immobile and expensive. Because of this,
they are not fit for clinical application, especially in spectral CT scanners.
Silicon (Si) is the most commonly used material for radiation detection. It is relatively
cheap and easily available in a purified form. Si is not suitable for spectral CTs due to low
detection efficiency in the diagnostic human energy range [16, 21]. To obtain enough data
for image reconstruction, large exposure times or high tube currents are required but, both
result in increased object radiation dose.
High resistivity gallium arsenide (GaAs) is also a suitable sensor material for spectral
imaging up to 60 keV [16, 43]. The distinguishing feature of GaAs is its high photon
absorption as compared to Si, which has allowed the development of a thin x-ray detector.
Due to a large band gap, it can be operated at room temperature.
Cadmium telluride (CdTe) and cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) are considered favorable
semiconductor sensors due to their high effective atomic number; high density; and wide
band gap as shown in the table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Physical properties of semiconductor sensors
Material Density Atomic number Band gap I.P Resistivity µeτe µhτh
[g/cm3] [z] [eV] [eV] [Ω cm] [cm2/V] [cm2/V]
Si 2.33 14 1.12 3.6 104 >1 >1
Ge 5.33 32 0.67 2.9 50 >1 >1
GaAs 5.32 31, 33 1.42 4.3 107 10−5 10−6
CdTe 5.85 48, 52 1.44 4.43 109 10−3 10−4
CdZnTe 5.81 48, 30, 52 1.65 4.6 1010 10−3 to 10−2 10−5
HgI2 6.40 80, 53 2.13 4.2 1013 10−4 10−5
I.P is ionisation potential - the energy required to create an electron hole pair. µeτe and µhτh
are the mobility life time products of electrons and holes respectively.
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CdTe and CZT detectors provide high absorption efficiency (relatively high attenuation
of x-rays); good room temperature performance (low leakage current, due to a large band
gap); and can be made compact, mobile and inexpensive [30, 41, 44, 45]. Because of these
advantages, CdTe and CZT have high potential for medical and nuclear imaging applications.
For this thesis, a CdTe sensor is used. GaAs and CZT are also being used in MARS spectral
system.
The linear attenuation coefficients and absorption efficiencies of the above mentioned
sensors are shown as a function of energy in figure 2.4.
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Fig. 2.4 (a) Linear attenuation coefficients of photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering of Si,
GaAs, CdTe, CZT. (b) The absorption efficiencies of these sensors as a function of energy
2.4.3 Limitations in high-Z sensors
High-Z semiconductor materials offer significant benefits in the field of radiation detection.
However, there are some specific limitations that are necessary to understand, so that proper
correction factors can be employed for them or their effect can be predicted.
Charge diffusion
When a photon deposits its energy in the semiconductor sensor material, it generates the
hole-electron clouds. A charge cloud drifts towards the respective electrodes under the
influence of an applied electric field. As the charge clouds move towards the electrodes, it
diffuses on lateral dimensions. This diffusion charge is collected by the different pixels in
the ASIC. This effect is more pronounced when the sensor’s thickness is much larger than its
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pixel pitch. When the collected charge is shared by different pixels, a single photon can be
counted in more than one pixel. This phenomenon is called as charge sharing.
Charge trapping
Charge trapping is a process in which an electron or hole is captured by a trapping centre and
then, after a delay, re-emitted into the conduction or valence band. This trapping deteriorates
the spectral responses and creates low energy tailing in the spectrum [46]. Charge trapping
is due to structural defects, impurities and irregularities (grain boundaries and inclusions).
It depends on sensor manufacturing and varies from crystal to crystal. This effect can be
avoided by improving sensor manufacturing abilities. There are some studies, in which they
tried to overcome this problem with some physical methods. Frits et al. and Shikhaliev
[47] proposed techniques to decrease this effect by modifying the depth of interaction of the
x-rays. It is exercised by directing the beam at a tilted angle to the detector surface. This
methodology reduces the drift length of the holes, and consequently decreases the probability
of hole trapping.
Sensor polarisation
Polarisation leads to a time-dependent decrease of the count-rate and charge collection
efficiency in semiconductor detector. It occurs due to charge trapping and subsequent
detrapping of charge carriers. These affect the electric field profile in the sensor [31].
Polarisation effects can be minimized by application of a high bias voltage and by low
temperature conditions [48].
2.5 Medipix family of detectors
CERN researchers, in collaboration with several institutes around the world, designed a
microchip known as "Medipix". It consists of an integrated circuit connected to a sensitive
element, which together forms a small detector. Both the sensor and chip are divided into
tiny sensitive elements to detect individual photons. A brief introduction about the Medipix
family of the detector is described here.
The Medipix1 demonstrated the principle of the photon counting approach. The chip was
implemented in a 1 µm CMOS process and consisted of a matrix of 64× 64 pixels. The pixel
dimensions were 170×170 µm2 [49]. The Medipix2 chip was implemented in a 0.25µm
CMOS technology with a matrix of 256×256 pixels. The pixel dimensions were 55× 55
µm2. In the Medipix-2 there was a limitation when measuring the energy of a single photon
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[50]. This technological limitation comes from the distortion in the energy spectrum induced
by charge sharing [51].
In The Medipix3, spectral degradation due to charge sharing in the sensor has been
addressed by means of an architecture known as "Charge Summing Mode" (CSM - described
later) [52]. The conventional operation of the chip is in fine pitch mode with 256×256 pixels
at 55 µm pitch. Each pixel contains two energy counters. When operated in spectroscopic
mode, the Medipix3 detectors are capable of inter-pixel communication. This allows for
128×128 pixel clusters at 110 µm pitch, with each cluster combining a 2×2 super-pixel to
provide eight energy counters. It has been found that there is a flaw in Charge Summing
Mode’s charge allocation algorithm, known as preferential summing [53]. Although the total
charge is correct per pulse, the allocation scheme will incorrectly assign the charge to certain
pixels more often than the rest. This is due to the threshold dispersion from pixel-to-pixel.
The pixel with the lowest threshold will detect a higher charge than the others. This means
it has a higher probability of being assigned the total charge. Even after equalisation, the
residual threshold dispersion is high enough for this to be a significant factor.
The Medipix3.1 is a revision of the Medipix3, having a modification to one of the
metallisation layers to fix temperature stability [16]. The newest chip, the Medipix3RX,
implements a new architecture for the hit allocation which works well in simulations and
is more robust to threshold dispersion. It has improved energy resolution and an improved
charge summing allocation algorithm to remove the effects of preferential summing [52].
For this thesis, the Medipix3RX with charge summing mode is used for all measurements.
2.5.1 Charge Summing Mode in Medipix3RX
Charge sharing is mitigated by a well-programmed pixel architecture, known as "Charge
Summing Mode" (CSM) [52, 54]. When a photon deposits its energy, some signal is induced
in a cluster of pixels. In CSM, the charge deposited on each pixel is compared with the charge
from its neighbours with the aid of a network of arbitration circuits that allocate the hit to
the pixel (winner) that had the larger share. At the same time, summing circuits physically
located at the corners of the pixels reconstruct the charge in clusters of 2×2 pixels. If the
winner pixel and one of its adjacent summing circuits exceed the preset threshold, then a
counter in the pixel is incremented. The CSM mechanism is shown in the figure 2.5 The
CSM network of analog summing and digital hit allocation circuits can be turned off. In this
configuration, the circuit works in single pixel mode (SPM), where the pixel processes the
locally deposited charge. This is the traditional mode of operation of hybrid pixel detectors.
The Medipix3RX chip can be programmed in fine pitch mode or in spectroscopic mode.
In fine pitch mode, the sensor pixels match the readout ASIC pixels, the pixel pitch being
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Fig. 2.5 Charge summing mode in Medipix3RX detector [52].
55 µm. In spectroscopic mode, one in every four pixels is connected to the sensor, the
pixel pitch being 110 µm. The circuitry in the pixels left unconnected is used to allow more
thresholds to compare the charge deposited by the incoming photon into more counters [54].
2.5.2 Threshold equalisation of the Medipix3RX
Inter-pixel variation is due to manufacturing variations in the miniature pixel electronics, and
other physical parameters like mechanical stress, sensor edges, and temperature changes. The
threshold equalisation procedure can minimize this problem. This pixel-to-pixel variation
causes dispersion in the threshold voltages of the analog discriminator. The process of
reducing the inter-pixel threshold variation by adjusting the corresponding adjustment DAC
of each pixel is called threshold equalisation. There are eight 9-bit energy thresholds DACs
which are global and set the same threshold to all pixels in the Medipix3RX chip. Each
pixel has two 5-bit fine adjustment DACs for fine tuning. These fine adjustment DACs are
optimised to achieve the similar behaviour of all the pixels in the chip. There are different
approaches for threshold equalisation which includes a bisective approach, a scan approach,
and an interpolative approach [16]. The interpolative approach is faster than the others and is
currently being used in the MARS spectral system for threshold equalisation of Medipix3RX
detectors. The detailed information regarding the interpolative approach is available in Mike
Walsh’s thesis [16].
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2.5.3 Energy calibration of the Medipix3RX
Several methodologies of energy calibration have been developed based on the available
equipment sources and environmental conditions. These techniques typically use monochro-
matic sources of radiation [55–57] (radioisotopes e.g. Co-57, Am-241; or a synchrotron
radiation facility) or x-ray fluorescence from different materials [32, 52, 58] like Molybde-
num (Z= 42), Palladium (Z= 46), Tantalum ( Z= 73), and Lead (Z=82).
Panta et al. introduced an automatic technique for calibrating the energy response of
a spectral Medipix3RX detector with polychromatic x-ray source by using the kVp over a
range of interest [59]. The MARS group is currently using this kVp technique for energy
calibration of Medipix3RX detectors.
2.6 MARS data processing
Currently the MARS data processing routine includes (1) the controller - for scanner opera-
tion, scanner calibration, and scan data acquisition; (2) the Image processing System (IPS)
server - a PACS server and a server for reconstruction and material decomposition (MD); and
(3) the MARS vision system - for 3D volume rendering, image analysis, and connected to a
zSpace (provides stereoscopic 3D visualisation) as shown in figure 2.6. This data processing
chain was implemented in mid 2015.
At the start of this Ph.D., the image processing was not automated. After the raw data
acquisition (DICOM format) from the MARS scanner, a standard set of software tools were
used for data processing. The processing involved dark-field and flat-field correction, pixel
masking, dilation, ring filtration, image denoising and finally algebraic reconstruction [22, 1].
Fig. 2.6 The MARS image data processing chain
2.6.1 Image reconstruction
Image reconstruction is a process that generates 3D images from x-ray projection data
acquired at many different angles around an object [60]. There are two primary types of
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reconstruction methods - analytical and iterative reconstruction. The analytical technique
commonly used in conventional CTs is filtered back projection. It is very fast but it uses a
monochromatic x-ray beam model resulting in beam hardening, and it can not describe the
imaging process accurately [61]. Iterative reconstruction techniques start with an initial guess,
compare the measurement, update the guess, and iterate until the cost function is optimised. In
other words, they find the best image estimate. Statistical reconstruction methods are iterative.
Many algorithms have been proposed including the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
(ART), the Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximization (MLEM), and many others
[43, 62]. Iterative algorithms offer distinct advantages over analytical methods particularly
when the data is incomplete, inconsistent and noisy [63, 64].
Currently, the in-house MARS image reconstruction software is based on an iterative
type of Simultaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (SART) [1, 65]. Details regarding
the image reconstruction method used by MARS can be found in Niels de Ruiter’s thesis [1].
2.6.2 Material decomposition
The fundamental principle of spectral imaging is that the mass attenuation coefficients of
different materials differ according to incident x-ray energies. Therefore, materials can be
identified by identifying different x-ray spectra and represented using the unique physical
and chemical properties of the materials in the decomposed images.
The purpose of MD is to determine the concentration of a chemical element or compound
from spectral CT images. Depending on how the x-ray spectral information is extracted,
MD approaches for material characterisation can be classified into three categories: post-
reconstruction MD (also known as image based decomposition), pre-reconstruction MD (also
known as projection based decomposition), and simultaneous material decomposition during
CT image reconstruction.
Image based decomposition is generally achieved by solving a system of linear equations.
Whereas, projection based MD is implemented by parameter estimation techniques such as a
maximum likelihood estimator, or a least-squares method. In general, the post-reconstruction
techniques are faster and relatively easy. On the other hand, pre-reconstruction techniques
are more complicated, slow and computationally intensive [66–68]. The advantage of pre-
reconstruction includes the ability to enhance soft tissue contrast and increase the precision
by reducing beam hardening artefacts. Furthermore, it is less affected by flaws in the recon-
struction algorithm because it is performed on the raw data.
Simultaneous MD during CT image reconstruction directly reconstructs the material
basis coefficients. This can be implemented with iterative material reconstruction techniques
and statistical material reconstruction techniques. The advantage of this simultaneous MD
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technique is that the material basis coefficients are invariant for every measurement, unlike
the linear attenuation coefficients which have a dependence on the x-ray energy [15].
The current MARS-MD algorithm is developed for post reconstruction and uses a statisti-
cal segmentation technique to separate the low attenuating soft tissue materials from high
attenuating dense materials, enabling each case to be decomposed using a different material
decomposition algorithm. The MARS-MD algorithm can easily achieve a reasonable six
material decomposition using four energy bands in the human imaging range [17]. The
details of the MARS-MD algorithm can be find in Christopher Bateman’s thesis [15].
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2.7 Potential applications of the MARS spectral system
The MARS scanner can play a major role in monitoring the bio-markers of cancer and
its treatment: identifying and monitoring unstable atherosclerotic plaques, inflammatory
diseases, cartilage characterisation for early diagnosis of osteoarthritis (a common disease in
mature adult-hood), and many others [22, 69]. Following are a few examples of applications
of spectral CT that the MARS team and collaborators are currently/have been investigating.
2.7.1 Characterisation of atherosclerotic plaque
The MARS spectral imaging has the ability to characterise human atherosclerotic plaque.
This technique may non-invasively detect vulnerable plaques before disruption or rupture
of the plaque. This may allow the clinicians to identify and diagnose the vulnerable plaque
before they cause adverse cardiovascular events [18, 29]. Figure 2.7 shows characterisation
of a human excised carotid plaque sample scanned with the MARS spectral CT system [70].
Fig. 2.7 An excised plaque sample on left and MARS material image on the right (longitudinal section
view). Lipid-like is yellow, water-like is red, and calcium-like is gray (image courtesy of Joe Healy).
2.7.2 Quantification of contrast agents
The MARS spectral CT can identify multi-contrast pharmaceuticals [69]. This has the
potential to describe markers of disease activity, drug delivery, and response to treatment
in one scan, also avoiding the need for biopsy. A mouse containing two different contrast
agents (Iodine and Barium) is shown in figure 2.8. The detail of this work can be found in
Nigel Anderson’s work [71]. Some colleagues in the MARS project are also working with
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targeted gold nanoparticles to identify thrombosis in hardened arteries as well as for cancer
imaging (Lewis Lung carcinoma, and ovarian cancer).
Fig. 2.8 A mouse containing two different contrast materials Iodine and Barium in the heart and lung
respectively (image courtesy of Christopher Bateman and Alex Chernoglazov).
2.7.3 Orthopaedic applications
Spectral CT has the ability to quantify and differentiate iodine in articular cartilage from
bone. Cartilage characterisation with spectral CT helps in grading cartilage health. It can
evaluate the deterioration of cartilage health that occurs during osteoarthritis due to the
depletion of glycosaminoglycans (GAG) in the extracellular matrix of articular cartilage.
Rajendran [22] demonstrated quantitative cartilage imaging using bovine cartilage and
osteoarthritis human cartilage samples. He used iodine (a contrast media) as an inverse marker
of glycosaminoglycans (GAG) in cartilage which enabled cartilage-bone differentiation and
material quantification as shown in figure 2.9. This study explored the potential of spectral
CT in early detection of osteoarthritis. The detail of this work can be found in Rajendran’s
thesis [22].
2.7.4 Industrial benefits
The MARS spectral CT can identify the thin layers of fat, meat and bone within the lamb
meat sample [72] as shown in the figure 2.10. So, it can determine quality of livestock meat.
After the transition of the small animal scanner to large-scale human scanner, livestock will
be able to be screened for meat quality in live conditions (anaesthetised). The countries
producing the meat can take advantage of the MARS technology and provide the best quality
meat to the world.
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Fig. 2.9 3D view of a lateral tibial plateau sample with simultaneous display of calcium and iodine
material. The gradient of colours (blue to red) describes the amount of iodine (inversely related to
GAG) present in the cartilage [22].
Fig. 2.10 A 3D volume rendering of a lamb meat sample using the MARS spectral scanner. A clear
separation within the meat structure between fat (off white), meat (reddish) and bone (white) can be
seen [72].
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2.8 Summary
• The MARS scanner is a spectral system that uses Medipix3RX photon counting
detectors to provide both spatial and energy resolution. The MARS group is the only
manufacturer of commercial research purpose small animal scanners with Medipix
detectors. These scanners are being used for research purposes in USA, Russia, and
New Zealand. In the near future, MARS is heading towards developing a first prototype
human scanner.
• Source Ray, Inc., New York assembles the x-ray tube used in the MARS scanner. These
are low powered and have a 50 µm focal spot with an anode angle of 20◦ generating
up to 125 keV.
• Hybrid photon counting detectors allow us to use different sensor layers depending
upon the particular applications. These PCD have many advantages over charge
integrating detectors including: low noise in data; enabling chemical composition;
better spatial resolution and detective quantum efficiency; and accurate photon energy
measurement.
• The disadvantage of photon counting detectors includes pulse pile-up and saturation at
high flux, incomplete charge collection, charge diffusion, and charge sharing.
• High-Z sensors such as CdTe and CZT have better quantum detection efficiency in the
diagnostic human imaging range.
• Charge sharing in the Medipix3RX is accounted for by a mechanism known as "Charge
Summing Mode" (CSM).
• The Medipix3RX is an advanced hybrid photon counting detector designed to have
better spectral response and count rate capabilities.
• The threshold equalisation procedure is used in the Medipix detector to reduce inter-
pixel variations.
• The MARS spectral CT has potential applications not limited to: unstable plaque
characterisation; identification and quantification of gold nanoparticles; orthopaedic
applications; and industrial applications. These make it an attractive imaging modality
in the diagnostic community.
Chapter 3
Development of a semi-analytic x-ray
source model
I developed a parameterised semi-analytic x-ray source model to describe the output from
the x-ray tubes used in the MARS small animal spectral systems. I refer to this developed
model as "MARS x-ray model".
The MARS x-ray model has been produced by applying regression methods to data from
Monte Carlo simulations in the diagnostic imaging energy range (30-120 kVp) that I have
run for this particular x-ray tube as configured within the MARS scanner. It provides off-axis
qualitative and quantitative information about the energy distribution of the x-ray spectrum
within ±17◦ along θ (vertical direction), ±5◦ along φ (horizontal direction) of the central
axis and with the energy resolution of 1 keV. This model has been validated against other
spectral models.
This chapter provides a step-by-step description of the methods used to generate this
model. Section 3.1 presents the need for spectral models and some discussion about the
available x-ray source models. Section 3.2 describes the steps involved in the development of
the MARS x-ray model. Section 3.3 contains details of the Monte Carlo simulation tool used
to generate the x-ray tube spectra as well as a comprehensive explanation of the Monte Carlo
principles. Section 3.4 describes the Monte Carlo data extraction and unit transformation.
Section 3.5 presents the regression model of the source function which have been obtained
by fitting a polynomial function to the Monte Carlo simulation data. Section 3.6 discusses
a user interface for the MARS x-ray model (Source model UI) implemented in MATLAB.
This interface allows other researchers in the MARS team to explore the properties of the
MARS x-ray model. Finally, this chapter concludes with the discussion and summary.
I would like to acknowledge the contribution of M. Anjomrouz as a co-investigator in this
work. I would like to acknowledge the contribution of D. J. Smithies for writing a code to
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extract the data from phase space files and A. Largeau for writing a code to make the model
available for 1 KVp resolution. This chapter is modified from a chapter in MARS manuals,
Physics Volume. I contributed to writing this chapter as a co-author. Some part of this work
has been accepted for 2016 IEEE NSS/MIC with a title "Semi-Analytic X-ray Source Model
for MARS Spectral CT".
3.1 Introduction
Reconstruction models in spectral systems ignore the variation in spectral composition away
from the central beam axis which results in image artefacts. To address this issue, an x-ray
source model with off-axis spectral information is required. For this purpose, details and
features of available spectral models must be examined to see if they fulfill the requirements
for spectral reconstructions, or a new model needs to be developed. For the MARS recon-
struction, a model for 30 - 120 kVp tube voltage and 20◦ tungsten anode angle with off-axis
spectral information is required. The spectral models available for generating x-ray spectra
can be categorised into three types: empirical, semi-empirical and Monte Carlo models.
Empirical models are based on the experimental measurements for the prediction of
x-ray spectra. Boon et al. [73] presented a model "TASMIP" by using the Fewell’s measured
spectra [74]. TASMIP uses higher order interpolating polynomials to compute the x-ray
spectra at 1 keV energy bin for tube voltage between 30 and 140 keV for a tungsten target
and is valid for an anode angle of 12◦. Hernandez et al. addressed the problem of Low
energy resolution and significant filtration of TASMIP spectra and referred as "TASMIC"
[75]. Although these empirical methods provide look-up tables which are quite fast, they
are not flexible. Also, the available data-sets do not cover the off-axis photon distributions.
Moreover, since the anode angle has a significant effect on the estimated spectra [76], TAS-
MIP or TASMIC does not meet our requirement for generating the x-ray spectra at a specific
anode angle (e.g. 20◦ for the x-ray tube SB-120-350).
Semi-empirical models use a theoretical formulation to compute the x-ray spectra fol-
lowed by some fine adjustment in the equation parameters using measured spectra. Kramers
presented the first theoretical model [77]. Subsequently, this model was modified to include
the target self-attenuation [78]. Birch and Marshall used Green’s formulation for charac-
teristic radiation estimation and tuned some parameters of the later model to show a good
agreement with the experimental data [79]. IPEM78 based on the Birch and Marshall model
was published in 1979 and provided data for use in diagnostic radiology and mammography
[80]. The spectra are presented for tungsten targets with target angles 6◦ to 22◦ at 1◦
interval for tube voltage over the range 30 to 150 kVp at energy intervals of 0.5 keV. Tucker
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et al. modified this model by incorporating the fact that the bremsstrahlung and charac-
teristics are produced at different depths [81]. Blough et al. [82] proposed a model based
on Tucker’s work using mathematical formulation instead of semi-empirical functions for
mammography spectra. Dr. G. Stirling presented two models x-raytbc (based on Tucker et al.
model) and x-rayb&m (based on Birch and Marshall model for tungsten target) to predict
the x-ray spectra, kerma and HVL for various tube voltages, anode angles, distances, and
absorbing materials in the range of 10 to 150 kVp with the energy bin of 1 keV. Poludniowski
et al.[83–85] presented a model "SpekCalc" based on the deterministic model for tungsten
anode over the tube potentials (40 – 300 kVp) and anode angles (recommended: 6◦ – 30◦).
It is worth emphasizing that these semi-empirical models provide the spectral information
only at the central axis, and are not able to predict the off-axis spectra, therefore they do not
meet the needs of the MARS team.
Monte Carlo simulations are used to provide an approximate solution to three-dimensional
problems by simulating the path of billions of x-ray photons. Monte Carlo simulations by
themselves do not make good models to use for spectral estimation due to the computational
time required. It is, therefore, common to use parameterised models that are fitted to Monte
Carlo data [76, 86–92]. These models are generally termed as semi-analytic due to interpo-
lation and extrapolation applied on the Monte Carlo data. Many researchers used in-house
developed computer codes, whereas others used general purpose Monte Carlo code such as
EGS4, MCNP, ITS (Integrated TIGER Series) [90, 91, 93, 94]. Ay et al. presented a Monte
Carlo model for diagnostic radiology and mammography using MCNP4C [76]. It provides
information along the cathode-anode direction but not along the vertical axis (perpendicular
to cathode-anode direction). They used anode angle ranges from 6◦ to 18◦. Bhat et al.
used EGS4 code to estimate the off-axis spectra along the 6◦ cathode-anode direction [91].
Bontempi et al. used the Mont Carlo code to estimate the spectra for tungsten anode for
different anode angles ( 10◦, 12◦, 15◦, 17◦, and 20◦) for 50-140 kVp [95]. Although they
give off-axis spectral information, it is not commercially available and is not parameterised
to obtain the desired information.
In summary, the available software packages can determine photon spectrum only at the
central beam axis. None of them provide the off-axis spectral information required in MARS
reconstruction. This limitation confirms the necessity for developing a new x-ray model.
3.2 MARS x-ray source model development steps
Development of the source model procedure is presented in the block diagram as shown in
figure 3.1. The source model development comprises of (1) Monte Carlo simulation, (2)
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Monte Carlo data extraction and unit transformation, and (3) source model regression. The
x-ray source function depends on the anode voltage VA, the anode material mA, and the exit




Fig. 3.1 This diagram demonstrates three major steps involved in developing a source model. These
steps include (1) running the Monte Carlo simulation with desired geometry, underlying physics of
x-ray tubes, applying variance reduction technique to improve the simulation efficiency, and defining
the region of interest for the photon data collection, (2) extracting the data from phase space files and
applying some approximations for unit conversion, and (3) applying the different level of regression
on the Monte Carlo extracted data and mapping dependency of coefficients of regression using an
independent variable order polynomial to get the final source model.
It is important to note that only some variables are listed in equation 3.1; the effect of other
parameters like temperature variation, pitting on the anode, and reliability of the internal
control circuits are currently ignored.
The following sections discusses how the output spectrum of the source has been mod-
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elled. The Monte Carlo simulation tool, BEAMnrc, was used for simulating the photon
distribution.
3.3 Monte Carlo simulation of x-ray tube
Monte Carlo methods are a class of mathematical techniques which use random sampling
to solve physics, mathematics, and economics modelling problems that are stochastic in
nature. Monte Carlo is also a city in Monaco that was famous for gambling in the past; where
flipping a coin or rolling a die could determine the outcome of the game. The similarity
between the nature of this technique and those games of chance caused it to be named Monte
Carlo by Von Neumann [96]. Generating random numbers in many ways is an easy task for
new powerful computers. Therefore, Monte Carlo codes have employed this feature in the
structure of stochastic process.
As radiation physics is based on stochastic phenomena arisen from quantum mechanical
properties of matter, Monte Carlo simulation inevitably has to be used in this area. This
method enables us to transport neutral (photon and neutron), charged (proton and electron)
particles and heavy ions based on probability distribution when they interact with matter.
Many Monte Carlo codes have been written since the 1970s with applications in medical
physics [96]. Furthermore, there are some other Monte Carlo packages that can be used for
general purpose. Some well-known Monte Carlo codes include EGS4, MCNP, GEANT4,
FLUKA, and PENELOPE. Among them, the Electron Gamma Shower (EGS4) code was
originally developed at Stanford Linear Accelerator centre (SLAC), USA, for high energy
physics applications and has been extended with the help of National Research Council
Canada (NRC), and the high energy accelerator research organization in Japan (KEK) to
apply for lower energy applications. This code is able to transport electrons and photons
in an arbitrary geometry for particles with energies from a few keV up to several TeV. The
improved version of EGS4 is EGSnrc, developed jointly by NRC and the Stanford Linear
Accelerator centre in the 1980s. The development of BEAMnrc and DOSXYZnrc Monte
Carlo codes has been of direct benefit to medical physics in radiotherapy treatment planning
and dosimetry. Both packages have been developed around the core of EGSnrc code [97, 98].
For this work I chose BEAMnrc code as it has a user-friendly interface which has been
dedicated for modelling x-ray tubes and accelerators. The modular design of this code allows
us to use any combination of various types of the sources with different thickness of material
as a filter or a bunch of collimators. Furthermore, using the advanced features, like variance
reduction capabilities, provides reasonable statistical sampling with small computation times.
Before explaining how the Monte Carlo method works for simulating a simplified form
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of x-ray tube, an understanding of underlying physics and properties of x-ray tubes should
be provided. The incident electron undergoes two types of interactions within the target.
The main part of the x-ray spectrum is produced when the accelerated electrons are slowed
travelling through atomic electric fields inside the anode target. The majority of an electron’s
lost energy is converted to heat, which is ideally exhausted from the tube through a cooling
system. The remainder of the incident energy is released in the form of photons, known as
bremsstrahlung or "braking radiation." Another part of the spectrum, characteristic x-rays,
are produced when the electron has enough energy (greater than binding energy of an inner
electron) to knock out an inner shell electron and the vacancy of this electron is filled by
an outer electron. This transition causes the emission of a characteristic x-ray with energy
equal to the energy difference between the two bound states [4]. These characteristics can
be seen as the spikes in the x-ray spectrum in figure 3.2. The intensity of emitted photons
is controlled by cathode current and tube voltage while its energy is controlled by the tube
voltage. Thus, the maximum energy of generated x-rays cannot exceed more than the energy
of accelerated electrons in the electronic field determined by given tube voltage.






































Fig. 3.2 The x-ray tube spectra calculated by SpekCalc software for various tube voltages at the
central axis of the beam.
Even though the incident electron beam originates from accelerated electrons in a given
electromagnetic field, there is no certain position for interacting with atoms of target. There-
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fore, the location of x-ray photons and their directions follow a random pattern. Predicting
the behaviour of the random parameters of the radiation field in our case; such as energy,
anisotropic direction and even the occurrence time of x-ray photons are possible when we
define them as the independent variables in the Monte Carlo phase space. Using Monte
Carlo methods not only enables us to transport initial electrons and primary photons, but also
transporting secondary particles is predictable when these photons hit another thickness of
material. The range of possible physical events includes the photon exchanging energy with
an electron in the targets atoms, which could lead either scattering with decreasing the initial
energy and changing its direction or absorbing by transferring total energy to an electron.
These two phenomena occur randomly for all photons. In Monte Carlo simulations, the
transport of a particle such as a photon continues for the duration that it has enough energy
to take part in any of the possible defined interactions. The record of the interactions that
each particle is involved with is known as its history. When a particle is no longer able to
interact, that event is terminated and its history is recorded in the output file. Furthermore,
the termination command can be controlled by enforcing criteria such as energy cut off,
timeout or regions. The typical process used in medical physics applications of the Monte
Carlo simulations is given in figure 3.3. The series of parameters set to simulate the Source
Ray x-ray tube are defined in the following section.
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Fig. 3.3 This figure illustrates an overview of Monte Carlo process which starts by initializing input
parameters including source, geometry and so on. The simulator picks each source particle with
random energy (in defined limits), direction and position. Then transporting that particle will continue
until the cut-off criteria is reached. The report of each particle is then recorded. At the final stage,
when all of source particles are transported, all of history results are averaged and reported in the
output file.
3.3.1 X-ray source geometry
The BEAMnrc GUI consists of a series of component modules (CMs) which enable us to
combine them according to the arbitrary geometry of our x-ray source. Each item is contained
between two planes which are perpendicular to the z-axis which they should be arranged in
the right order [98]. To specify a simple geometry, I used the CMs, XTUBE, for the x-ray
source and two SLABs for the intrinsic filter surrounded by air volume. The x− z view of
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designed geometry in BEAMnrc can be seen in figure 3.4.
As shown in this figure, a thickness of 1 mm tungsten was used for the anode surface
which was mounted on a copper holder in a vacuum container. The anode angle was set
20◦ based on the specification of the x-ray tubes used in MARS. Since the exit window
of actual x-ray tube is made of glass material which is equivalent to 1.8 mm Al filter, I
chose this value for the intrinsic filter as this is the best reliable value provided by the x-ray
tube’s manufacturer. There are manufacturing variations (non-uniform thickness) in the glass
window which are not accounted for in these simulations. This may affect the simulations
results in the low energy range. The second SLAB was filled by air to obtain flux at the end
of this block that simulates real conditions.
I selected monochromatic "parallel circular beam inside from side" with the radius of
0.0073 cm to define the electron beam. According to specification, the effective focal spot of
the x-ray tube is 50 µ m which is converted under equation (3.2) to the actual focal spot. In
fact, the actual focal spot is the circular spot on the anode that is bombarded by the parallel
electron beam [4].
Effective focal spot = Actual focal spot× sin(anode angle) (3.2)
Fig. 3.4 The x-z view of x-ray geometry defined in BEAMnrc based on the parameters of the x-ray
tube (Source Ray SB-120-350). In this figure, the white arrow shows the direction of electrons hitting
the tungsten target and then copper target holder. The produced photons pass through a thin glass
layer (equivalent to 1.8 mm Al as the inherent filter) and then an air component module. The phase
space file is defined at the end of air CM.
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3.3.2 Radiation transport in EGSnrc
The BEAMnrc employs EGSnrc Monte Carlo Simulation system to transport particles. This
means that some BEAMnrc parameters are definable using EGSnrc input. Thus, the various
type of interactions that occurs in the target and housing of x-ray tube and corresponding
EGSnrc parameters will be described in this section.
Cross section data
There are two main types of interactions that occur in this problem. Firstly, electron interac-
tions between the accelerated electron beam and anode target (tungsten); and secondly the
interactions between x-ray photons and materials in the anode, and filter. Hence, electron and
photon interactions in low energy ranges are the topic of interest in this study. Cross section
data for various mediums expresses the likelihood of interaction between incident particles
and atoms of the particular material. In the EGSnrc, cross section libraries are available in
two files, 521icru.pegs4dat and 700icru.pegs4dat, based on the density effect corrections
in ICRU Report 37 [97–99]. The first one consists of cross section data which varied from
0.521 to 55 MeV. The second file stands for electron energies from 0.7 to 55 MeV. In both
files, photon energies are in the range between 0.01 and 55 MeV. The lower energy threshold
for the production of secondary bremsstrahlung photons is named as AP and for knock-on
electron is AE. Considering electron rest mass 0.511 MeV, the secondary electron production
would be generated from the kinetic energy of 0.01 and 0.189 MeV in above these two files,
respectively [97, 98]. The parameter of ECUT and PCUT are the electron and photon energy
cut off, respectively, which can be defined globally. These parameters have to be determined
as greater or equal to AP and AE.
When choosing between two cross section libraries, there is always a compromise be-
tween accuracy of the simulation and CPU time. Lower values lead to more accuracy,
consequently spending more CPU time. For the material assignment to the geometry, I used
the file of 0.521icru.pegs4dat which leads more accuracy in the simulations. The parameter
of ECUT and PCUT were set 0.521 MeV and 0.01 MeV, respectively which are equal to AE
and AP.
Electron interactions and criteria
Inelastic electron interactions with material, creating bremsstrahlung and characteristic x-
rays, were computed as two main components of x-ray spectrum. There are two boundary
crossing algorithm option: (1) EXACT and (2) PRESTA-I. If EXACT (default) is used
then the algorithm will cross boundaries in a single scattering (SS) mode, the distance from
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a boundary at which the transition to SS mode is made is determined by ’Skin depth for
boundary crossing algorithm’. The second option is PRESTA-I, if selected boundaries will
be crossed a la PRESTA, i.e. with lateral correlations turned off and multiple scattering is
forced at boundaries [97]. I used "EXACT" option for these simulations to force the .
Electron-step algorithm determines the algorithm used to calculate lateral and longi-
tudinal corrections to account for elastic scattering. There are two possible settings; (1)
PRESTA-I and (2) PRESTA-II. PRESTA-II is the new, more accurate, algorithm developed
for use with EGSnrc. The original PRESTA-I is known to underestimate lateral deflections,
to underestimate longitudinal straggling and to produce a singularity in the distribution
describing the lateral spread of electrons in a single condensed history [98, 97].
I used the "PRESTA-II" in all simulations. while PRESTA-I may be accurate enough for
high energies, it is not recommended for low energy applications.
Photon interactions and criteria
Photons produced in this simulation (with the energy ranging up to 120 keV) interact with
the designated filtration via three basic processes (1) incoherent (Compton) scattering with
atomic electron, (2) coherent (Rayleigh) scattering with molecules (or atoms) of medium,
and (3) photoelectric absorption. Various parameters have been introduced in the EGSnrc
input some of which are quite efficient for x-ray simulation to obtain photon fluence. The
parameters that are considered for this simulation consist of the following:
Photon cross-sections: BEAMnrc provides an optional usage of predefined photon cross
sections. These options are epdl, XCOM, PEGS4, as well as customised photon cross
sections defined by the user. The customised photons cross section gives an opportunity to
the user to use the cross section library for each event, separately.
I used NIST’s XCOM photon cross sections. This cross-section database is commonly
employed in the MARS research group for attenuation calculations.
Bound Compton scattering: To account for the binding effects and Doppler broaden-
ing in Compton scattering events, the Bound Compton Scattering input was used [97, 98].
Doppler broadening is a phenomenon that happens when electron binding is considered.
The bound state of the electron causes pre-collision motion and consequently broadening
of Compton scatter [100]. The default option "off" uses the Klein-Nishina formula [101] to
determine the differential cross section for Compton scattering. If it is selected "on" then
original Klein-Nishina formula is augmented with the impulse approximation to simulate the
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binding effects and Doppler broadening. This requires an extra time and is only important in
below 1 MeV when Rayleigh scattering is being simulated. The last option is "Norej" which
uses the total bound Compton cross sections without any impulse approximation.
I selected the "on" option as for low energy photons (the diagnostic imaging energy range)
impulse approximation is preferred to simulate the scattering of low-energy photons.
Atomic relaxation: Photoelectric and Compton scattering events will cause secondary
products which can be considered and traced by calling the "atomic relaxation" parameter. It
was nominated for the reason that incident particle produces an excited ion, which has to be
relaxed to the ground state by emitting the fluorescent photons, Auger electron and Coster-
Kronig electrons 1 [97]. Before this option became available in EGS4, the photo-electron
carried the entire energy of incident photon. This causes kinetic energy to be deposited
locally, whereas this photon involves other secondary interactions in the real world.
I selected the "atomic relaxation" option to simulate a real scenario during the interaction
processes.
Electron impact ionisation: Interaction of accelerated electrons with atoms results in
inner shell vacancies and consequently, emitting x-ray characteristics from target medium.
In EGSnrc, the probability of those K or L fluorescence above AE (low energy thresh-
old for knock-on electron) and AP (low energy threshold for the production of secondary
bremsstrahlung photons) are computed by enabling a flag called "Electron impact ionisa-
tion". Rogers compared models produced by several people to use the total cross section for
characteristics x-rays [103]. He preferred Kawrakow’s electron impact ionisation theory for
low energy photons. It is currently the most efficient theory for modelling the characteristic
x-rays for low energy photons [97, 98, 103].
I selected the "on" option as this was more suited to my scenario.
Bremsstrahlung cross section: This input chooses the differential cross-section used for
bremsstrahlung interactions. There are three differential cross section options. These are (1)
BH (Bethe-Heitler cross sections), (2) NIST (this cross section data was basically developed
for radiative stopping power recommended by ICRU), and (3) NRC (these are also NIST
cross-sections but includes corrections for electron-electron bremsstrahlung preferably sig-
nificant for lower values of atomic number Z) [97, 98, 103].
I selected the "NIST" option since there is no significant difference for high z material such
1When the vacancy is filled by an electron from a higher subshell of the same shell, a spacial Auger electron
is produced known as Coster-Kronig electron [102].
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as tungsten, and the MARS group is also using it for attenuation calculations.
Bremsstrahlung angular sampling: EGSnrc uses a series of formulas that have been
derived by Koch and Motz to determine the angular sampling when a bremsstrahlung photon
is created. [97, 98, 104]. There are two options "Simple" and "KM". If "Simple" is selected
then bremsstrahlung angles are sampled using only the leading term of modified equation of
Koch and Motz. In case of "KM", the bremsstrahlung angles are sampled using the entire
equation. In the latest versions of EGS4 "KM" is used with some minor modifications.
I selected the default option "Simple". The maximum difference between using the option
"simple" instead of "KM" for the low energy ranges (120 kVp) was less than 0.15%.
Rayleigh scattering: This input determines whether coherent scattering is used in sim-
ulation or not. If Rayleigh scattering option is turned on then it uses the total coherent
cross-sections. Rayleigh scattering is recommended for low energy (< 1 MeV) [97, 98].
Typically this option is used alongside the bound Compton scattering option.
We turned the Rayleigh scattering "on" to account for the coherent scattering in all simula-
tions.
3.3.3 Variance reduction methods
An approach that decreases the variability of the simulation output is called the variance
reduction technique [96, 105, 106]. Applying this method leads to obtaining more accuracy
in the output and improving the efficiency of the Monte Carlo simulation.
There are several types of variance reduction, including electron range rejection method,
bremsstrahlung splitting, Russian roulette, path length biasing, and photon forcing. In each
technique, the criteria for terminating the simulation is different. For example, for the range
rejection, the range of charged particle is calculated and if its energy does not exceed the
energy cut-off set for that region, the history of that particle is terminated, preventing it from
consuming more CPU time [98]. Also, in some cases, we are not interested in transporting a
particular type of secondary particle such as photons generated in pair production. In this
case, when the variance reduction method is not applied, all parameters even for pair photons
have to be set which consume unnecessary CPU time.
When applying EGSnrc Russian Roulette, code is able to remove particles before deter-
mining their parameters, thus saving the CPU time that would be wasted on these undesired
particles [97, 98]. Among variance reduction methods, "bremsstrahlung photon splitting" and
"bremsstrahlung cross section enhancement" are useful techniques to improve the efficiency
of the bremsstrahlung photons [97].
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Bremsstrahlung photon splitting
There are three different bremsstrahlung photon splitting methods available in EGSnrc.
1. Uniform bremsstrahlung splitting (UBS)
2. Selective bremsstrahlung splitting (SBS)
3. Directional bremsstrahlung splitting (DBS)
UBS and SBS approaches have several drawbacks, such as using more CPU time because of
the non-directional nature of UBS, and the non-uniform distribution of statistical weights
for SBS, which means there is a possibility of photons with different weights occurring
in a small volume [107, 108]. More detail on these two methods can be found in a paper
published by Kawrakow et al. [107].
We used the latest splitting method "DBS" implemented into BEAMnrc in 2004. The
efficiency of this method is much greater than the other two approaches (8 times higher
than SBS and 26 times higher than UBS in photon fluence calculations). The DBS method
follows the basic part of SBS method which is only applied for the photons aimed into the
given volume encompassing our region of interest or the treatment field. However, DBS has
a stand-alone algorithm with different features [98, 107].
In the x-ray tube, when a charged particle produces bremsstrahlung photons, the resultant
photon splits NBRSPL times which is definable by the user. The allocated weight of each
particle is 1/ NBRSPL. These split photons which have low weight are named "non-fat" as
compared to initial "fat" photons which would have a weight of 1.
There are some points which should be considered for allocating an appropriate value to
FS, SSD, and NBRSPL. If the splitting number (NBRSPL) is large, a few fat photons would
reach the field of interest. Thus the computer does not need to spend more time to transport
undesired photons, resulting in saving CPU time [98, 107]. For these simulations, we set
1000.
Moreover, when the smaller radius of the splitting field (FS) is chosen, the higher
efficiency of DBS is achievable [107]. However, FS should fully cover the beam field. For
this purpose, the minimum value of FS was set at 5 cm to full coverage of our region of
interest with keeping the highest efficiency. The depth of the splitting region SSD was
selected at 11 cm.
Bremsstrahlung cross section enhancement (BCSE)
Ali et al. developed the BCSE variance reduction coding [109]. It was implemented into
BEAMnrc in 2007 to enhance the efficiency of simulating bremsstrahlung in the materials
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such as anode of x-ray tubes, both in the KV and MV range. This method artificially makes
the rare event of bremsstrahlung emission more abundant, which increases the number of
statistically independent photons that contribute to reducing the variance of the quantity of
interest without increasing the CPU time appreciably.
This method is useful for improving the efficiency of low energy photon calculations.
Not only this method is compatible with other variance reduction methods such as UBS and
DBS, but also their combination maximises overall efficiency.
For this work, we selected "tungsten" option for Medium to enhance, which is anode
material in our simulations. "Enhancement factor" is an integer number representing the
factor by which the bremsstrahlung cross section is enhanced. Recommended BCSE factor
for x-ray tubes in diagnostic energy range is 200, and we used this value in our simulations.
When BCSE is combined with DBS, the weight of all photons reaching the field of interest is
(Weight of the fat photon / BCSE×NBRSPL).
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3.3.4 Scoring plane
A scoring plane of of 7×7 cm2 was defined to cover ±17.2° along vertical(θ ) and horizontal(φ )
MARS camera translation. In the current MARS setup, maximum vertical and horizontal
angular values ranges are −17.2° < θ < 17.2° and −5° < φ < 5° respectively. Therefore,
our selected region of interest is 7×2 cm2 (area within the green box) as shown in the figure
3.5. In future, a multichip camera having large field of view along the (φ ) direction will be
required. We can extend our model to meet this requirement. The energy resolution ∆E, of
the extracted data is 1 keV.
Fig. 3.5 A rectangular region of interest (area within the green box) is extracted from the whole
simulated area based on the width of the detector (1.414 cm), minimum source to detector distance
(11 cm) and vertical camera translation in MARS scanners. Negative φ represents the anode side
while positive φ represents the cathode side.
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3.3.5 BEAMnrc simulation summary
Table 3.1 BEAMnrc parameters summary
Source and geometrical parameters
Incident particle Electrons
Incident kinetic energy 30-120 keV (step size = 10 keV)
Source number (beam shape) Parallel circular beam from side




Inherent Filtration 1.8 mm Al
Source to scoring plane distance 11 cm
Scoring plane size 7×7 cm2
Number of histories (120 kVp) 2.7×109
Number of histories (30-110 kVp) 2×109
Variance reduction parameters
Bremsstrahlung splitting Directional
Splitting number (NBRSPL) 1000





Photon cross section xcom





Bremsstrahlung cross sections NIST
Spin effects On
Electron impact ionisation On
Boundary crossing algorithm EXACT
Electron-step algorithm PRESTA-II
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3.4 Monte Carlo data extraction and unit transformation
In BEAMnrc, the information of each scoring plane is saved in a binary format named as
"phase space file". This file contains information such as particles charge, position, direction,
and energy. Several formats that have been developed which can be chosen by the user. We
selected IAEA phase space format, which is quite flexible in terms of amount of data storage
[98]. The detail about the data extraction from the phase space file and unit transformation
applied to get the x-ray source model in "counts/µ sr.µ A.s" is described here.
3.4.1 Monte Carlo data extraction
A custom application developed by MARS research group, to convert the phase space file to
a text file for further processing in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, 2014.) is used. The
MARS image processing system with 48 GB RAM was used to run this custom application
for fast data extraction. When processing the phase space files, our application extracts
the number of photons (for a particular energy band) deposited in each pixel. The energy
resolution and pixel size can be changed as desired. For the work presented in the following
sections, photons were divided by energy into 1 keV bins, and the photon positions were
converted into pixels with a size of 1 mm2.
3.4.2 Unit transformation of Monte Carlo output
We transformed the "counts/pixel.incident particle.keV" generated from the Monte Carlo
simulations to "counts/pixel.µA.s". We map the scoring plane onto a spherical surface
with several simple approximations to make the solid angle calculation simpler. Photon
fluence in the phase space file is generated in the unit of "counts/pixel.incident particle.keV"
on each scoring plane pixel. This unit is a normalised output based upon the number
of incident particles, which was set 2.7× 109 electrons for 120 kVp and 2× 109 for 30-
110 kVps. As the intensity of the x-ray tube is controlled by µAs in x-ray tubes, therefore,
unit conversion has to be transformed into µAs for convenience. Using the physical constant
(1 µA = 6.241×1012 electrons/sec) then multiplied by the BEAMnrc output, we obtained
output data for the planar scoring plane in unit of "counts/pixel.µA.s".
Transformations and assumptions made to convert the Monte Carlo data into this form
prior to the curve fitting is presented in the following sections.
Photons emitted from the x-ray sources travels radially; therefore the intensity of the
beam is inversely proportional to the distance from the source according to Inverse-square
Law as shown in figure 3.6. For the given detector pixel positioned with respect to the centre
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Fig. 3.6 Flux is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the source as the surface area
of a sphere increase with the square of the radius.
of the sphere the solid angle covering that pixel can be defined by the area of that pixel
divided by the radial lines from the centre of the sphere as shown in the figure 3.7. The
solid angle subtended by the pixel depends on the parameters such as the source to pixel
distance, pixel tilt and angular displacement of the pixel from the central position (θ and φ =
0). Although the solid angle for any given pixel changes with distance, the counts/solid angle
remains constant at any distance in a given direction. The simplicity offered by this property
is why these units were chosen for the MARS x-ray source model.
The solid angle (Ω) is a two-dimensional angle in three-dimensional space that an object
subtends at a point. In other words, a solid angle describes how large an object appears
to an observer looking from that point. In the International System of Units (SI), a solid
angle is expressed in a dimensionless unit called a steradian (sr). To convert photon flux
obtained in subsection (3.4) from a planar scoring plane to spherical plan (solid angle), we
have considered some assumptions as follows:
• The area of the pixel is very small as compared to the radius of the sphere, so we can
assume that our pixel (base of a pyramid) is approximately equal to spherical cap area
as shown in the figure 3.7. The value of (Ω) is obtainable by the equation (3.3); where
dθ and dφ are the apex angles (dihedral angles measured to the opposite side faces of
the pyramid).
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Fig. 3.7 As the pixel size is very small it can be assumed that the cap area (red box) is equal to pixel
area.








Where SPD is source to pixel distance (radius of the sphere "r").
• Working with the pixel size of 1 mm2, that is significantly smaller than the source to
pixel distance allows us to assume uniformity of counts across the pixel area.
The transformation into units of counts per solid angle is done in two stages:
At the first step, the centre of the pixel is shifted from planar scoring plan (P1) to surface
of the sphere (P2) of radius (r= source to detector distance), along the radial line using the
inverse square law, which is shown as step 1 in the figure 3.8a. The output counts at this

















The second step involves pixel tilting to make it tangent to the sphere, which will make the
calculation of solid angle simpler, which is shown as step 2 in figure 3.8a. As a part of tilt
operation, we stretched the pixel slightly (BB́) as shown in the figure 3.8b. We assumed that
the angular displacement of each pixel from the central position is small enough so that the
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dilated pixel is still a good representation of the counts passing through that region of the
sphere. Stretching of the exposure area is representative of a change in the solid angle after
applying the pixel tilt. This dilation area increases as the pixel is away from the central beam.
The maximum theta angle in our region of interest is 17.2◦ which is small compared to the
source to detector distance. Thus, we can assume that dCP2dθ (counts/area) and
dCP2
dφ is linear.
At larger distances from the source, this approximation becomes more accurate.











In the approximation made earlier, they are similar in φ direction as well, final formula which
includes two stages mentioned above is turned into equation 3.9.
Cs =
CP2
cos3 θ cos3 φ
(3.9)
Finally, the spherical counts Cs are in unit of "counts/µ A.µ sr.sec".
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.8 Pixel area is transformed in two steps from planar to spherical plane as shown in figure (a). A
closer view for step 2 with relevant assumption can be observed in figure (b).
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3.5 Source model regression
A surface fitting approach was applied on the Monte Carlo data using a linear-quadratic
function in MATLAB. This regression provides an equation describing the photon distribution
along the angular dimensions. Figure 3.9 demonstrates a fitted surface to simulated data
for the integrated energy spectrum in four views. As it can be observed in this figure, the
fitted surface formed a symmetrical shape along the θ direction (figure 3.9b), while in the
φ direction, high counts concentrate more on the right side of the curve (cathode side),
consequently fitted curve tend to that side (figure 3.9c).
(a) General view (b) θ direction
(c) φ direction (d) 2D view
Fig. 3.9 These figures demonstrate a surface fitted to simulated data (black dots) for the integrated
energy spectrum in four views. As shown, (a) is a 3D general view of surface fitted (coloured surface)
to simulated data (solid points), (b) fitted surface formed a symmetrical shape along θ direction, (c) in
φ direction high counts concentrate more on right side of the curve (cathode side), consequently fitted
curve tend to that side, and (d) 2D view shows the photon distribution in a broad bin energy spectrum.
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Residual values were obtained in both directions by subtracting fitted values from the




2 −0.249θ 2 −0.0002θ +0.01θφ) (3.10)
The equation (3.10) extracted from the fitted curve for broad bin energy spectrum includes
six terms. In the selected Region of Interest (ROI) at the extreme values for θ and φ , the last
two terms of this equation varied ±6×10−5 and ±2.72×10−4, respectively. Since these two
terms do not contribute significantly (less than 0.01%), they are negligible, and the equation
(3.10) can be rewritten as:
SθφE = S
00
E (1+0.327φ −1.175φ 2 −0.249θ 2) (3.11)
(a) Residuals along θ direction (b) Residuals along φ direcion
Fig. 3.10 The residual plots for fitted surface can be seen in figures (a) and (b) for θ and φ directions,
respectively. The magnitude of residual is under 0.5% of total counts in both θ and φ directions.
3.5.1 Energy structure of the photon beam
Categorising energy in the smaller intervals reveals different photon distribution in which low
energy photons are dominant towards cathode (figure 3.11a and 3.11b), mid energy photons
distribute towards the centre (figure 3.11c) whereas high energy photons concentrate more
towards the anode side as it can be seen in figure 3.11d.
For better energy resolution, a narrow energy bin was considered. Thus, as a part of
the analysing procedure, the energy range 10 -120 keV in steps of 1 keV ∆E results in 110
quadratic equations and then simplified, as mentioned above. In this model, the characteristic
component was assessed separately from bremsstrahlung photons by subtracting tungsten
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characteristic counts from the simulated data across whole ROI, in the particular energies.
For bremsstrahlung photons, the coefficients of φ , φ 2 and θ 2 depends on energy were
plotted in figure 3.12. It is observed that coefficients of φ follow a cubic curve and this plays
a key role in our model, while the coefficients of φ 2 and θ 2 behave as a quadratic curve.
For the characteristic photons the same procedure was applied and the photon distribution
of Kα and Kβ lines are shown in comparison with corresponding bremsstrahlung distribu-
tions in figure 3.13. The characteristic photons are concentrated more toward the cathode
side as compared to bremsstrahlung photons in the same energy bin which are distributed
uniformly in the ROI. Bremsstrahlung photons are mostly originated from the interactions
happening near the anode surface, and they are emitted in the forward direction. Whereas, the
characteristics are generated by absorbed bremsstrahlung in the depth of anode and they are
distributed isotropically [41]. Therefore, the chance of escaping the characteristics photon
from anode to cathode direction increases due to smaller distance travelled within the target
and consequently less target self-absorption.
To summarize, the general form of the source function for bremsstrahlung part with 1 keV





1+Aφ +Bφ 2 +Cθ 2
]
(3.12)
(a) 20 keV (b) 50 keV (c) 80 keV (d) 110 keV
Fig. 3.11 Bremsstrahlung photon distribution generated by MARS x-ray model in some energies such
as: (a) 20 keV, (b) 50 keV, (c) 80 keV, (d) 110 keV. As shown, in low energy photons such as 20 keV,
the more concentration is in anode side (+ φ ) while with increasing energy, the more photons around
the cathode (- φ ).
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where the values for A,B and C vary with energy as shown in the figure 3.12. The fitting
equation for these coefficients are as in the following equation 3.13a
A =−8.849×10−6E3 +0.002E2 −0.137E +3.317 (3.13a)
B =−4.682×10−4E2 +0.086E −4.107 (3.13b)
C =−1.677×10−4E2 +0.027E −1.109 (3.13c)
The polynomial coefficients A, B, and C are fitted against keV with different order polyno-
mials showing a maximum value of root mean square error (RMSE = 0.174). The reason
for this large value of "RMSE" is due to deviation in the low energy photon contributions
component which is small enough to be ignored. The minimum value of "RMSE" found was
0.009 which validates our data obtained from individual energy photon distributions.
Fig. 3.12 Figure (a) shows variety of φ ; (b) φ 2, and (c) θ 2 along with fitted curve for 1 keV energy
bin. As shown, a cubic function applied for φ , while for φ 2, and θ 2 a quadratic one is more suitable.
The fit misses the θ 2 for x-rays less than 30 keV can produce a maximum difference of 0.03 % in
integral spectrum calculation so it can be neglected.
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The model equation has the capability to account for any skewness in the anode tube with
respect to the centre of the chip. If ξθ and ξφ are the shift in the anode tube with respect to





1+A(φ ±ξφ )+B(φ ±ξφ )2 +C(θ ±ξθ )2
]
(3.14)































1+0.414(φ ±ξφ )−1.209(φ ±ξφ )2 −0.287(θ ±ξθ )2
]
(3.15d)
(a) Kα2 (b) Kα1 (c) Kβ1 (d) Kβ2
(e) 58 keV (f) 60 keV (g) 68 keV (h) 70 keV
Fig. 3.13 Comparison of characteristic and bremsstrahlung photons using the MARS x-ray model.
Negative φ represents the anode side while positive φ represents the cathode side.
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3.5.2 Generalising source function for various tube voltages
The procedure of generating x-ray source function explained in previous sections is based
on 120 kVp of tube voltage. Obtaining a general function which is able to describe off-axis
angular photon distributions in other tube voltages in the range of human CT (30-120 kVp)
requires the information of photon counts in each tube voltage. Running a Monte Carlo
simulation for the tube voltages ranged from 30 to 120 kVp with the step size of 10 kVp under
the same conditions, allows us to apply the similar surface fitting for all. Having analysed
the output function varied by solid angle and energy for bremsstrahlung and characteristics
photons which represented by the equations (3.16, 3.18), we are able to allocate a general
trend over each coefficient. In equation (3.16) S00EV expresses the bremsstrahlung part of
source function based on solid angles and corresponding coefficients as a function of energy





1+A(φ ±ξφ )+B(φ ±ξφ )2 +C(θ ±ξθ )2
]
(3.16)
where values of A, B, and C depend on the energy of the photon and the tube voltage.
AEV = a3E3 +a2E2 +a1E +a0 (3.17a)
BEV = b2E2 +b1E +b0 (3.17b)
CEV = c2E2 + c1E + c0 (3.17c)
Table A.1 include the values of (S00EV ) for the bremsstrahlung part obtained after fitting the
quadratic polynomial to Monte Carlo simulation data in various tube voltages. Table A.2,
A.3 and A.4, include the values of "A", "B", and "C" respectively after applying different
order polynomial.
The sub-equations (3.18) are tungsten characteristics in each solid angle, where the values






















69.1V (1+β21 φ +β22 φ
2 +β23 θ
2) (3.18d)
Each dependency of the (S00EV ) and AEV , BEV , and CEV coefficients and characteristic coeffi-
cients was mapped using an independent variable order polynomial regression to get the final
source model. The components of this model can differentiate the angular distribution of
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both, the bremsstrahlung and the characteristic radiations. Finally, the spectra for (S00EV ) for
different tube voltages can be seen in figure 3.14.































Fig. 3.14 Central axis spectra (S00EV ) created from the MARS x-ray model(30-120 kVp) for 20◦
tungsten anode and 1.8 mm Al inherent filtration. These spectra give an evidence of accuracy of the
all steps involved right from the running the Monte Carlo simulation to subsequent unit conversion
and regressions.
3.6 MARS x-ray model UI
The x-ray model function and the relevant database is integrated into an in-house user
interface (UI) to estimate the photon distribution for particular angular dimensions, and the
spectra emitted from tungsten target x-ray tubes. It is primarily designed for research in
the MARS group, although applications in other fields are possible. The range of the x-ray
tube potentials covered is such that this programme is of interest to those working in the
diagnostic radiology as well as mammography and, to some extent, superficial radiotherapy.
A screen-shot of MARS UI is shown in the figure 3.15 [110].
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MARS x-ray model UI has two output windows. The first output window allows the user
to calculate, display and save the photon distribution for given angular dimensions (θ and φ )
with given step size. The user has an option to simulate for broad spectrum range or specified
narrow energy bin. The output unit of photon distribution is available in spherical counts
("counts/µ sr.µA.sec") as well as planar counts ("counts/pixel.µA.ms" at SDD of 10 cm). It
is important to note that pixel size is 110× 110 µm2(size of the Medipix3RX pixel). The
second window allows the users to simulate the x-ray spectra emitted from tungsten anode
x-ray tubes at a given position of θ and φ with 1 keV energy bin.
Fig. 3.15 MARS x-ray model UI shows two output windows; one for the photon distribution for given
angular dimension, while other shows the spectrum for a particular position within the defined ROI of
MARS scanner. It is only for those x-ray tubes which have tungsten target, 20◦ anode angle with
1.8 mm Al inherent filtration
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It also allows the user to see the spectra simultaneously for the different combination of
tube voltage or filter material. The user can save the data in three formats: ".mat", ".xlsx,
and ".tex". The first row in the photon distribution data (Beam profile on the UI) represent
the φ angle whereas the first column indicates the θ angle. The size of the output matrix
depends on the range and step size set for simulation. In the output matrix (data) of the
second window, the first column represents the energy while the second column represents
the counts in ("counts/µ sr.µA.sec"). Filter thickness can be set in mm for three materials;
Cu, Al, and water. It allows the user to see the filtration effects of various materials on the
photon distributions as well the spectra. A range of 30-120 kVp x-ray tube potentials can be




The accurate estimation of x-ray spectra emitted from an x-ray source is an important study
problem in medical physics. Especially, it is extensively critical in computed tomography
applications such as correction of beam hardening artefacts.
A number of models for the prediction of x-ray spectra exist, are implemented in different
applications, and are likely to remain so. Despite being useful practical tools, the spectral
information from these models does not simulate the x-ray spectrum from the x-ray tubes
used in MARS scanner. Further, they do not simulate the off-axis spectral information.
A parameterised semi-analytical x-ray source model is developed to simulate the x-ray
spectrum emitted from the x-ray tubes (Source Ray: SB-120-350) used in MARS scanners by
applying the regression techniques to data obtained from a Monte Carlo simulation BEAMnrc.
We named this model the "MARS x-ray model". The accuracy of this model depends on the
accuracy of the geometrical parameters used in the Monte Carlo simulation, appropriate use
of physics principles, computational data capacity, and interaction cross-sections databases.
Equally important is the application of polynomial interpolation functions to describe the
output as a function of tube voltage, energy, and angular dimensions.
The x-ray tube geometrical parameters defined in the Monte Carlo simulations are taken
from the specifications of the x-ray tube provided by the manufacturer. The inherent filtration
due to the housing window is equivalent to a nominal thickness of 1.8 mm Al according to
the manufacturer’s specifications. However, there is a chance of variation in geometrical
parameters such as non-uniformity of the glass window and the anode angle, but this as-
sumption is not incorporated in this model. Added filtration of any type can be included
easily using the Lambert-Beers law (absorbance of a material is directly proportional to its
thickness) and materials attenuation coefficients. As the x-ray tube output is integrated over
the image exposure time during the image acquisition in MARS scanner, therefore, voltage
ripple is ignored in this study. The simulation from 30-120 kVP was run with 2×109 histories
to achieve a good statistical accuracy. The average uncertainty for these simulations is less
than 0.1 % (shown in figure 3.16) which shows the effectiveness of using a large number of
particles for simulation. Simulation took 92.05 hours CPU time (120 µs for each history) for
120 kVp and file data was 25 GB.
The Monte Carlo data extracted from the phase space files translated into a unit of
counts/solid angle because the counts in a given solid angle remain constant at any distance
for a given directions. Quadratic polynomial fitting applied on the Monte Carlo data showed
goodness of fit R2 = 0.986 for 120 kVp (R-squared is a statistical measure of how close the
data are to the fitted regression line). A magnitude of residual (less then 1%) of total counts
showed a reasonable concurrence of fitting data with the simulated data. In other words, fit-
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Fig. 3.16 The simulated data with uncertainty ticks shows the simulation uncertainty. The average
uncertainty is less than 0.1 % shows the efficacy of using a large number of particles in simulation
(history number).
ting polynomial truly represents the simulated data. In this methodology, the bremsstrahlung
component and characteristic component were assessed separately.
The x-ray spectrum computed from the model shows significant tungsten characteristic
x-rays at 58, 60, 68 and 69 keV. A small shift in characteristic x-ray energy is being the
result of binning the data into 1 keV energy intervals. The MARS x-ray source model has the
capability to produce the characteristic distribution separately which provide the researchers
a source for investigation regarding the characteristic x-rays. The MARS x-ray source model
UI prepared for this thesis will hopefully be of use to researchers in x-ray spectral analysis,
image quality modelling, Monte Carlo simulations, polychromatic image reconstruction
algorithms, and other areas of research for systems in the diagnostic x-ray energy range.
This source model can be extended to different anode angles if required. In the planned
future goals, the MARS project will develop a breast scanner and this model is applica-
ble provided the same x-ray tube is used. With conventional x-ray tubes where Molyb-
denum/Rhodium targets are used this model can be reparameterised following the same
methodology which will require further Monte Carlo simulations. The future study will
focus on finding the ways to incorporate this model into the MARS spectral reconstruction to
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achieve the ultimate benefit of better material identification and quantification. The model
can be improved by running the simulation for a large number of histories (reducing the
simulation uncertainty), increasing the quality of regression to simulated data, accurate
physical parameters (such as glass instead of intrinsic filter 1.8 mmAl as provided by the
manufacture) and reducing the energy bin width (0.1 keV instead of 1 keV).
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3.8 Summary
• Currently available x-ray source models provide the spectral information only at the
central axis of the beam. These models do not comply with the requirement for the
MARS spectral reconstruction, and this reason confirms the necessity of defining a
model which provide the off-axis spectral information.
• A parameterised semi-analytical x-ray source model is developed for 20◦ tungsten
anode x-ray tubes (30-120 kVp) to describe the output from the x-ray tube installed in
several of the MARS small animal scanners. This developed model is referred as the
"MARS x-ray model".
• The MARS x-ray model provides the qualitative and quantitative information about
the energy distribution of x-ray spectrum within ±17◦ along θ and ±5◦ along φ of the
central axis with the energy resolution of 1 keV.
• The x-ray source model developments comprise three main steps including the Monte
Carlo simulation, data extraction and unit transformation, and finally the source model
regression.
• A Monte Carlo simulation tool, BEAMnrc, is used for simulation of x-ray tube.
Variance reduction techniques are used to reduce the computational time and to increase
the simulation efficiency.
• A custom application is used to extract the data from the simulated output files (phase
space files) and then the counts from the planar scoring plane are transformed to the
spherical scoring plane considering the few assumptions.
• Quadratic polynomial regression is applied on the Monte Carlo simulated data and fit-
ting results (R-squared = 0.986) showed the adequate quality of fitting.The bremsstrahlung
and characteristic components were assessed separately.
• Source model UI will hopefully be of use to researchers in x-ray spectral analysis,
image quality modelling, Monte Carlo simulations, polychromatic image reconstruc-
tion algorithms, and other areas of research for systems in the diagnostic x-ray energy
range.
• Future work includes the incorporation of this model into MARS spectral reconstruc-
tion. Extension of this model for other anode angles and for different anode materials
will also be a part of future interests.
Chapter 4
Validation of the MARS x-ray model
This chapter focuses on the validation of the MARS x-ray source model developed in the
previous chapter. Our model is compared with other spectral models. It is also compared
against experimental data.
I would like to acknowledge Gray Lu, a Masters student at University of Canterbury
for providing the off-axis photon distribution data obtained using a Monte Carlo simulation
(TOPAS). Some work related to this chapter was presented in the 2016 IEEE MIC conference.
4.1 Introduction
The spectral models used for evaluation in this chapter are widely available and have similar
setups (anode material, anode angle, inherent filtration) to our MARS x-ray model. These
spectral models (IPEM78 and SpekCalc) are typically used for validation of new x-ray
models and have been described in chapter 3. The third spectral model used for validation
was TOPAS.
TOPAS is a GEANT4 based code commonly used for proton therapy simulations
[86, 111]. The parameter control system allows the users to define their simulation pa-
rameters by using the parameter syntax, written in test files. The user can specify many
parameters, including the geometry setup, scoring setup, physics settings, and variance
reduction techniques. Lu used this tool for dose estimation inside the MARS scanner.
The accuracy of the spectral information obtained from the MARS x-ray model is eval-
uated by comparison with three spectral models. The comparisons made include shape of
spectrum, beam quality, and off-axis photon distribution. The MARS x-ray model is also
evaluated against the experimental data collected in a MARS scanner by comparing with the
photon counts and off-axis photon distribution.
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4.2 Comparison with other models
4.2.1 Visual assessment of spectrum shape
The spectrum shape is the best parameter for qualitative visual assessment of differences
between spectra of different models [89]. It is a common assessment technique for the
evaluation of new models.
To compare spectra we used the central axis of the MARS x-ray model as it is the only
data provided by IPEM78 and SpekCalc. Spectra at 117, 60, and 90 kVp tube voltage with
1.8 mm Al filter were used for this assessment. These spectra were normalised to the total
number of photons. TOPAS data is only available for 117 kVp so it is not in the 60 and
90 kVp comparisons.
Results

































Fig. 4.1 Comparison of x-ray spectra generated from the MARS x-ray model against SpekCalc,
IPEM78 and TOPAS’s spectra for 117 kVp tube voltage and 1.8 mm Al filtration. Given that there is
some difference with IPEM78 in terms of characteristic x-rays, the MARS x-ray model aligns well
with other spectral models.
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Figure 4.1 shows the spectra from the MARS x-ray model and other spectral models. The
MARS x-ray model has higher intensity in low energies while it has equal intensity in the
high energy range (greater than 35 keV) in comparison with the IPEM78. The MARS x-ray
model matches well with SpekCalc in the entire energy range. TOPAS and the MARS x-ray
model produce the same intensity at lower energies while TOPAS has lower intensity at
higher energies (greater than 70 keV). MARS x-ray model and IPEM78 are in line with each
other at 60 and 90 KVp except the characteristic x-ray at 90 kVp. A small difference between
the MARS x-ray model and SpekCalc can be seen in the figure 4.2a, while they match with
each other at 90 kVp.
(a) 60 kVp
































Fig. 4.2 Comparison of x-ray spectra generated from the MARS x-ray model against SpekCalc, and
IPEM78 spectra for (a) 60 kVp and (b) 90 kVp x-ray tube voltage with 1.8 mm Al filter. TOPAS
predictions are not available for this comparison.
4.2.2 Beam quality
Beam quality is the penetrating power of the x-ray beam [76, 86]. The beam quality largely
depends on the tube voltage and added filtration. Commonly used metrics of beam quality
include; HVL1, HVL2, and the homogeneity coefficient. HVL is used to characterise the
shape of the spectrum [76, 86, 112]. HVL1 and HVL2 provides a more accurate characterisa-
tion for a polychromatic x-ray spectrum. The homogeneity coefficient (HVL1/HVL2) gives
a rough indication of how added filtration affects the shape of the spectrum. The angular
dependence of these parameters are examined along the horizontal and vertical dimensions
from the central beam axis.
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Half value layer
HVL is the thickness required for a particular material to reduce the x-ray intensity by
one-half. The central axis photon spectra are used here for the HVLs computations. The














= 0.5 (first HVL) (4.1)
In this expression, ϕi is the photon fluence with the central energy Ei and µen(Ei)/ρ and
µ(Ei)/ρ are mass attenuation coefficients for the air and attenuating material, respectively.
Equation 4.1 is also used for determination of the second HVL while iterating until it becomes
equal to 0.25, then subtraction of HVL1 from the iterated material thickness gives the HVL2.
HVL1 and HVL2 are calculated with filtration of 3.8 mm Al and 5.8 mm Al for tube
voltage of 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, and 120 kVp. Only 117 kVp spectrum data is
available from TOPAS for these calculations. Two filtrations are used to determine the effect
of filtration on the HVL. Mass attenuation coefficients from NIST XCOM are used [114].
Results
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the computed HVL1s and their relative difference with respect
to MARS x-ray model data for given tube voltages with the filtration of 3.8 mm Al and
5.8 mm Al, respectively. The HVL1 comparison of the MARS x-ray model against IPEM78
showed that there is an increase in difference with the increase in tube voltage with 3.8 mm Al
filtered spectra. On the other hand, this trend is opposite for 5.8 mm Al filtered spectra. The
maximum relative difference was found to be 4 % at 120 kVp for 3.8 mm Al filtered spectra
and 1.9 % for 5.8 mm Al filtered spectra. The comparison against SpekCalc showed a good
agreement with a maximum difference of -3.4% for 50 kVp and 3.8 mm Al filtered spectra.
HVL1 values from the MARS x-ray model and TOPAS were within 2.7%. The MARS x-ray
model was found closer to the other spectral models with high filtration. This is due to a
slight difference present between them in the low energy range.
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(a) 3.8 mm Al filtration (b) 5.8 mm Al filtration
Fig. 4.3 Transmission curves computed from the MARS x-ray model spectra for the tube voltage
50 to 120 kVp, with filtration of (a) 3.8 mm Al and (b) 5.8 mm Al. For a given thickness of material,
the transmission of photon increases with increasing the tube voltage. A harder beam requires more
thickness of the material for the same level of attenuation.
Figure 4.3 shows the transmission curves for polychromatic x-ray beams for different
tube voltages with two different filters (a) 3.8 mm Al and (b) 5.8 mm Al. For a given thickness
of material, the transmission of photons increases with increasing tube voltage. A harder
beam requires more thickness of material for the same level of attenuation. These curves
show a non-linear trend on the semi-log plot with increasing thickness with the increase in
tube voltage. The initial slope of the curve is steep, because many low energy photons are
attenuated by the first few millimeters of Al. Eventually, the slope of the curve becomes
similar to the slope for a monochromatic beam. For a monochromatic beam, the transmission
curves in the semi-log plot are always linear as they obey the Beer Lambert law. For a given
tube voltage, the harder the beam, the closer to the monochromatic line [4].
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the HVLs values with 3.8 mm Al and 5.8 mm Al filtration,
respectively. For 3.8 mm Al the MARS x-ray model HVL1 matched well with the other
models at lower kVp while it shows some difference at higher kVp. For the thicker, 5.8 mm Al
filter, the MARS x-ray model HVL1 and HVL2 have a good agreement with the other spectral
models.
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(a) HVL1 with 3.8 mm Al (b) HVL2 with 3.8 mm Al
Fig. 4.4 Comparisons of HVL1 and HVL2 values computed from the MARS x-ray model with the
other spectral models for 120 kVp with 3.8 mm Al filtration. The MARS x-ray model has good
agreement with the other spectral models with slight variation at higher tube voltage for HVL1. The
rate of increase of HVL2 as a function of tube voltage(kVp) is higher than the HVL1 due to beam
hardening.
(a) HVL1 with 5.8 mm Al (b) HVL2 with 5.8 mm Al
Fig. 4.5 Comparisons of HVL1 and HVL2 values computed from the MARS x-ray model with the
other spectral models for 120 kVp with 5.8 mm Al filtration. The MARS x-ray model has good
agreement with the other spectral models with slight variation from SpekCalc (less than 2%) for
HVL2. The rate of increase of HVL2 as a function of tube voltage(kVp) is higher than the HVL1 as
expected due to elimination of low energy photons.
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Homogeneity coefficients
For a polychromatic x-ray spectra, the primary and secondary HVLs are not the same due to
preferential removal of the low energy photons. The homogeneity coefficient can be used as
a rough parameter to determine how efficient the added filtration is in increasing the spectral
homogeneity (approaching towards monochromaticity) of the x-ray beam. The value of
homogeneity coefficient approaches unity as the spectrum approaches monochromaticity.
The two values HVL1 and HVL2 characterise beam quality more precisely than a single
value. The homogeneity coefficients for the MARS x-ray model and other spectral models
are calculated and compared.
Results
Figure 4.6 shows the homogeneity coefficients computed from the MARS x-ray model and
other spectral models for 120 kVp with (a) 3.8 mm Al and (b) 5.8 mm Al filtration. The result
showed that the MARS x-ray model agrees with SpekCalc and IPEM78 with a maximum
difference of 0.7 % and 2.6 % with 3.8 mm Al filtration and 1.7 % and 0.8 % with 5.8 mm Al
filtration, respectively.
(a) 3.8 mm Al filtration (b) 5.8 mm Al filtration
Fig. 4.6 Comparisons of homogeneity coefficients computed with the MARS x-ray model spec-
tra against the other spectral models. The homogeneity coefficient as a function of tube voltage
showed the quadratic trend. Increasing filtration eliminates the low energy photons and increases the
spectral homogeneity of x-ray beam, with its value approaching unity as the spectrum approaches
monochromaticity.
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4.2.3 Angular dependence of beam quality
The beam quality variations along the angular dimensions from the central beam axis should
be taken into account during the spectral reconstruction. It is important to know how
significant these variations are and whether they can be ignored or not. The question here
is what should be the limit to ignore or to include. As we have observed a 4 % maximum
HVL variation between the MARS x-ray model and other models at the central beam axis,
we can use this value as a reference limit to start with. The beam quality variation exceeding
the reference limit should be considered as significant. For this purpose the beam quality
identifiers were computed using the MARS x-ray model. We selected five different points
A-E (shown in figure 4.7) within ROI to demonstrate the spatial beam quality variations. The
maximum beam quality variations between these five points is analysed.
Fig. 4.7 Figure shows the five points selected for demonstrating the variations in the beam quality
across the MARS x-ray model. Negative φ represents the anode side while positive φ represents the
cathode side.
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Results
Table 4.3 shows the variations of beam quality identifiers along the angular dimensions
from the central beam axis. The maximum HVL variation of 7.2 % was between points
A and E. This difference is bigger than the reference limit set for this analysis. These are
preliminary results and this 4 % can be used as a good reference limit to start with. It is clear
that the beam at points A and B was harder than the central axis whereas the beam at D and
E was softer as compared to the central axis. Beam quality variation across the MARS x-ray
model is significant enough to warrant investigating the level of impact it has in spectral
reconstruction. In the future, with a multi-chip camera, this difference along the horizontal
dimension of the central beam axis would be even more.
Table 4.3 Angular dependence of beam quality identifiers for the MARS x-ray model for 120 kVp
spectrum with 3.8 mm Al filtration. The maximum HVL variation of 7.2 % was between points A and
E.
Beam quality Identifier A B C D E Maximum variation
HVL [mmAl] 4.86 4.78 4.71 4.59 4.51 7.2 %
Homogeneity coefficients 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.66 0.66 0.01
4.2.4 Off-axis photon distribution
I compared the off-axis photon distribution from the MARS x-ray model against another
Monte Carlo simulation tool, TOPAS. The TOPAS photon distribution data was provided by
Lu. Simulation parameters used for TOPAS were almost the same as used for the generation
of the model except with a different variance reduction technique. The detailed description
of TOPAS and the parameters used for this photon distribution can be found in Lu’s master
thesis [115]. Figure 4.8 shows a representation of the given TOPAS simulation.
For comparison purposes, I used the off-axis photon distributions from the MARS x-ray
model and TOPAS at 11 cm with angular dimensions of ±0.3 radian (±17◦) along the vertical
direction (θ ), and ±0.095 radian (±5◦) along the horizontal direction (φ ) of the central beam
axis. Four different energy bins (1) broad bin 117 kVp (10-117 keV) (2) 10-40 keV (3)
41-70 keV and (4) 71-117 keV were used for comparison. The off-axis distributions were
normalised to the central beam axis (θ = 0, φ = 0). The deviation between the MARS x-ray
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Fig. 4.8 TOPAS simulation of the x-ray source. Yellow and pink colour show the tungsten anode and
copper holder. White represents the Al intrinsic filter. Tungsten and Aluminum collimators are in
dark green/purple, and photons are light green lines with electrons in red (image retrieved from the
Gray Lu master thesis [115]).
where mi and xi are the MARS x-ray model and TOPAS data points respectively, and N is
the total number of data points.
Results
Figure 4.9 shows the comparison of the off-axis photon distribution generated from TOPAS
and the MARS x-ray model in different energy bins. A visual comparison shows that there is
uniformity between corresponding off-axis distributions with a minor variation. The RMSD
for each of these distributions are 0.0018, 0.0075, 0.0008, and 0.0011 for 120 kVp, 10-40 keV,
41-70 keV, and 71-117 keV respectively. The contribution of low energy photons towards the
cathode side (+φ ) is more compared to the anode side (-φ ) and can be seen in low energy
bins. On the other hand, high energy photon contributions are more towards the anode side
than the cathode side and can be found in the high energy window (71-117 keV). This effect
is seen in both the MARS x-ray model and TOPAS off-axis photon distributions. These
results indicate a good match between the MARS x-ray model and TOPAS generated off-axis
photon distributions.
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Fig. 4.9 Normalised off-axis photon distribution comparison between TOPAS and MARS x-ray model
along the angular directions θ and φ . Normalisation is performed by dividing the counts in all pixels
by the counts of the central pixel (θ = 0, φ = 0). Visual assessment shows a reasonable match between
the MARS x-ray model and TOPAS data. The concentration of lower energy photons is higher towards
the cathode side (+φ direction) due to higher self-attenuation towards the anode side(-φ direction), In
contrast, the concentration of high energy photons is higher towards the anode side.
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4.3 Comparison with experimental data
4.3.1 Photon counts
I compared the "counts/µsr.µA.ms" estimated by the MARS x-ray model with experimental
data collected in the MARS scanner. The basic MARS scanner geometry is shown in figure
4.10. The scan parameters used for data acquisition are shown in table 4.4. Pixel masking was
applied to avoid the effects of noisy and malfunctioning pixels (see section 7.3). The mean
counts of 720 open-beam frames at each camera position were calculated. The mean frame
was divided into 32 groups having 4 rows in each group along the θ direction. The mean
counts of each group was calculated. The midpoint of these groups at φ= 0 was considered
for θ angle calculations. Similarly, with five camera positions, 160 data points along the
θ direction were obtained. The experimental data was corrected for co-incident photon
pulse pile-up using the pulse pile-up model developed by Atharifard (see section 5.2.1). The
MARS x-ray model data was corrected for detector absorption efficiency based on 2 mm
CdTe. For the correction, the counts in each keV of the MARS x-ray model was multiplied
by the absorption efficiency of the corresponding keV energy (NIST data is used for the
CdTe absorption efficiency calculation).
Fig. 4.10 MARS scanner setup for experimental measurement at different camera positions. The
detector can be move up and down along the vertical direction (θ ).
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Table 4.4 Experimental parameters for open-beam frame acquisitions using the CdTe-Medipix3RX
detector inside the MARS scanner
Experimental Setup
Tube voltage [kVp] 80
Tube current [µ A] 30
Exposure time [ms] 120
Source to detector distance (SDD) [cm] 18.68
No. of camera position 5
No. of frames in each camera position 720
Additional filter 3.1 mm Al
The experimental data points were least square fitted by three different degrees of
polynomials linear, quadratic, and cubic. These polynomial fittings were assessed using sum
of squares of error (SSE), R-square value, adjusted R-square, and root mean square error.
The best fit of these polynomials was used for applying the fitting curve on the experimental
data sets. These fitted curves were then compared with the data obtained from the MARS
x-ray model. The deviation between the MARS x-ray model and fitted experimental data
was quantified by the RMSD.
Results
Figure 4.11 shows the the histogram of the measured to expected noise ratio of well-behaved
pixels from one group (4 rows along the θ direction). A Poisson distribution was expected.
For a pure Poisson distribution the measured to expected noise is unity. The calculated
measured to noise ratios gave us confidence to use the data from these pixels for comparison
purposes.
Table 4.5 shows the goodness of fit statistics for three different polynomial fittings. These
results shows that coefficients of determination for the linear fitting are far from the ideal
values. Quadratic and cubic fits are clearly superior to linear. Because there is no consensus
between the quadratic and cubic fits, I used the adjusted R-square value, as it is generally
the best indicators of fitting quality. The closer the adjusted R-square value is to 1 the better
it represents the data. The quadratic fit has the highest adjusted R-square value, so it was
applied on the experimental data.
Figure 4.12a displays the experimental mean counts (red dots) measured with the CdTe-
Medipix3RX detector along the vertical direction (θ ). Figure 4.12b shows the comparison of
the MARS x-ray model counts along the θ direction with three experimental data sets. The
RMSD values calculated for these experimental data sets are 0.0119, 0.0122, and 0.0116. An
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average RMSD value of 0.012 (approximately within 1 %) shows that our model has good
agreement with the experimental data.
























Fig. 4.11 Measured to expected noise ratio for all well-behaved pixels in one of 160 groups. This
distribution shows that the data is statistically good enough to be used for comparison.
Table 4.5 Goodness of fit statistics for linear, quadratic, and cubic polynomial fits on the experimental




SSE 0.0125 0.0101 0.0101
R-square value 0.0196 0.2054 0.2063
Adjusted R-square 0.0122 0.1934 0.1881
RMSE 0.0096 0.0087 0.0087
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(a) Regression on experimental data (b) MARS x-ray Model vs experiments
Fig. 4.12 (a) An absolute comparison of the MARS x-ray model with the experimental data after
applying least squares quadratic regression on experimental data points (b) Quantitative comparisons
of the MARS x-ray model with three experimental data sets along the vertical directions (θ ). An
average RMSD value of 0.012 shows that our model agreed well with the experimental measurements.
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4.3.2 Off-axis photon distribution
Off-axis photon distribution was compared against the experimental measurement. As there
is no experimental off-axis photon distribution data available in the literature (with desired
specifications), I collected the experimental data with the Medipix3RX detector inside the
MARS scanner. Figure 4.13 shows the Off-axis photon distribution measurement procedure.
Fig. 4.13 Flow chart for the generation of off-axis photon distribution from the experimental data.
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Experimental measurements were taken at 45 camera positions along the vertical direction
(θ ) with the CdTe-Medipix3RX detector. The tube voltage was 80 kVp and tube current was
9 µA.The exposure time was 275 ms. Source to detector distance was 160 mm. 360 open-
beam frame were acquired at each camera position. The experimental setup is shown in figure
4.10. The pixel masking technique is applied to remove the noisy and malfunctioning pixels
from the measurement data. Details of pixel masking technique are illustrated in chapter 7.
The best pixel was selected in each column of the chip having minimum absolute count
difference with the mean of that column. Measurement at each camera position represents
the one data point for the best-selected pixel. Quadratic polynomial regression (in MATLAB)
applied to this data created a fitting surface. The fitting surface is normalised at the central
beam axis to compare with the MARS x-ray model. The percentage difference relative to
MARS x-ray model was calculated to quantify the difference between the MARS x-ray
model and the fitting surface.
Results
Figure 4.14 shows the comparison between the model and experimental results. There is
an offset of 1.4◦ along the vertical directions in the experimental results. This variation
could be due to off-set in the anode angle, tube assembly or the mechanical offset of the
MARS scanner setup. Figure 4.14b shows the experimental result with offset adjustment.
The photon density is higher towards the cathode side, and it reduces from cathode +φ to
anode -φ . There is also an off-set along the φ direction but it is hard to quantify because of
measurement limitation along this direction. There is a maximum difference of 3 % at the
extreme edges (θ ) between model and experimental data. This difference could be due to the
collimator shadow effect (absorption of photons at the collimator edge of the x-ray tube) or
different amounts of scattering inside the scanner, or different off-focal radiations. The small
angle of φ is used for the comparison because (1) technical restrictions in the experimental
setup (cannot move the chip along the φ direction) and (2) almost half of pixels in the chip
were poorly bonded and not used.
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(a) Experiment (b) Experiment with off-set (c) MARS x-ray model
Fig. 4.14 Comparisons of normalised (central beam axis) integrated photon counts distribution along
the angular directions θ and φ for 80 kVp and 3.1 mm Al additional filtration; (a) experimental data
collected with CdTe Medipix3RX detector (b) experimental data after offset adjustment and (c) the
corresponding MARS x-ray model. The small angle of φ is used for the comparison because (1)
technical restrictions in the experimental setup (cannot move the chip along the φ direction) and (2)
almost half of pixels in the chip were poorly bonded and not used.
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4.4 Discussion
I compared the MARS x-ray model against other spectral models using the visual assessment
of spectrum shape, the beam quality specifiers, and the off-axis photon distribution. The
MARS x-ray model is also evaluated against experimental measurements. The generated
spectra using the MARS x-ray model was assessed visually against IPEM78, SpekCalc, and
TOPAS for 117 kVp. These spectra were normalised to total number of photons. At 117 kVp,
the MARS x-ray spectra is slightly harder than the IPEM78 spectra, especially in the lower
energies (less than 35 keV), whereas it matches well with the SpekCalc and TOPAS spectra.
At higher energies, the MARS x-ray spectra is slightly harder than TOPAS, but matches well
with SpekCalc and IPEM78. The characteristic peaks of the MARS x-ray spectra matched
well with the SpekCalc and TOPAS spectra but have some visible differences with IPEM78.
At 60 and 90 kVp, the MARS x-ray model matches well with IPEM78. A small difference
is observed between the MARS x-ray model and SpekCalc at 60 kVp and it may be due to
regression at the higher energies of the SpekCalc spectrum.
The evaluation of the MARS x-ray model beam quality specifiers was conducted with the
spectra ranging from 50 kVp to 120 kVp with two filtrations, 3.8 mm Al and 5.8 mm Al. HVL
was linear as a function of tube voltage. HVL increases with the increase in filtration due to
removal of low energy photons. There is a maximum difference of 4.0 % in HVL1 between
the model and IPEM78 at 120 kVp with 3.8 mm Al filtration. However, this difference
reduced to 1.2% for 5.8 mm Al filtration. Homogeneity coefficients comparison showed a
well matched exponential trend except with minor differences with IPEM78 at higher kVps.
The angular dependence of the beam quality specifiers computed from the MARS x-ray
model was analysed. A maximum variation of 7.2 % of HVL1 along the horizontal and
vertical dimensions of the central beam axis was observed. The maximum HVL variation of
the MARS x-ray model with other spectral models is 4% and this can be taken as a reference
point to start with. These beam quality variations suggest that off-axis x-ray beam models
may be beneficial in spectral CT. Bhat et al. [116] and Bontempi et al. [95] also reported
off-axis spectral variation from the central beam axis.
Off-axis photon distribution comparison between the MARS x-ray model and TOPAS
showed a good agreement with a maximum RMSD value of 0.0075 (less than 1 %). The
reason for this small difference could be due to different Monte Carlo code, underlying
physics, and variance reduction technique.
The photon counts estimated by the MARS x-ray model were compared with the mea-
sured counts from the open beam images. Pixel masking helped to avoid the contribution
from the noisy and malfunctioning pixels. An average RMSD value of 0.012 (approximately
1%) showed that our model has a good agreement with the experimental measurements.
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Off-axis distribution comparison between the MARS x-ray model and experiment re-
vealed an off-set of 1.4◦ in the experimental data. This offset could be due to the mechanical
offset of the MARS setup or there may be a tilt in the anode angle of the x-ray tube. A
maximum difference of 3% was observed at the extreme vertical positions between model
and experimental data after adjustment. This variation may be due to the collimator shadow
effect. The absorption or the scattering from the edge of the collimator or penumbra affect
can cause deviations at extreme angles from the central axis. The measured distribution
includes the detector effects which need to be exclude for one-to-one comparison. The
MARS x-ray model helps to compare theoretical knowledge with experimental results. As
this model is not implemented yet, it is unlikely to determine the effects of this variation in
material identification.
In conclusion, these comparisons showed that the MARS x-ray model has a good agree-
ment with other spectral models and experimental measurements. The model can give a
satisfactory estimate of the realistic beam in the diagnostic imaging energy range not only
along the central axis but also off-axis. The future study will focus on finding the way to
incorporate the MARS x-ray into the MARS spectral reconstruction to achieve better material
identification and quantification.
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4.5 Summary
• The MARS x-ray model was compared with other spectral models (IPEM78, SpekCalc,
and TOPAS) and with the experimental data.
• Spectrum shape, beam quality specifiers, and off-axis photon distributions were used
for comparing the MARS x-ray model against the other spectral models.
• The visual assessment of the spectra generated by the MARS x-ray model was found
slightly softer than IPEM78, whereas, it matched well with TOPAS and SpekCalc.
• The beam quality specifiers HVL and homogeneity coefficients were computed for the
MARS x-ray model and tested against other spectral models. These were found within
acceptable limits (The difference between the SpekCalc and IPEM78 is considered as
an acceptable limits which is (4%) in HVL calculations). These identifiers were also
computed using the MARS x-ray model along the horizontal and vertical dimensions
of the central beam axis and noticeable variations were observed.
• The off-axis photon distributions from the MARS x-ray model were found to have a
good agreement with TOPAS (less than 0.7 %).
• The MARS x-ray model agreed well with the experimental data within an average
RMSD value of 0.012 (approximately within 1 %).
• In experimental comparison of the off-axis photon distribution, a shift of 1.4◦ was
observed as compared to the MARS x-ray model distributions which may be due to
shift in anode angle or mechanical off set present in the scanner.
• In conclusion, The accuracy of the model is comparable with literature data as well as
the experimental measurements. I am confident that the model can be used to simulate
realistic diagnostic scenarios.
Chapter 5
Applications of the MARS x-ray source
model
X-ray sources are used in medical, research, and industrial applications. The prediction of
the x-ray spectra produced by these sources can ease the steps required for execution and
development of these applications. This chapter focuses on applications of the developed
MARS x-ray source model, not just within the MARS group but also for other applications.
We categorized the applications into three parts; (1) assessment of the beam profile of the
MARS scanner, (2) other MARS projects using the MARS x-ray model, and (3) other
potential uses of the MARS x-ray model.
We have used the MARS x-ray model for developing a technique for beam profile
assessment of the MARS scanners. This technique can be used to identify and characterise
variability within data acquired from spectral scans. The MARS x-ray model enables us to do
something that is not new but is needed for the MARS scanner improvement. Other students
working on different aspects of the MARS project are using the MARS x-ray model in their
research work. These projects include pulse pile-up modelling, x-ray fluorescence modelling
in the MARS scanner, computations of Kerma, exposure and absorbed dose, open-beam
image determination for the MARS scan protocol, and imaging protocol development. This
model can also be used for measuring the detective quantum efficiency of the imaging system
by providing the input flux information.
I would like to acknowledge Marzieh Anjomrouz as a co-investigator for helping develop
the beam profile assessment technique. I would also like to acknowledge Ali Atharifard,
Lieza Vanden Broeke, Gray Lu, and Aydin Arik for providing information about uses of the
MARS x-ray model in their research work. Some part of this work has been accepted for the
"2016 IEEE NSS/MIC conference".
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5.1 Assessment of the beam profile in the MARS scanner
We have developed a technique that uses the MARS x-ray model in combination with
experimental data to characterise the different properties of the x-ray beam of the MARS
spectral scanners. These features include inter-scan and intra-scan beam profile variability,
a variation assessment in shape and magnitude between experimental data and the model,
mechanical offsets inside the system, and determination of the angular offset of the x-ray
beam centre. These beam profile measurements can be used to identify and characterise
variability within data acquired from spectral scans. This technique provides x-ray beam
information that can be adapted into the image reconstruction, allowing improvements in
material identification and quantification. With an example from the MARS scanner using a
CdTe-X5 Medipix3RX detector, the beam profile assessment procedure is described here in
detail.
This technique requires the MARS x-ray source model and a set of MARS scanner
measurements. In the beam profile assessment, the following four properties are assessed.
1. Beam profile integrated counts: The integral counts are compared between the exper-
imental beam profile and the corresponding model. To evaluate inter-scan variability,
this comparison is also made between experimental beam profiles of different data
sets.
2. Angular offset of the x-ray beam centre: The model beam profile shows a maximum
intensity at the central axis (θ = 0) along the vertical direction. This property of the
model beam profile can be used to find the angular offset in the experimental beam
profile. The θ position of the experimental beam profile’s maximum is taken as the
angular offset of the x-ray beam centre. This is the offset parameter (ξθ ) in equation
3.14.
3. Beam profile shape: After applying the angular offset correction and normalisation,
The shape is compared between the model and the experimental beam profile. The
differences in gradient between these two profiles can indicate the presence of var-
ious problems. Examples of such problems, poor detector calibration, uncalibrated
mechanical offsets, or unexpected software issues.
4. Intra-scan variation: The intra-scan variations are critical during image data acquisi-
tion and can have a significant impact on image processing. These intra-scan variations
could be due to temperature variations inside the scanner, or detector workload. To
identify intra-scan variation, we divide a single experiment’s open-beam image data for
each detector position into different acquisition phases (beginning (T1), middle (T2),
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and end (T3)) as shown in figure 5.1. A linear least-Square fitting is applied to each
phase and the beam profile of each phase is compared with the model beam profile.
Fig. 5.1 For identifying the intra-scan variability the collected data is divided into three equal
acquisition phases T1, T2, and T3 at each camera position. This is repeated at all camera positions
and then variations between these three phases are compared.
5.1.1 Example of beam profile assessment
To demonstrate the technique, the model beam profile is extracted for the corresponding θ
angle (as in experimental data set). For inter-scan variability assessment, three experimental
data sets with the same setup parameters are used in this study. Corrections for incorporating
the detector absorption efficiency and coincident photon pileup effects are applied prior to
the beam assessment.
The MARS scanner with a CdTe-Medipix3RX detector is used for the experimental
measurements. Open-beam (direct beam without no object in the field of view) measurements
are taken by moving the detector along the vertical direction at five different positions to
cover the range of θ =± 0.1719 radians ( 9.9◦ ). The detector width covers φ =± 0.0378
radians ( 2.2◦ ) with a source to detector distance of 186.8 mm. The example data presented
here was obtained using an 80 kVp x-ray beam with 1.8 mm Al inherent filtration. An external
filter of 3.1 mm Al was used. 720 frames were collected at each of the five detector positions
to have good statistics for the intra-scan variation assessment. The tube current and exposure
time used for this measurements were 30 µA and 120 ms respectively. The data extraction
from the open-beam measurement involves the following four steps.
















































(b) Zoom view of Medipix3RX
Fig. 5.2 (a) A Medipix3RX detector chip showing the counts/pixel for one frame. 128 rows are
divided into 32 groups having 4 rows each. This is shown in the zoomed view (b).
1. Pixel masking is applied to avoid the contribution of noisy or malfunctioning pixels
from the measurement. This pixel masking technique is explained in chapter 7.
2. The Medipix3RX detector chip contains 128 × 128 pixels. The average of the 720
frames was taken and used except during the intra-scan variation assessment, where
the 720 frames are divided into three acquisition phases (average of 240 frames in
each phase). We divided the detector’s pixels into 32 groups, each having 4 rows along
the θ direction as shown in figure 5.2. This step is performed to avoid inter-pixel
variations and to gain good statistical sampling. We calculated the mean counts for each
group. The midpoint of these groups at φ= 0 is considered for the θ angle calculations.
Similarly, With 5 detector positions, mean values along the θ direction were calculated
for 160 groups of pixels.
3. The data "counts/pixel.µA.ms" is then converted into "counts/µsr.µA.ms" using the
solid angle formula (equation 3.3) to match the native units of the MARS x-ray model
profile.
4. The experimental beam profile across the θ direction is extracted from the data by
applying a quadratic least-square fit as shown in figure 5.3. Variations along the φ
direction are ignored and are not considered in this technique.
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Fitting on experiment data
Fig. 5.3 Quadratic least-squares fit on the experimental data.
Beam profile integrated counts































Fig. 5.4 Comparison of integrated counts between the MARS x-ray model and three different corre-
sponding experimental beam profiles. The inter-scan variation for this set of experiments is less than
1 %.
The discrepancy between the model and experimental data was found to be less than 1% as
shown in figure 5.4. This small difference is due to (1) the MARS x-ray model does not
account for the scattering contribution inside the MARS scanner and (2) the charge sharing
in the detector is not fully eliminated in charge summing mode. The variability in the three
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experimental data sets is due to the temporal stability of the CdTe-Medipix3RX detector
(chapter 6). A significant discrepancy between model and experimental beam profile can
also identify inaccuracies of the scanner’s geometrical parameters, such as source to detector
distance, or of the scanner’s settings such as tube current or tube voltage. As the model
only corrects for detector efficiency and pile-up effect, other potential factors such as Cd
fluorescence, charge sharing, and incomplete charge collection, still need to be accounted for.
This may cause variations between the modelled and experimental beam profiles.
Angular offset of the x-ray beam centre
Figure 5.5 shows the angular difference between the model and the experimental data. The
angular offset for the MARS scanner used to collect this data is 0.6◦. This angular offset
could be due to a mechanical offset between the x-ray tube and the detector or there may be
a tilt in the anode angle of the x-ray tube.























Fig. 5.5 Comparison of the normalised beam profile of the MARS x-ray model (to the maximum
value) with the corresponding experimental beam profile. This shows the angular offset of the x-ray
beam centre. The angular offset for the MARS scanner used to collect this data set is 0.6 ◦.
Beam profile shape
In the current example, the shape of all three experimental beam profiles matches well with
the expected shape of the MARS x-ray model beam profile as shown in figure 5.4.
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Intra-scan variation
The variability of three experimental profiles against the MARS x-ray model beam profile
indicates the intra-scan variations as shown in figure 5.6. The intra-scan variation was
found less than 1 % for this experiment. This technique provides us with information about
variability within the scan
























Fig. 5.6 The intra-scan variation is shown by comparing the MARS x-ray model beam profile with
the corresponding experimental beam profiles for each of three phases. The intra-scan variations for
this experiment are all less than 1 %
5.1.2 Beam profile assessment UI
A beam profile assessment programme with a user interface (UI) was implemented in
MATLAB to aid in the assessment of the above properties. This UI takes the open-beam
data and pixel mask for the corresponding scanner as an input, and extracts the necessary
information required to perform the analysis. This UI uses the source model data as a
database to create a model beam profile that matches the settings used in the experimental
Open-beam images. The UI is shown in figure 5.7.
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Fig. 5.7 Beam profile assessment UI uses the open-beam image and mask data as input. It extracts
scan parameters from the open-beam DICOM tags and displays it. The UI gives the option to use
the columns per segment (total columns are 128) and frame group for intra-scan variation. Intrinsic
filtration (Al only), and additional filtration (Al or Br only) can be defined. Hitting the "Go" button
will calculate the planar counts, solid angle counts for the experiment and model, and display the
beam profile magnitude difference, shape, offsets variation, and intra-scan variation within the scan
with respect to the model. The calculated counts, geometrically corrected counts, time, and angle of
the extracted model can be saved in terms of mat or text files.
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5.2 MARS projects using the MARS x-ray model
5.2.1 Pulse pile-up modelling
A Ph.D. student in MARS group, Ali Atharifard, is using the MARS x-ray source model
as a required component of modelling the pile-up effect of the spectrum in the MARS
scanner. This pile-up model defines several probability distribution functions to simulate the
probability of counts at 1 keV threshold steps within the energy spectrum. Therefore, the
absolute number of counts in the measured spectrum of the Medipix detector is simulated
according to the exposure settings, the geometry of the scanner, the pixel size of the detector,
properties of the semiconductor sensor layer, and the resolving time of the ASIC. The pile-up
model calculates different orders of coincident photon pile-up for various flux rates incident
on the detector. It simulates how photon pile-up contributes to a high energy tail and the
distortion of the energy spectrum. Also, it quantifies the influence of the pile-up effect on
a reduction of recorded counts against an increase in photon flux rate. The details of this
pile-up model can be found in Atharifard’s thesis [117].
5.2.2 X-ray fluorescence modelling in the MARS scanner
An accurate energy calibration of the energy discriminating hybrid photon counting detector
is critical for noninvasive material identification and quantification [58, 59, 118]. Currently,
the energy calibration technique being used in the MARS scanner is based on a kVp-based
method and has its limitations [58]. The accuracy of the maximum energy of a poly-energetic
spectrum is susceptible due to spectral distortions caused by pulse pile-up. Furthermore,
miscalibration of the x-ray tube will propagate into detector calibration. Therefore, despite
the convenience this method provides, kVp-based calibration can be problematic. Hence,
development of a robust energy calibration technique with better accuracy is needed.
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is produced by the interaction between an x-ray beam and a
metallic target. It can be used as an excellent source of calibration with well-defined photon
energies. Different monochromatic spectra can be generated from various materials in the
diagnostic energy range [29, 119, 120]. In this regard, Panta et al. [29] investigated XRF
for the energy calibration of the Medipix3RX. However, this methodology has not been
implemented in the MARS energy calibration due to some limitations. These limitations
include (1) to obtain enough fluorescence photon counts, extensive experimental measure-
ments are required, and extracting the fluorescence photons from the polluted primary beam
was troublesome, (2) the fluorescence photons are self-attenuated inside the metallic targets.
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To address these limitations Broeke [120] developed two mathematical models for opti-
mising the fluorescence signal coming from the metallic targets.
• Determining the optimal foil thickness to produce maximum fluorescence from any
given polychromatic x-ray spectrum.
• Modelling the absolute number of fluorescence photons produced by a metallic foil
and the fluorescence distribution at the detector. This helped to determine the optimal
detector position to obtain maximum fluorescence inside the MARS scanner.
In both of the above models, the primary beam is taken from the MARS x-ray source
model for computation of the optimal foil thickness and the angle of maximum fluorescence
production. The details of the optimum foil thickness can be found in Broeke’s Masters
thesis [120]. For maximum fluorescence in a MARS scanner with a CZT/CdTe-Medipix3RX,
the experimental work is under process.
5.2.3 Material analysis of projection data
Currently, the MARS image processing chain works assuming a monochromatic model with
empirical calibrations. To have a commercially competitive product, we need to move to using
a polychromatic model-based decomposition/reconstruction technique. The first significant
effort in this regard was done by a summer student Aydin Arik, during his internship project
in 2015-2016. He investigated polychromatic model based material decomposition of MARS
projection data using different optimisation techniques [121]. These techniques included
a combination of formulated minimisation problems and numerical methods. Aydin used
different minimisation problems such as the Minimum Least Squares problem, Algebraic
Reconstruction Technique, and Maximum Likelihood Estimation for his material analysis
of the projection data. This minimisation method requires information about the predicted
















Where P(⃗x) is the predicted counts for a voxel with different elements. S0(E) is the spectral
counts for a particular energy E. (µ
ρ
)m is the mass absorption coefficient, ρm is density and
xm is thickness of a particular material m. D(E) is the detector response function. Each pixel
in the projection images has count differences compared to its surrounding pixels, not only
because of inter-pixel variations but also due to changes in the spatial photon distribution
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of that particular projection region. The MARS x-ray model can predict the variations in
the spatial photon distribution. So, the MARS x-ray model assists in predicting the number
of counts in each voxel for a particular energy and position. I co-supervised and had basic
familiarity with this project, providing the inputs for his minimisation problems.
5.2.4 Computation of Kerma, Exposure, and Absorbed Dose
The MARS x-ray model can be used to compute the Kerma, exposure, and dose at the given
point inside the MARS scanner. This calculation is also valid for any other imaging systems
with a 20◦ anode angle x-ray source with a tungsten target. Air Kerma can be calculated by
using the fluence from the model and attenuation coefficients from the NIST data tables. For
a polychromatic beam, the collision Kerma calculation is as given [41, 122]




Where ΦE is the photon fluence (photon counts/cm2), and ( ¯µen/ρ) is the average mass
energy absorption coefficient of the medium averaged over the energy fluence. The quantity
exposure is the ionisation equivalent of collision Kerma in air [122]. It can be calculated
from the Kcol if the ionisation charge produced per unit of energy deposited by photons is
known. The mean energy required to produce an ion pair in dry air is W̄ = 33.97eV/ ionpair.
If e is electronic charge then the Exposure (X) is given by







The SI unit for exposure is C/Kg. The absorbed dose to air (in the presence of charge particle
equilibrium) is equal to collisional Kerma.
Lu used the MARS x-ray model for the calculation of collisional Kerma, and comparing
the model result with experimental measurements. The detail of this work can be found
in Lu’s Thesis [115]. Nik also showed the mean glandular dose calculation using breast
entrance energy fluence [123]. The MARS x-ray model with further extensions can provide
the inputs for breast entrance energy fluence, and consequently will be helpful in estimating
the mean glandular dose.
5.2.5 Open-beam image determination for MARS scan protocols
In the MARS image processing chain, open-beam normalisation is performed to remove the
effects causing by the pixel-to-pixel dispersion, sensor layer inhomogeneities, and saturation
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of sensors [21]. Therefore, pre or post open-beam images are taken within the MARS scan
protocol. This makes the scan time longer. Longer scan time increases the probability of
instabilities or variations. It also increases the workload on the MARS system which may
degrade the system performance due to wear and tear. The MARS x-ray model can predict
the counts for a given set of scan parameters. Hence, the MARS x-ray model, in combination
with the detector response function, can be used to create a pseudo open-beam image for each
MARS scan protocol. This will reduce the time for a scan and also cut down the workload
on the scanner.
5.2.6 Imaging protocol development for MARS scanner
Currently, pre-defined imaging protocols are used for scanning different materials or objects
inside the MARS scanner. Scanning parameters are evaluated when developing a protocol.
These scanning parameters are the x-ray tube current, tube voltage, additional filter thickness,
and exposure time. These scanning parameters are determined empirically by a hit and trial
method, aiming to avoid detector saturation effects, pile-up effects and others. The MARS
x-ray model can predict the number of photons for given scanning parameters. Therefore,
it will aid in initial optimisation of scanning parameters for imaging protocol development.
This will save the time on the scanner, and help assure the accuracy of the system.
5.3 Other uses of the MARS x-ray model
5.3.1 Detective quantum efficiency of the imaging system
Detective quantum efficiency (DQE) is the most widely used objective measure of perfor-
mance and dose efficiency in radiographic imaging systems [124, 125]. It is the only metric
that describes how close a detector’s performance is to the ideal. The equation for the
frequency-dependent DQE is




Where MTF(u,v) is modulation transfer function of the digital x-ray imaging device, Win is
the noise power spectrum at the detector surface, and Wout is the noise power spectrum at the
output of the digital x-ray imaging device. The input noise power spectrum is the incident
photon fluence and is calculated by equation 5.5.
Win = Q = Ka.
∫
(ΦE/Ka)dE = (Ka). (SNRin 2) (5.5)
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Where Q is photon fluence, Ka is air Kerma (kerma in a given mass of air), E is energy,
ΦE is the spectral x-ray fluence. This x-ray fluence can be obtained by using equation 5.6.
SNR2in is the squared Signal-to-Noise ratio per air Kerma.
Φ =
∫
n(E) · f (E)dE)∫
n(E)dE
(5.6)
n(E) is the relative number of photons in the x-ray spectrum at energy E, and f(E) is the
number of photons per unit area per air Kerma at energy E. To determine n(E), a spectral
model is required. The MARS x-ray model can provide the n(E) for an imaging system with
a 20◦ anode angle x-ray tube with a tungsten anode target. In general, the MARS x-ray
model can be helpful in calculating the input parameters required for the DQE measurement.
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5.4 Discussion
The primary use of the MARS x-ray model is to incorporate it into a spectral reconstruction
technique for improving the MARS scanner. We used this model in combination with
experimental data for developing a beam profile assessment technique. It characterises the
various properties of the x-ray beam measurements obtained from the MARS spectral CT
system. Information gathered from these properties can identify the presence of various
scanner calibration issues including an offset of the x-ray beam centre or tilt in the anode angle.
Inter-scan variability detection with this methodology will help to understand instabilities
and their causes in the scanner. Consequently, this will assist in building a stable system.
Additionally, this model is being used in other ongoing research projects within the
MARS group. These include pulse pile-up modelling, x-ray fluorescence modelling and
dose estimation in the MARS scanner. Pulse pile-up always happens in photon counting
detectors. When unaccounted for, this degrades the energy resolution of the imaging system.
The MARS x-ray model can help estimate dose. This helps to achieve an optimal balance
between dose and image quality by helping control the scan parameters. Some preliminary
work has been done in this regard. Moreover, the x-ray fluorescence work in our group is
still in progress. This work uses the output from the MARS x-ray model in estimating the
fluorescence photon count. This will help in calibrating our photon counting detector more
accurately.
There are some applications for this model which have not been used yet, but could
be implemented in the MARS scanner. These are the open-beam normalisation, imaging
protocol development, and material analysis. Future work will find the ways to apply these
applications to the MARS scanner. In addition, this model is equally useful in other imaging
systems with similar x-ray sources, allowing for the estimation of spectra, dose, and DQE.
In conclusion, the MARS x-ray model contributed to improving many different aspects
of the MARS scanner. Many of these aspects were unforeseen before developing this model,
and the model has outperformed out initial expectations in terms of usefulness.
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5.5 Summary
• The potential applications for the x-ray source model show the importance of this
model not only in MARS but also for other imaging systems.
• Assessment of the beam profile can be used as a quality assurance tool in the MARS
scanner. This technique helps in identification and characterisation of the inter-scan and
intra-scan variation. This work has been accepted in the 2016 IEEE MIC conference.
• In an imaging system, there is a fundamental trade-off between image quality and
delivered dose. The MARS x-ray model can determine the dose. This helps to achieve
an optimal balance when choosing the scanning parameters.
• The MARS x-ray model can help in defining the Imaging protocol used in the MARS
scanner without too much time consumption.
• The MARS x-ray model is used as a major input for the material analysis technique.
• Pulse pile-up effect calculations using the MARS x-ray model help in understanding
and obtaining pile-up free measurements.
• A fast scan time is desirable to avoid temporal effects and to reduce machine workload.
This model can provide pseudo open-beam data for open-beam normalisation, reducing
scan time by approximately 1/4.
• Use of the model in fluorescence estimation will help to perform accurate energy
calibrations, consequently, improving material identification and quantification. Some




Alongside the x-ray source characterisation, I also worked on characterisation of the Medipix3RX
detector towards obtaining good quality data for improving image quality. This chapter de-
scribes the initial characterisation work that I carried out during the first six months of my
Ph.D., from the last quarter of 2013 to the first quarter of 2014. Temporal stability of the
detector is investigated, not only of the whole chip level, but also at the individual pixel level.
Variation in the detector response with time affects its operation and in particular CT image
reconstruction, such as drifting pixel characteristics, can create noise in the measurement and
may lead to image artefacts [126]. Therefore, it is paramount to maintain a stable detector
response.
6.1 Introduction
High resistivity at room temperature and high photon absorption efficiency makes the CdTe
and CZT materials good prospective candidates for room temperature semiconductor detec-
tors in the diagnostic imaging energy range (30–140 kVp) [127]. However, these detector
materials suffer from stability issues that strongly affect the imaging performance of the
detector, and in some cases cannot be corrected using the open-beam correction [21]. Niraula
et al. found the reduction of counts with time for CdTe detector [48]. Astromskas et al.
also showed some results regarding the sensor polarisation effects for the CdTe Schottky e−
sensor bump bonded with the Medipix3RX [127]. Ruat et al. has reported the instabilities of
CdTe x-ray sensors with time associated with sensor defects [40].
This chapter includes some experimental studies on the temporal stability of the Medipix3RX
detector as a function of bias voltage and leakage current to identify the optimum operational
conditions for the detector. It should be emphasised that this study was performed on the first
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CdTe Medipix3RX that the MARS group obtained in 2013, to be used in the spectral scanner.
At that time investigations were required to determine the stable operating range.
6.2 Temporal stability of the Medipix3RX detector
In this study, we evaluated the temporal stability of a CdTe-Medipix3RX pixelated detector.
The variation in count rate within a 60 minute time interval on different days was investigated.
This experiment was repeated on different days, not only to see the instabilities within the
scan duration, but also over a long time with same experimental setup parameters. The effect
of operating parameters of the x-ray tube such as; x-ray tube current, and tube voltage and
detector bias voltage, along with ASIC temperature variation for the same time interval on
the detector stability was investigated.
6.2.1 Experiment
A 2 mm CdTe sensor bump-bonded to a Medipix3RX was used to evaluate the temporal
stability of the detector. This experiment was performed using a tungsten anode x-ray tube
with the kVp range of 60–120 and tube current of 10–350 µA. A direct x-ray beam was used
to illuminate the detector uniformly placed at 250 mm from the x-ray tube. This study was
performed at room temperature on different days with the same experimental parameters.
Room temperature was monitored for this study. The tube current was 30 µA and tube voltage
120 kVp. The exposure time for each measurement was 30 ms. The applied bias voltage
was set to 750 V for all measurements. Each measurement consists of 3600 total open-beam
images taken at different interval (100 frames/interval) during one hour. The acquisition time
for 100 open-beam images was 3000 ms. The variations in the tube voltage, tube current,
bias voltage and ASIC temperature were monitored during one hour of continuous scanning.
Results and analysis
Figure 6.1 shows the variation of mean counts of the arbitration counter over time for the data
collected on different days with the same operational parameters. Each point in this figure
was obtained by taking the mean of 100 open-beam images collected at the corresponding
time and then normalising to the first mean value. The measurement uncertainty for each
of these points was less than 0.01%. The dead, noisy and saturated pixels were excluded
from these measurements. Further discussion regarding these pixels is given in chapter 7. A
trend in all three measures is the same with various levels of reduction in counts on different
days. The reason for the different levels of reduction is still unknown. Each measurement
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Fig. 6.1 Variation of counts for the arbitration counter displayed for data collected on three different
days shows that after 10 min of applying the bias voltage the system becomes stable, and variation is
less than 0.5 % ( within 10-60 min). This result shows that the operating region for data collection is
10 minutes after applying the bias voltage to the detector
was taken after resetting the bias voltage across the detector. The degradation of counts
within 10-60 min is less than 0.5% which indicates the stable period for operating the detector.
The reduction in counts with time could be due to trapping of charge carriers by the sensor
defects and impurities causing the polarisation to occur. The room temperature for these
three measurements was observed as 19◦ C, 22◦ C, and 20◦ C respectively. The variation
in ambient temperature during the experimental measurement was less than 0.5◦ C. At the
same time, the temperature inside the scanner may be slightly higher.
The parameters such as x-ray tube voltage, x-ray tube current, detector bias voltage,
and ASIC temperature were also monitored to investigate the reduction of counts in the
first 10 minutes, shown in figure 6.2. These operating parameters for Day 2 and Day 3
are given in appendix A. The x-ray tube voltage and tube current were found to be stable
within acceptable limits. It can be seen in figure 6.2 (a) and (b) that there are no significant
instabilities in the x-ray tube current and voltage, and the effect of this variation is reduced
as the output is integrated over the image exposure time. It infers that the variation in the
count rate with time are associated with the detector. A random variation in the detector bias
voltage was observed. However, no noticeable effect of this drop in the counts was observed
as these variations were observed along whole scan time . There was a gradual increase in
the ASIC temp from the start of the experiment which becomes stable after 7–10 minutes
of applying the bias voltage. A similar trend was observed in all three measurements. The
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Fig. 6.2 Operating parameter for the x-ray tube; x-ray tube voltage, tube current, and for the detector;
the applied bias voltage, and ASIC temperature are shown here. X-ray tube voltage is fixed, and
there is no significant ripple in the tube voltage, while tube current shows the variation within
acceptable limits provided by the manufacturer. The variation in the ASIC temperature during the
first 7-10 minutes could be the possible reason for the variation in counts with time.
gradual rise in temperature of the ASIC may be causing the increase in resistance of generic
electronics in the ASIC which may ultimately cause the reduction in counts. A further study
was performed to see the effect of bias voltage on the degradation of counts, while keeping
all other parameters fixed. This is covered in the following section.
From these measurements, a stable operating time after applying the bias voltage can
be considered as 10 minutes. The MARS system now includes 10 minutes waiting time
after applying the bias voltage prior to running a scan. The MARS software developers
also included a cool down estimation in the scan protocol implementation. Therefore, if the
detector is still warm then warm-up does not need to take the full 10 minutes.
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6.3 Temporal stability and detector bias voltage
The detector’s behaviour with time for different bias voltage is investigated. Higher bias
voltage increases the electric field within the sensor which causes more charge collection and
ultimately increases the counting performance of the detector. The purpose of this study is
to find the relationship between the variation in count with time and different bias voltage
applied to the detector.
6.3.1 Experiment
A negative bias voltage with respect to the anode is applied between the continuous metallised
thin film cathode towards the incident side of 2 mm CdTe sensor, creating an electric field
along the depth direction of the sensor. The data was collected for bias voltage 350, 450,
550, 650, and 762 V. Before taking each measurement, the bias voltage was turned off for
30 minutes to avoid polarisation effects. The room temperature was observed during these
measurements.
Results and analysis:




























Fig. 6.3 Counts variation of 2 mm CdTe Medipix3RX detector with time for different bias voltages
shows a similar trend for all bias voltages with various levels of reduction. Higher bias voltage
increases the electric field strength between the electrodes, hence increasing the charge collection.
Figure 6.3 shows the reduction of counts with time for different bias voltage. The trend in
counts over time is similar for all bias voltages but the rate of reduction is different in the first
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10 minutes; after that the rate of change equalises. The rate of decrease after 10 minutes is not
as stable as shown in figure 6.1. A reason for the stability in figure 6.1 after 10 minutes could
be due to the long resting period (full night) of the detector, which minimises various types of
instabilities associated with native defects of the CdTe material. Higher bias voltage increases
the electric field strength between the electrodes which increases the charge collection. At a
specific time after the application of the bias voltage, the counts are linearly dependent on
the bias voltage, shown in figure 6.4a.
A linear trend line fitted to the data obtained at T = 60 minutes for different bias voltage
shows R2 = 0.998 and can be seen in figure 6.4b. The degradation in the sensor’s per-
formance due to polarisation is typically identified as a loss of counts, the appearance of
dislocation lines, and reduction in the total uniformity of response [30, 33, 48, 127].
Figure 6.5 shows two mean flat-field images obtained at different times, and two sub-
tracted images for a bias voltage of 762 V. Figure 6.5b displays the degradation of the sensor
after 60 minutes. Figure 6.5c shows the subtracted images of (a) and (b) and shows those
pixels which degraded with time. Figure 6.5d represents those pixels which show an increase
in counts with time. The majority of these pixels were located in the form of lines. These
lines could be grain boundaries or dislocation lines in the detector. A distortion of the
electric field at the vicinity of the grain boundaries is leading to charge being collected in
the neighbouring pixels. Similar results have been presented by Ruat et al. [40]. The phe-
nomenon generally termed "polarisation effect", is characterised by a progressive decrease in
photo-peak amplitude, and shifting of the peak towards the lower side with time after applying
























































Fig. 6.4 The increase in counts as a function of bias voltage for 2 mm CdTe Medipix3RX detector at
different time is shown in (a) and linear fit on one of the sets of data (at T = 60 min) in (a) is shown in
(b). The increase in bias voltage increases the electric field between the cathodes, which increases the
charge collection.
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the bias voltage [30, 127]. A similar effect was also observed in our data set as shown in
figure 6.6. There was a shift of photo-peak towards the left and the height of the peak also
degraded with time.
The detector response was evaluated using the open-beam coefficient value. The open-
beam coefficient values are obtained by dividing each pixel’s counts by the mean counts of
the whole chip. Figure 6.7 shows the histogram of open-beam coefficients at time (T = 0 min)
and (T = 60 min). The total uniformity of the detector’s response to radiation increases with
time as the width of the histogram decreases. This indicates the stability of the detector with
time, the detector is more stable at time T = 60 min than at time T = 0 min.
 
 











(a) T = 0 min
 
 











(b) T = 60 min
 
 












(c) Subtraction of a and b
 
 












(d) Pixels counting higher at T = 60 min
Fig. 6.5 Open-beam images of 2 mm CdTe (The MARS team refer to this specific detector as CdTe-3.)
Medipix3RX detector (a) Open-beam image at the start of the exposure (b) Flat-field image after
60 minutes’ exposure. (c) Subtraction of two images to find out those counting higher at the start then
at 60 minutes and (d) pixels are counting higher at 60 minutes than at the outset. The image c shows
the degradation after 60 minutes. On the other hand, some pixels shows the opposite behaviour in
image (d) where the majority of these pixels were located in the form of lines.
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The application of a large electric field is necessary to improve the charge collection
property of the detector. However, higher bias voltage increases the leakage current of the
detector [127]. This leakage current causes an increase in image artefacts as shown by
Zuber et al.[126]. There is a mechanism in the Medipix3RX detector which can compensate
the leakage current by an adjustable current source called IKrum. The leakage current was
measured to understand the effect of bias voltage on leakage current.
Fig. 6.6 Photo-peak shift towards the left and degradation of photo-peak indicates the polarisation
effect.


























(a) T = 0 min
























(b) T = 60 min
Fig. 6.7 Open-beam coefficient histogram showing the uniformity of pixels response. (a) shows the
mean of First 100 open-beam images uniformity and (b) shows the average for last 100 open-beam
images uniformity at 60 minutes. Reduction in standard deviation at (T = 60 min) was observed which
indicates the stable response as compared to (T = 0 min).
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6.4 Temporal stability and leakage current
The behaviour or fluctuation of leakage current across the sensor with time was also studied
to find the correlation, if any, with the bias voltage, as well as with the degradation of counts.
6.4.1 Experiment
A VICHY VC99 multimeter was used to directly measure the leakage current across the
detector at room temperature. The multimeter probes are connected with the terminals of
the detector, as shown in figure 6.8. The measurements were repeated five times to reduce
the likelihood of errors or anomalies and to quantify the accuracy of the results. It should
be emphasised that the leakage current measurement were performed for a different CdTe
detector due to the availability of the scanner. The MARS team refer to this specific detector
as CdTe-4. Every CdTe semiconductor detector is different to others, even if they belong
to the same manufacturing lot. Therefore, we cannot directly correlate these measurements
with the above results. However, this will indicate the general behaviour of detectors used in
the MARS scanners. Leakage current of the CdTe rises with room temperature, as shown by
Aamir [21]. Room temperature was noted for these measurements.
Fig. 6.8 Leakage current measurement setup across the 2 mm CdTe sensor (units are µA).
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Results and analysis
Figure 6.9 shows the variation in the leakage current with time for different bias voltages.
High leakage current was observed at the higher bias voltage. However, no strong corre-
lation was found between the leakage current and counts variations. Leakage current was
almost steady for lower bias voltages while it increases with time for higher bias voltage.
Room temperature was observed 22.8 ◦C± 0.2 ◦C. For better operation of the detector, the
voltage should be chosen so that the leakage current does not produce excessive noise. In
Medipix3RX, an IKrum DAC is used to compensate for leakage current, which allows us to
use the Medipix3RX detector at higher bias voltages [29]. This data will help us to evaluate
and decide about the bias voltage for the stable operation of the detector.



































Fig. 6.9 Leakage current measurement across 2 mm CdTe sensor at different bias voltage as a function
of time. At higher bias voltage, the rate of increase in leakage current is higher with time. However,
the leakage current is almost stable at lower bias voltages. No correlation between leakage current
and count loss with time was noticed.
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6.5 Discussion
I investigated the temporal stability of the detector for numerous scans of one hour duration,
and found that for our setup the most significant variability occurs within the first 10 minutes
which then becomes stable to within 0.5% for the rest of the hour. The reduction of counts
in the first 10 minutes was from 2-4.5%. This value is large enough to bias a measurement
and can induce artefacts in a CT image reconstruction [126]. Other parameters such as x-ray
tube voltage, and tube current were found to be stable. However, there was a significant
increase (almost 10◦C) in the ASIC temperature in the first 7-10 minutes. The rise in ASIC
temperature could possibly be the cause of the variation of counts during the initial 10 minutes.
It is also expected that such temperature rises could change the energy threshold for each
counter and which ultimately changes the energy response of the detector. Now the MARS
system has a cool down estimation which calculates the time require to stabilise the system
before starting the scan. If the detector is still warm, then warm-up does not need to take the
full 10 minutes.
In the study of bias voltage and temporal stability, the drop in counts is less prominent at
higher bias voltages due to an increase in the charge collection inside the detector. Although
a higher bias voltage in the Medipix3RX detector is desirable due to higher charge collection
and better energy resolution; technical limitations do not allow application of a higher bias
voltage. These limitations include (1) Medipix3RX detectors have badly bonded regions and
possible inclusions in the sensor materials so, there is the possibility of a short, and if we
turn the bias voltage too high, we can destroy the sensor (2) the early programmable power
supplies used in the MARS scanner could not go any higher than 300-400 V, so a piggyback
power supply was made. With this piggyback, the highest programmable bias voltage is 750-
800 V, but most have a maximum between 600-700 V. The new MARS camera V5 readout
can go up to ± 1000 V but we are currently operating at 600 V. This is a precautionary
step until will get better sensor materials and bonding from our manufacturers. We need to
monitor leakage current to make sure that we are not getting these effects from a short. Each
new sensor must be examined and tested to determine a safe limit for the maximum bias
voltage. If we push the bias too high with a sensor having inclusions and faults, we risk a
very high leakage current through that region of the sensor, local heating, possibly a short,
and destruction of the sensor. As CZT has much lower leakage current than CdTe we can
probably use the CZT sensors at higher bias voltages.
There was no correlation between the leakage current and the counts loss with time. The
detector response showed stability after 10 minutes of exposure. However, the individual
pixel by pixel investigation will help with understanding pixel behaviour with time and will
enable good quality data for imaging purposes.
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6.6 Summary
• The most significant instability occurs within the first 10 minutes after the application
of bias voltage. ASIC temperature is correlated with the change in counts during the
detector warm-up.
• Higher bias voltage reduces the counts loss while leakage current is higher which
may cause the noise in the acquisition data. So there is a trade-off between the bias
voltage and the leakage current. However, this leakage current can be compensated by
adjusting the IKrum current source.
• Each new sensor must be examined and tested to determine a safe limit for the maxi-
mum bias voltage. If we push the bias too high with a sensor having inclusions and
faults, we risk a very high leakage current through that region of the sensor, local
heating, possibly a short, and destruction of the sensor.
• Temporal stability of the detector demands the detailed investigation of the detector at




This chapter focuses on the characterisation of pixels with respect to time in a CdTe-
Medipix3RX detector. The overall detector shows a stable response after a bias voltage has
been applied for 10 minutes, however, instabilities may still exist in the individual pixels.
This results in a need for a thorough investigation into the behaviour over time for every
pixel. The work in this chapter helps to understand types of pixels by categorising them
into different classes of behaviour over time. This pixel classification assists in developing a
technique for identifying malfunctioning pixels. This work also advises us how we can use
these pixels to obtain improved image data prior to image reconstruction or data analysis.
Section 7.1 provides information about the inter-pixel variation and briefly explains
the underlying physics. Section 7.2 describes the pixel classification vs time. Section 7.3
describes an improved method of classifying faulty pixels, evaluation of the generated pixel
mask, its implementation, and limitations of this pixel masking technique. Section 7.4 illus-
trates how certain clusters of malfunctioning pixels behave, a procedure for identifying these
clusters, how they can be used, and the limitations concerning their identification. Finally,
the chapter concludes with a discussion in section 7.5 and a summary of the work in section
7.6.
The work covered in this chapter has also produced two provisional patents. The first
patent concerns the identification of pixels by their response over time, and the automated
pixel masking technique for avoiding image artefacts. The second patent has the process
for the identification and correction of clusters of malfunctioning pixels in the pixellated
photon counting detector. I am directly involved in the investigation and development of
the techniques that led to these two patents. I am the lead author in one of the two patents.
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I would like to acknowledge the contribution of Anjomrouz [110] who participated as a
co-investigator.
7.1 Introduction
For obtaining good quality data in image reconstruction as well as data analysis, it is desirable
that each pixel provides a uniform response to radiation. Unfortunately, there exist many
reasons why the Medipix3RX detector is unable to provide this. The Medipix3RX detector
in charge summing mode (CSM), consists of 16384 pixels, and each pixel is different due to
having separate independent pulse counting electronics. Another factor that causes variation
in the pixel response is the presence of inclusions/impurities in the sensor. Inclusions or
impurities can cause charge trapping within the sensor. This trapping is not permanent, but
still causes problems. After some arbitrary time, trapped charges will become detrapped. The
positive space charge of the trapped holes disturbs the electric field within the electrodes, and
consequently can cause the collected charge from photons to drift within the semiconductor
non-uniformly. This leads to the phenomenon called charge steering [33]. Furthermore, weak
bump bonding between the sensor pixel and the ASIC can cause incorrect photon allocation.
Higher leakage current at one pixel compared to the rest is also a cause of incorrect mea-
surements. There are also variations in collection volume between pixels, where collection
volume (and therefore effective size) is uneven across the detector. This means that some
pixels will naturally count more than the others [1]. In CSM, each pixel has electronics
connecting it to its neighbouring pixels. Measurement of a single pixel can be biased and
inaccurate if one of its neighbouring pixels in not behaving correctly. Another source of
inter-pixel variation is "capacitive coupling", where the bump-bonds are almost touching the
sensor layer, creating a capacitance between the ASIC electronics and the sensor layer. The
pulse can still be detected through this gap, but its signal is significantly weaker. Some pixels
are close to the edge of "capacitive coupling" and it seems that mechanical stresses can alter
whether they are connected or not. An example of inter-pixel variation is shown in figure 7.1.
The behaviour of some pixels is not consistent with time, and it can vary for many reasons
including sensor native defects, detector processing defects, and radiation damage on the
sensor. We can refer to these variations as intra-pixel variations. Ruat et al. showed that
continuous flood illumination of a pixel leads to an increase in counts near the vicinity of
grain boundaries [40]. This increase in counts is an indication of electric field distortion due
to polarisation, i.e space charge build up. This distortion in the electric field causes variation
in the counts of neighbouring pixels. Blobs (or dead regions) in the detector are the main
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Fig. 7.1 The count distribution of seven different pixels from a 2 mm CdTe-3 Medipix3RX detector
is presented in different colours. Variations between these seven pixels exist in the detector due to
sensor impurities or manufacturing variations in the associated electronics. The inter-pixel variation
shown here is after the equalisation process and indicates that to obtain good quality data, a detailed
investigation of each pixel is necessary.
sources of high leakage current. Local distortions in the electric field can cause the attraction
of charge carriers towards these blobs. This leads to a reduction in counts locally to pixels
near these blobs. All of these pixels that show variation with time are problems, and will
deteriorate the whole detector measurement unless they are masked out or inhibited.
The problem of non-uniform but stable pixels can be corrected via open-beam normal-
isation [1, 21]. However, this procedure cannot predict and correct for changes that occur
within the process of a scan. Such variations cause image artefacts even after open-beam
normalisation.
Reconstruction algorithms, unless told otherwise, assume that the attenuated signal for all
the utilised pixels in the detector have the same measurement conditions. Any unaccounted
for variation in the signal will contaminate the reconstructed data, resulting in undesirable
artefacts. Therefore, the identification of these drifting or flickering pixels is paramount for
avoiding the contamination of these pixels in image reconstruction. For this purpose, the
characterisation of each pixel over time is required.
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In this work, we investigated the response of a 2 mm CdTe (recognised as CdTe-3 in
MARS group) Medipix3RX detector’s pixels over time and classify them according to their
behaviour. On the basis of pixel classification, we have developed a new automated pixel
masking technique which identifies the malfunctioning pixels for such hybrid photon count-
ing detectors. This technique is useful for obtaining high-quality data from a Medipix3RX
photon counting detector. This is useful not only for image reconstruction purposes, but also
for the data analysis. Additionally, we have also characterised some malfunctioning pixels in
the form of clusters. A specific correlation between the pixels of these clusters is observed.
A methodology to automatically identify these clusters is presented. On the basis of cluster
overall behaviour with time, some recommendations are illustrated for use of these clusters
as well-behaved pixels.
7.2 Pixel classification over time
Ideally all pixels should produce equal output if uniform radiation is used to illuminate the
detector. Practically, however, some pixels provide a higher or lower output than the average
sensor value. Pixels in the open-beam frame that appear significantly brighter than the rest
are often known as "hot" or "high counting" pixels. Extremely "hot" pixels can lead to the
saturation of counts in their pixel (exceeding the maximum value of 4095 for a 12 bit counter
in the Medipix3RX). Pixels whose output is significantly below the average value are named
"cold" or "low counting" pixels. Both hot and cold pixels produce blemishes in reconstructed
images and are referred to as "non-working pixels" herein.
In this work, we characterise the pixels using a time series analysis of open-beam images.
This enables us to classify each pixel as stable, unstable or non-working (dead):
• Stable or well-behaved pixels: These show consistent behaviour.
• Unstable or malfunctioning pixels: Show anomalous behaviour.
• Dead pixels (non-working): No response to radiation.
7.2.1 Stable (well-behaved) pixels
Pixels which show consistent behaviour over time for a given incident input flux are cat-
egorised as stable pixels. Figure 7.2 shows a well-behaved pixel and its dispersion. The
emission of photons from an x-ray tube is a random process (discrete distribution); therefore
some deviation is expected in the measurement and we expect to have Poisson distribution.
Ideally, the well-behaved pixels should follow a Poisson distribution. For a large number of
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measurements the Poisson distribution approximates to Gaussian distribution (bell shape) as
shown in figure 7.2b.


















































Fig. 7.2 (a) An example of a well-behaved pixel showing consistent behaviour with time. (b) shows
the distribution of the stable pixel in (a). The two white lines in (a) are a momentary gap due to a
delay in the camera communication.
7.2.2 Unstable (malfunctioning) pixels
Unstable pixels produce erroneous data when illuminated with uniform radiation and also
show inconsistency with time. There are two types of unstable pixels, both of which are
labelled unstable because they are unsuitable for use in the detector. The main type is the
erratic malfunctioning pixels. An example of an erratic pixel, along with histogram, is shown
in figure 7.3. Another less obvious type are the slow-drifting pixels, which seem stable over
short time periods but are changing state slowly (but enough to affect CT scan data). Often,
unstable pixels have a valid measurement for some time and then turn towards instability or
vice versa. More importantly, their stable period times vary and are unpredictable. There are
many known and unknown reasons for this behaviour. The proximity to other dead pixels,
or to the edge of the detector, could be one of those possible reasons. The charge produced
in the dead region of the detector is distributed to neighbouring pixels and varies due to
sensor inhomogeneities and grain boundaries. Pixels lying at the edge of the detector have
larger charge collection volumes than others. Hence, variations in electric field at the edges is
comparatively larger than others. The guard ring that controls the electric field at the edge of
the detector may not work perfectly. Furthermore, the crystal damage from cutting the edge
may cause high leakage currents in that area, which may result in dramatic variation in the
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electric field and consequently the charge collection. Some unstable pixels switch between
the valid measurement states and saturated states; some show continuous instability. All
types of unstable pixels should be removed from the data before reconstruction, otherwise,
they can be very problematic.
Malfunctioning pixels cause ring artefacts in reconstructed images, distorting the spectral
signal and leading to misidentification of materials. Identifying these pixels and excluding
them from the projection data reduces artefacts in reconstructed images. Figure 7.4 shows
some more examples of malfunctioning pixels in the CdTe-3 Medipix3RX detector.

















































Fig. 7.3 (a) An example of an unstable pixel showing unpredictable behaviour with time. (b) Histogram
of the unstable pixel indicates the variability in measurements. This variability in the measurement
causes blemishes in the image reconstruction. Identification and removal of these pixels is required
for obtaining better image quality.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 7.4 Examples of a few unstable pixels in CdTe-3 Medipix3RX detector. Investigations into
these unstable pixels reveal that some of them become stable after some time as shown in (a) or that
they are stable initially and then turn towards the instability. Some pixels switch between the valid
measurement states and saturated states as shown in (b). Some pixels show continuous instability as
shown in (c) and (d). Pixels like (a) are difficult to identify unless characterisation measurements are
taken over time periods much larger than a scan would operate for.
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7.2.3 Dead pixels (Non-working pixels)
Dead pixels typically produce the same signal or do not respond to the incident photon
flux. Therefore, some of these pixels may provide random measurements even without the
incident radiation. Some pixels in the sensor are poorly bonded or completely disconnected
to the ASIC. Although the charge creation process occurs in the sensor, it is not collected
by the corresponding electronics in the ASIC. Furthermore, the reason could be due to
overwhelming noise in the circuitry of that pixel, is due to the capacitors and amplifiers in
the analog part of the circuit, or due to malfunctions in the thresholding circuitry. Currently,
the identification of these pixels is usually performed by taking dark frame images (without
incident radiation) where they appear bright and open-beam frame (with radiation) where
they appear non-counting.
(a) (b)
Fig. 7.5 A collection of dead pixels in open-beam measurements producing non-valid data, e.g. very
low counts or not counting. Some of these pixels switch between saturation and zero counts. The
reasons for these dead pixels could be poor bonding between the pixel sensor and the corresponding
electronics, noise in the circuitry, or malfunctions in the threshold circuits.
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7.3 An improved method of pixel classification and mask
generation
In this work a new automated technique which differentiates between the stable, unstable
and dead pixels has been developed. Following the identification of stable, unstable and
dead pixels, we then use this information to create a mask. This mask is used to exclude the
unstable and dead pixels from being used in image reconstruction or data analysis purposes.
MARS spectral CT has the potential to produce 3D images of an object and quantify the
materials inside. For the practical interpretation of the 3D images generated by MARS, it is
desirable for the images to be free of noise and artefacts. Conventionally, the image quality
is achieved by the removal of the noise or artefacts. One major reason of these artefacts
are noisy or unstable pixels that vary their response during the image data acquisition.
The MARS reconstruction chain uses techniques evolved from work on the Algebraic
Reconstruction Technique (ART) algorithm. This allows the reconstruction process to ignore
faulty pixels, unlike conventional techniques where faulty pixels are interpolated from known
data. This allows the exclusion of noisy pixels to provide even more improvements than
with conventional CT reconstruction techniques. To identify pixels causing artefacts in the
reconstructed image, a pixel masking technique is used.
The old technique used for identification of malfunctioning pixels in the MARS system
masking software (referred here as "MARS mask") involved collecting the data over a short
time period. The algorithms used in this prior technique include (1) a Poisson distribution
test (pixels closer to the mean-variance ideal line have more weight), (2) dilation (a process
which removes detector elements if the number of good neighbours is less than a threshold),
and (3) user guided masking (provide the user the ability for manual pixel masking, visually
based on their own expertise). The details of this pixel masking technique can be found in
Niels de Ruiter’s thesis [1].
The old MARS masking software technique has significant limitations, including the
following:
• Image artefacts due to flickering pixels: Due to the short time-frame of measure-
ment, flickering pixels remain as a source of noise. These faulty pixels lead to image
artefacts in later stages of image processing chain.
The newly developed pixel masking technique collects a series of images over a long
period of time (longer than the usual scan time) to identify these flickering pixels. The
Poisson distribution test is not enough to identify the malfunctioning pixels, and many
flickering and slow drifting pixels may pass this test. Therefore, we introduce a least
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square test to reduce the possibility of leaving flickering and slow drifting pixels in the
well-behaved pixels category.
• User expertise requirements: The old MARS masking allows a user-interference
to remove pixels visually, based on user expertise. Therefore, its quality varies with
user experience, even if the mask was generated from the same camera and the same
protocol. Additionally, visual assessment cannot guarantee the removal of the bad
pixels in the projection images. A new mask is required every time the camera changes,
therefore, managing user-guided masks is very hard and difficult to implement.
Day to day scan parameters can affect the pixel response also, so the user must perform
manual masking every day. Also, produced masks cannot be reliable enough to apply
to a bunch of scans with different properties.
The pixel masking technique presented here is fully automated, removing the need
for human intervention in the mask calculation steps for the MARS system. Errors
associated with manual identification of pixels are removed.
• Time consuming: Since the user has to evaluate the remaining faulty pixels in the
old MARS masking technique, it is time-consuming. Even if this MARS masking
technique was good enough for scan quality, it is desirable to have an automated
technique which does not require expensive man-hours or expertise.
The developed pixel masking technique is automated and the masking process itself
has been significantly sped up. This increase in speed makes the use of such tool a
commercially viable and allows for the timely production of image data.
7.3.1 Pixel making technique
A new methodology to differentiate the malfunctioning and well-behaved pixels in hybrid
photon counting detectors is presented. Figure 7.6 shows the steps involved in producing an
automated mask for a particular detector.
Experimental data with the CdTe-3 Medipix3RX was collected with five hours of open-
beam images at a single camera position with a source to detector distance of 16 cm. The
tube voltage was set to 120 kVp, and the tube current and exposure time were 35 µA and
50 ms respectively. A 2 mm Cu filter was applied to the x-ray source as an additional filtration
to remove the low energy photons from the incident flux. The bias voltage across the sensor
layer was set 500 V. In total 57840 images were collected and analysed for this study. One
of the images obtained inside the MARS scanner from the CdTe-3 Medipix3RX detector is
shown in figure 7.7.
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Fig. 7.6 Pixel masking technique
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Fig. 7.7 An open-beam image collected inside the MARS scanner from the CdTe-3 Medipix3RX
detector (with a 12 bit counter having a maximum value of 4095 per pixel).
The statistical formulas used herein to classify pixels include empirically derived values
specific to the detector used in the examples provided. These values may change for different
detectors and are not intended to be limiting. A "reference" value is used in this technique
which represents the mean counts for pixels in a region of interest selected on the detector.
For this purpose, a region of 400 pixels (20×20) that has the minimum variance to mean
ratio was found and used as the reference of the detector. There are eight steps involved in
automated pixel masking as follows.
1. Initialisation: A series of uniformly illuminated open-beam images are collected by a
particular hybrid photon counting detector with the same scan parameters over a long
time. The time should be at least equal to the longest possible scan time. The longer
the measurement time, the better and more robust the pixel masking would be.
2. Recognise working pixels: Having compared the measured counts of the particular
pixel with a wide margin to reference average counts, we exclude the pixels which
behave too far from the average count value. Therefore, an initial division of working
pixel from non-working pixels is performed. Mean counts of each pixel are determined
to be working by using the following criteria.
0.1×Reference < Counts < 2×Reference (7.1)
The pixels with mean counts outside the ranges defined above are classified as non-
working. The pixels with mean counts within the ranges specified are given an initial
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classification as a working pixel. The non-working pixels list includes the dead and
saturated pixels, as well as some of the unstable pixels.
3. Correcting for the x-ray source output variation: The operating parameters, such
as x-ray tube current, tube voltage, and detector bias voltage are monitored during the
data acquisition. A correction is applied to account for variations in these parameters
if they exist.
4. Correcting for beam brightness distribution: All pixels in the detector should be
exposed to a uniform radiation to assess the pixel properties. However, the incident
x-ray beam is non-uniform. It requires a beam brightness correction to evaluate the
pixel properties independent to the beam distribution. For this purpose, the x-ray
source model is used. Relative photon distribution (beam brightness) about the central
axis is obtained at a distance of 16 cm for the same detector (1.4× 1.4 cm2) and pixel
size (110× 110 µm2).
5. Working pixel classification: The remaining corrected working pixels have to pass
another statistical distribution to be categorized based on their reliabilities. These
working pixels undergo further evaluation using the Poisson distribution test formula




Pixels falling outside the range above are labelled as unstable pixels and are excluded
from the data set for the next step. Initial pixel classification is demonstrated in figure
7.8.
6. Least Square Error test After the Poisson distribution test, some unstable pixels still
exist. Thus, the next step of classification is looking at the trend of the measured points
to see how they change for each pixel over time. A linear regression line (least square
fitting) on the measurements with time is applied and this process is performed in two
stages: In the first stage, the slope of each pixel is measured after fitting a line on the
measurements with time. All the stable pixels must undergo the following criteria.
−2.5σ < slope of fitted line < 2.5σ (7.3)
Where σ here is standard deviation of slope data of all pixel used in this test. This
test allows us to exclude any slow-drifting unstable pixels. The pixels passing through
first stage undergoes to the second stage. Figure 7.9 shows those pixels passed this
first stage. In the second stage, the mean square error (MSE) value for each pixel is
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Fig. 7.8 (a) The mean-variance plot shows the initial classification of the pixels based on the Poisson
distribution test. The pixels that fall outside the range of the Poisson distribution criteria are labelled
as unstable pixels. The working pixels that are within the criteria are referred as stable pixels. This
initial classification is also presented in the form of detector colormap as shown in (b).























Pixels passed 1st step
Slow−drifting
Fig. 7.9 Figure shows the removal of slow drifting pixels from the stage 1 of the least square error test.
The pixels passed here will go through the stage 2 of mean square error test. After passing through
the second step, the well-behaved pixels will be identified.
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compared to the fitted line. Then these pixels go through following criteria:
Mean square error < 2σ (7.4)
Where σ is the standard deviation of mean square error of those pixels used in this test.
The pixels remaining after these steps are referred as well-behaved pixels. The pixels
falling outside of this criteria are labelled as slow-drifting pixels. These slow-drifting
pixels are found near the dead regions or in the vicinity of the unstable pixel. Mostly
they are found in the form of clusters of five pixels. The detail about the clusters
behaviour is covered in section 7.4. Figure 7.10 shows the detailed classification in
the form of non-working, unstable, slow-drifting, and well-behaved pixels. Only the
well-behaved pixels go on to be used for analysis purposes and image reconstruction.








































Fig. 7.10 (a) The mean-variance plot shows the complete classification of the pixels. It is found that
some pixels lie on the ideal mean-variance line, but they are not stable. Least square error test work
as a filter for straining the slow drift pixel from the stable pixels. A detailed classification is presented
in the form of detector colormap as shown in (b).
7. Outlier removal: Isolated pixels, even well-behaved pixels, can be problematic in
nearest neighbour based reconstruction algorithms and data correction techniques
such as sinogram inpainting (where an isolated pixel may lead towards the unreliable
extrapolation results). Thus, these pixels have to be taken out from the mask. Each
well-behaved pixel is passed through the outlier removal test to determine whether it is
an isolated pixel or not. This algorithm removes the detector pixels if the number of
well-behaved neighbouring pixel is less than a set threshold. Each pixel (called here
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test pixel) in a cluster of 9 pixels (3×3) is observed, and its surrounding working pixels
are counted. If the test pixel is surrounded by five or more stable pixels, it will remain;
otherwise, it will be removed from the well-behaved pixels as shown in figure 7.11.
This procedure is not applicable for those pixels lying at the edge of the detector. Pixels
on the edge of the detector are therefore unaffected by the Outlier removal process and
they are used for image reconstruction if they are well-behaved. All the well-behaved
pixels are given a single value "1" while all other pixels are given a zero value, so we
get a final mask in the form of Boolean matrix. Figure 7.12 shows the Boolean matrix
before and after outlier removal.
Fig. 7.11 Outlier removal procedure: If a pixel is surrounded by five or more stable pixels, it will
remain, otherwise it will be removed from the projection data. Although these isolated pixels are
stable, but they are treated as dead pixels prior to reconstruction or data analysis.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 7.12 (a) Well-behaved pixels before the outlier removal (b) Well-behaved pixels after the outlier
removal. Isolated pixels are mostly located near the border of dead and working pixels and are
removed to avoid problems that may occur during the image reconstruction.
8. Error check: Having obtained the well-behaved pixels, the final step is to see in the
trend of counts over time whether a drift in counts exists. In the case of there being
a drift, selected pixels have to be referred to the 3 steps for further iteration through
the whole procedure. Finally, the Boolean mask obtained by this methodology can be
applied to projection images for reconstruction purposes or data analysis.
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7.3.2 Evaluation of pixel masking
Having identified the well-behaved pixels, the next step is to evaluate the performance or
impact of the pixel mask generated above. The generated mask is assessed against the mask
used in the MARS image processing chain (named here as MARS mask). The performance
of the generated pixel mask is evaluated using parameters such as signal to noise ratio (SNR),
noise reduction, and image quality. For this purpose, an experimental scan of a mouse
collected by Mahdieh Moghiseh (Ph.D. student in MARS) is used. The mouse scan was
taken using the same CdTe-3 Medipix3RX detector.
1. Open-beam analysis: To assess the effectiveness of the pixel masking technique,
a dataset of 720 open-beam images was selected. A mean image from these 720
open-beam images is computed, and data for all the well-behaved pixels is obtained
by applying both the mask generated by the new pixel masking technique and the old
MARS mask (without any manual pixel removal). These two data sets are analysed.
Figure 7.13 shows that there is 10 % decrease in standard deviation in the data obtained
by applying the developed pixel mask compared to the old MARS mask. An increase
in mean counts is also observed, due to the removal of low counting pixels from the
data.

























(a) Using MARS mask

























(b) Using pixel masking technique
Fig. 7.13 (a) shows the histograms of the well-behaved pixels obtained by using the old MARS mask
(b) shows the same histogram for the pixels obtained from the mask generated by the new pixel
masking technique. There is a 10 % decrease in the standard deviation (noise) of the data obtained
after applying the developed mask as compared to old MARS mask. Two peaks can be seen in (b),
due to the removal of some high counting pixels lying between the two peaks. The pixels removed are
expected to be lying on the edge of the detector, where the electric field variation is larger than other
pixels, and hence variation of counts causes them to fall into the unstable pixel category.
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2. Comparing reconstructed images: The MARS in-house image processing chain was
used for image reconstruction. The same projection images were reconstructed with
the old "MARS mask" and with the mask generated with pixel masking technique.
The transverse reconstructed images obtained from these two reconstructions were
compared.
Figure 7.14 compares the transverse slices (181-184) of a mouse abdomen for the
first CSM counter with the MARS mask as seen in figure 7.14a and the automated
pixel masking technique as seen in figure 7.14b. Visual comparison of these slices
clearly shows improvement in the reconstructed images when using the automated
pixel masking technique. White streaks and ring artefacts appearing on slices (figure
7.14a) were significantly reduced in figure 7.14b. Similar observations were found in
the other energy bins as shown in figure 7.15. However, some streaks not present in the
MARS mask reconstructed slice appeared in the pixel masking reconstruction’s third
energy bin (33-49 keV). As the pixel mask used in the pixel masking reconstruction was
generated based on a short scan (720 open-beam images), some streaks are expected
because it is hard to identify all flickering pixels in that time frame. The longer the
measurement time used for the automated technique, the better and more robust the
masking results will be.
3. SNR measurement: The reconstructed slice 181 was used for SNR measurements for
different energy bins. Five Regions of Interest (ROI) were selected and the average
SNR was computed. Table 7.1 shows the SNR values measured for the same slice
number "181" across all the energy bins for both reconstructions. There was 19 %
improvement in SNR value after using the new pixel masking technique compared to
the old MARS mask technique.
Table 7.1 SNR comparison between the reconstructed images by applying two masking techniques,
old MARS pixel making technique and new pixel masking technique. A significant improvement in
SNR measurement was observed which affirms the new pixel masking technique.
Energy
[keV]
SNR values SNR improvement (%)Old MARS Mask New Mask
8-27 10.4± 0.4 12.2± 0.4 14.8
27-33 12.3± 0.4 13.3± 0.5 7.5
33-49 13.5± 0.3 15.5± 0.7 12.9
49-82 12.8± 0.2 15.8± 0.6 19.0
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(a) Image reconstruction using old MARS mask
(b) Image reconstruction using mask generated by automated pixel masking technique
Fig. 7.14 (a) shows the reconstructed slices (181-184) from two image reconstructions by using
the MARS mask and (b) shows the reconstructed slices generated by the developed pixel masking
technique. Visual comparison of these slices clearly show an improvement in the image reconstruction
results by using the developed mask. The white streaks that appear in (a) have significantly reduced in
(b). The image slices in (b) look clearer than in (a).
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(a) Image reconstruction using MARS mask
(b) Image reconstruction using mask generated by the pixel masking technique
Fig. 7.15 This figure shows the reconstructed slices in different energy bins by using the old MARS
mask in (a) and the mask generated by the new pixel masking technique in (b). Visual comparison of
these slices clearly shows the improvement in the image reconstruction results with the new pixel
masking technique. White streaks and ring artefacts appearing on (a) slices have significantly reduced
in (b). Also, the image slices in (b) look clearer than in (a). Some streaks in the third energy bin are
still present in (b), as the mask generated is based on short scan images and are not long enough to
identify all the flickering pixels present in the detector.
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7.4 Identification and correction of clusters of malfunction-
ing pixels
I have developed a technique for identification of clusters of malfunctioning pixels that have
a cross pattern over time. We first identify the unstable and slow drifting pixels present in
the Medipix3RX detector and then uses these pixels for the identification of the cluster of
malfunctioning pixels. This technique computes the average counts of five neighbouring
pixels. A stable uniform average response indicates this type of cluster, showing a certain
correlation between what happens in the central pixel and what happens in the neighbouring
pixels.
The inclusions in the sensor can cause trapping and de-trapping of the charge carriers,
affecting the space-charge distribution and consequently distorting the electric field profile in
the sensor. These electric field lines control the drift of the charge in the pixels. The drift in
the charge causes a variation in counts of the pixels. Inclusions of large size in the sensor can
affect clusters of more than one pixel. Without this developed technique, low-grade sensors
with these clusters are unusable for a large variety of applications, causing consumers to
require high-quality sensors and increasing their demand. This increases the overall cost of
detectors to users.
This cross pattern over time is observed in the CdTe-3 Medipix3RX detector. We
identified that these pixels could be utilised with certain correction techniques. Using drifting
cluster pixels with a correction method in image processing enables us to avoid image
artefacts caused by these clusters when used incorrectly. Additionally, it means that we do
not need to mask out these clusters and can still obtain information from them. A second
mask which only identifies these cluster pixels can be used, and the information from these
pixels can be treated differently (depending on the techniques) compared to well-behaving
pixels.
The cluster pixel characterisation enables us to increase good quality data yield from
detectors with many bad clusters. We, therefore, would be able to utilise more data from
low-quality sensors containing many of these clusters. With this technique, we have the
ability to use cheaper, lower grade sensors – making our cameras cheaper to manufacture
and market.
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7.4.1 Examples of correlated clusters in CdTe-3 Medipix3RX
Figure 7.16 shows the zoomed view of the CdTe-3 Medipix3RX detector with clusters of
malfunctioning pixels in a cross-pattern. The behaviour of three clusters has been investigated
with time. The pixels in these clusters belong to the unstable and slow drifting categories of
pixel classification from the pixel masking technique.
Fig. 7.16 Zoomed view of the CdTe-3 Medipix3RX detector showing the clusters of malfunctioning
pixels. These clusters include unstable and drifting pixels, which may or may not have a non-square
shape (cross or wedge pattern).
1. Cluster 1: The central pixel belongs to the unstable pixel category while the surround-
ing four pixels in the clusters belong to the slow drift category. The central pixel shows
instabilities during the first 10 minutes, causing the surrounding four pixels to behave
in a way such that overall count-rate is conserved. This is presented in figure 7.17.
2. Cluster 2: This cluster belongs to the same category as cluster 1. However, the central
pixel shows instability for the whole time. Consequently, the surrounding four pixels
also behave accordingly as shown in figure 7.18. None of these five pixels reach the
stable state during the acquisition time of the open-beam data.
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3. Cluster 3: This cluster is slightly different than cluster 1 and 2 as all five pixels in the
cluster belong to the unstable category. However, their overall response is the same as
cluster 1 and 2. The pixels of this cluster started with a stable response for a short time,
and then the central pixel started showing instability. Consequently, the surrounding
four pixels behaved for count-rate conservation as shown in figure 7.19. The central
pixel becomes stable after approximately 200 minutes. As a result, the whole cluster
shows a stable response after this time.
Figure 7.20 shows that the overall average response of the above three clusters is stable. We
can exploit this information in several ways during image processing as explained in the
following section.
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Fig. 7.20 The average response of the pixels in a cross pattern from cluster 1 is shown in (a), cluster 2
in (b) and cluster 3 in (c). The overall average response of these clusters shows a stable response. This
information can be exploited in several ways to obtain good quality data for the purpose of image
reconstruction and data analysis. The two white lines are a momentary gap due to a delay in the
camera communication. The fluctuation of the signal appeared in (b), is taken care by warming up the
ASIC for 10 minutes before starting the routine scan.
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7.4.2 Correlated cluster recognition
The pixel masking technique we have developed is used to identify and remove unstable
pixels. However, this masking technique on its own does not have the logic to identify
unstable clusters that overall operate like a well-behaved pixel. The pixel masking technique
masks out these clusters and therefore is not able to be used. The previous technique used in
the MARS processing chain also do not contain the foundation to use these clusters correctly.
Figure 7.22 shows a flowchart for identification of these correlated cluster in the CdTe-
Medipix3RX photon counting detector. Steps 1-6 are the same as were explained for the
automated pixel masking technique. Unstable pixels from step 5 and slow drifting pixels
from step 6 are the inputs to step 7. The remaining steps are as follows;
7. Cluster recognition: After the initial classification of unstable pixels and stable
pixels, some unstable pixels still exist inside the stable category. Thus, the next
step of classification is to look at the trend of measured points and see how they
change over time. All malfunctioning pixels are passed through a cluster recognition
procedure. Here, each malfunctioning pixel is tested to see if its neighbouring four
pixels are also malfunctioning, and are identified as clusters if they do (also note that
"the number of" and "the pattern of" malfunctioning neighbours may be different for
various cases). I then look at the time-series of each cluster to identify clusters where
the changes/behaviours of each pixel are correlated with the other pixels in the cluster.
The average time series data of these five pixels in the cluster is then passed through the
step 5 and 6 (as used for well-behaved pixels). If the average pixel of the cluster passed
then these correlated clusters are classified as a "stable cluster". The cluster whose
average pixel does not pass this criterion is referred to as "unstable cluster" which can
be used for analysis purposes but not for the image reconstruction. To demonstrate
this methodology, the open-beam data used in section 7.3.1 is analysed for finding the
total number of stable clusters in the chip. There were 286 clusters identified in the
cross pattern, including unstable and slow drifting pixels within the CdTe-3. After
passing through the threshold criteria at step 5 and 6, thirty-four stable clusters (with
threshold of 0.1 and 2 for step 5) were found as shown in the figure 7.21. If we tighten
the threshold criteria at step 5, the same as in pixel masking equation 7.2, the number
of stable cluster was reduced to eleven. The threshold criteria used for identifying
the stable clusters is not specific and can be different for different detectors and for
different applications where this information will be used.
8. Utilising the clusters: Since the overall charge collection volume of the cluster is
conserved we can exploit the information in several ways. First, we can treat these
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Central pixel of stable
cluster
Fig. 7.21 Figure shows the central pixels of stable clusters (orange colour). There were thirty-four
clusters which showed the stable behaviour collectively in CdTe-3 Medipix3RX detector. These
clusters include unstable and drifting pixels.
clusters as a single pixel. This would require specialised reconstruction software to
account for the shape of the cluster. This will also lead to minor blurring in the spatial
domain. Second, we can also average the response of the cluster and give that value to
every pixel in the cluster. This would give a more or less identical result to above but is
much easier to implement. Third, we could define a new type of pixel mask (a cluster
mask) and in the pre-processing of the projection data before image reconstruction, we
could calculate the averages for these pixels using the cluster mask. Finally, we can
also turn the central pixel of each usable cluster off electronically. This way, each pixel
might be treated individually rather than as a cluster, and would be easy to implement.
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Fig. 7.22 Flow chart showing the identification process for clusters of malfunctioning pixels. This
methodology is the same as the pixel masking technique up-to step 6 (within big light yellow box).
Unstable pixels from step 5 and slow drifting pixels from step 6 are passed through to the next steps 7
and 8. Step 8 is about the utilisation of these clusters in image reconstruction with certain correction
techniques. We have not implemented them into the image reconstruction chain so far, but a few ways
to do so are proposed.
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7.4.3 Limitations of the cluster identification and correction
The identification of cluster pixels is possible if the pixel size is equal to, or less than, the
current pixel size (110× 110 µm2). We have not looked at other detectors and counting
modes, but have a rough idea of what we would expect in them. This developed technique
suffers from the following conditions:
• Pixel size is too big (estimated >400 µm) – Charge sharing is dependent on the pixel
size. With large pixels, it has a weaker effect on the spectral resolution. The charge
sharing correction algorithm (Charge Summing Mode) is the most likely candidate
for causing this conservation of counts across the cluster. When pixels are larger
than 330 µm, the spectral resolution is better than the Medipix3RX in Charge Sum-
ming Mode. If so, the need for this summing algorithm disappears and the cluster
identification process is not required.
• If the detector is being operated in a range where the sensor layer or electronics are
close to or completely saturated, then the counts sent from one pixel to another might
cause it to saturate.
• If the time-series data collection duration is too short, then the methodology may miss
some clusters (meaning that the cluster would instead be sorted into the unstable pixels
category, instead of the well behaved effective unit made from the group). We have
observed these cluster instabilities over periods of five hours of continuous open-beam
data. Many of these clusters would not be identifiable with shorter scan data.
• The time period of the instabilities in these clusters potentially depends on the rate
of electron-hole-pair production inside the sensor layer and therefore the energy and
intensity of the x-rays hitting the detector. It is expected that the likelihood of observing
instability over a given acquisition time would depend on these factors.
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7.5 Discussion
We investigated individual pixel responses for a 2 mm CdTe (known as CdTe-3 in MARS
group) Medipix3RX photon counting detector over time and classified the pixels into two
main categories: (1) working pixels (which are further classified into well-behaved, unstable
and slow drifting pixels); and (2) non-working (dead) pixels.
A new methodology which improves the identification of abnormally behaving pixels has
been developed. This technique characterises the variation of the pixels’ responses over an
extended time interval, recognising malfunctioning pixels and subsequently masking them
from projected images to produce a clearer final image. By providing a “mask” with only
the most reliable pixels (well-behaved) present, there is no further manual visual masking
needed (as is required in MARS masking technique [1]). Aspects of this technique have been
partially implemented and integrated into the MARS image processing chain.
The development of the pixel masking technique includes corrections for variations due
to mechanical output (i.e. tube voltage, tube current and detector operating parameters such
as bias voltage). Correcting for beam brightness (angular photon distribution) is essential
before the evaluation of pixels as all the pixels in the detector are not uniformly illuminated
and thus should be accounted for before pixel classification. The MARS x-ray model is
used to give the relative beam brightness about the centre of the chip. Poisson distribution
tests pass those pixels which lie near the so-called ideal mean-variance line, but some of
these pixels still exhibit a flickering nature. In the example shown in section 7.3.1, stable
pixels declared in the Poisson distribution test were 60.69 % of the whole chip. A least
square analysis test identified that 2.76 % of the identified stable pixels (1.67 % of the chip)
were actually slow drifting pixels. After this correction, the well-behaved pixels comprised
59.01 % of the whole chip.
Evaluation of the pixel mask generated by the pixel masking technique is performed
via three different measures: open-beam analysis, comparison of reconstructed images and
SNR measurement of mouse scan data. In the open-beam analysis, a significant reduction in
noise (10 %) was observed against the MARS mask. This is a significant number to improve
the image quality of reconstructed images. In the comparison of reconstructed images, a
noticeable reduction in streaks and rings was observed in all energy bins compared to the
reconstruction using the MARS mask. However, some streaks not present in the MARS mask
reconstruction appeared in the pixel masking reconstruction’s third energy bin (33-49 keV).
Due to the short scan data available for pixel masking, some streaks are expected because it is
hard to identify all flickering pixels in that time frame. An improvement in SNR measurement
was found with a maximum improvement of 19 % in the last energy bin of the scan. These
above measures validate the effectiveness of the pixel masking technique in improving image
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reconstruction.
The pixel masking technique produces a high-quality pixel mask, giving the ability to ex-
clude faulty data caused by malfunctioning pixels. Malfunctioning pixels produce artefacts in
reconstructed images, but are avoidable if they are masked out. Further, the ability to produce
an automated mask is of significant benefit. Automation helps remove errors associated with
the manual identification of malfunctioning pixels, and the process itself is significantly sped
up. This increase in speed makes the use of such tools commercially viable and allows for
the timely production of significantly clearer multi-energy CT images. In applications such
as medical diagnostics and research, such imaging improvements give significant benefits
both to patient care and patient outcomes, as the different materials within an image can be
more accurately identified. This technique has not been tested regarding the improvements in
material decomposed images which should be investigated in future.
The pixel masking technique can be applied to other high Z-sensors bonded to a Medipix
detector. Applying this pixel masking technique enables us to use low-grade sensors, low-
ering the manufacturing cost of the sensor, and eventually reducing the cost of the whole
imaging system. This technique may be employed in the evaluation of new detector quality.
Manufacturers can assess the grading of their manufacturing products. The long-term stability
(or detector life) can also be monitored/investigated with this technique.
The correlated cluster recognition technique enables us to utilise these clusters in image
reconstruction to avoid some of the image artefacts. Additionally, it means we do not need
to mask out these clusters. Correlated clusters in the 2 mm CdTe-3 Medipix3Rx detector
were investigated. It was found that these clusters consist from the slow drifting and unstable
pixels. It was found that the pixels can be stable at the start but later they may start deviating,
and vice versa, or they may remain unstable for the full time of measurement. It was also
observed that the average of these clusters showed a stable response over time. This allows
us to use them as a well behaved single pixel, or lets us replace them with the mean response.
Many other techniques could be implemented for using these clusters in image processing.
There are many advantages to identifying and using the clusters of malfunctioning pixels
in pixellated photon counting detectors. Even a few unstable clusters in a high-grade sensor
lead to having many clusters in the entire detector array. All future MARS scanners are likely
to use multi-chip arrays. This technique enables using low-grade sensors, which will lower
the manufacturing cost for making this technology more accessible to the global market.
This technique may be employed in the evaluation of new detectors (grading and char-
acterisation). The cluster recognition approach provides useful information that can be
employed in the sensor production/development industry for quality assessment of their
products.
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The identification of clusters and their adaptation in the detector improves the statistical
quality of the data, consequently raising the signal to noise ratio (SNR). This is desirable
in CT scans, as well as other applications such as airport security imaging or astronomical
imaging. There is a minimum SNR that you need in the end-of-chain images that is a
pre-requisite for the images to be diagnostically usable for all applications. Using clusters
that would otherwise be masked out, adds data, which in-turn increases SNR.
It should be emphasised that these types of clusters will not appear in detectors with large
pixel sizes (400 µm). The phenomenon discussed in this chapter is observed in the CdTe-3
sensor. Future work will investigate this phenomenon in other high Z-sensors such as CZT
and GaAs. It is possible that this technique is not able to identify all clusters that behave with
an overall good response. However, continual monitoring of new scan data and adding to the
mask each time makes these clusters more identifiable.
At the time of submission of this thesis, sensor manufacturing has improved, and the
latest detectors have fewer malfunctioning pixels compared to those used for this study.
The pixel characterisation provides information about the malfunctioning pixels which can
be used for improving the sensor quality. The nature of sensor defects can be fed back to
detector manufacturers for improving pixel bonding quality or for improving associated pixel
electronics. Quantitative metrics obtained from this study can be used for quality control
measures in the detector manufacturing. It will improve the quality of detectors in successive
manufacturing runs.
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7.6 Summary
• The individual pixel response of the 2 mm CdTe-3 Medipix3RX photon counting
detector is investigated. Pixels can be classified into two main categories; (1) working
pixels (which are further classified into well-behaved, unstable and slow drifting pixels)
and (2) non-working (dead) pixels.
• An automated pixel masking technique is developed which removes the malfunctioning
pixels from the image reconstruction. It also removes errors associated with human
intervention and speeds up the image processing chain for timely production of better
image quality data.
• The pixel masking technique is evaluated against the old MARS mask technique and
there is a significant improvement in SNR across all energy bins. A reduction of noise
was observed for the automated pixel masking technique.
• Some streaks in the transverse slices of the old MARS masking technique’s mouse
abdomen disappear in slices of the automated pixel masking generator mask’s images
of the same mouse abdomen.
• A method for the identification and utilisation of clusters of malfunctioning pixels is
presented. The overall count-rate across pixels in these clusters remains conserved.
• Understanding of the malfunctioning pixels allows us to provide the quantitative
metrics about the sensor defects and performance which can be feedback to the detector
manufacturers for improving the sensor manufacturing and improving the quality of
the electronics.
• A long scan data time is required to find all these clusters of malfunctioning pixels due
to the nature of instabilities within the sensor.
• Utilisation of these clusters of malfunctioning pixels allows us to use lower-grade
sensors.
• These unstable clusters can be utilised as a single well-behaved pixel rather than
masking out, or may be kept in the reconstruction as five well-behaved pixels which
may later create problems in image processing.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and future directions
8.1 Conclusions
This thesis explores and characterises two essential components, the x-ray source and the
Medipix3RX detector, of the MARS spectral system. It was realised by (1) developing
a semi-analytic x-ray source model for MARS spectral CT and assessing its insights in
MARS projects, (2) finding the stable operation range for CdTe-Medipix3RX detectors, (3)
developing a technique for classifying the reliable pixels in Medipix3RX detectors and, (4)
identifying clusters of malfunctioning pixels (with a certain correlation trait) that can be use
in image processing with certain correction techniques.
Spectral CT with energy discriminating hybrid photon counting detectors can be used
to identify and quantify materials by their spectral signature if the spectral data is good
enough. Typically, this is realised through spectral reconstruction techniques, which require
a model of the energy distribution of the x-ray beam. Accurate use of the energy distribution
reduce image artefacts and consequently, improve the identification of materials. Spectral
reconstruction models ignore the variation in spectral composition away from the central
beam axis. At the start of this work, there was no existing x-ray source model which provided
the off-axis information for the model of x-ray tube used by the MARS scanner. To address
this issue, an x-ray source model with off-axis spectral information was developed.
This thesis developed a semi-analytic x-ray source model to describe the output from
x-ray tube installed in several of the MARS small animal spectral CT systems. It is referred
as "MARS x-ray model". This model was produced by applying regression techniques to data
obtained from a custom Monte Carlo simulation of the x-ray tube for the diagnostic imaging
range (30-120 kVp). This model provides qualitative and quantitative information about
the energy distribution of the x-ray spectrum within ±17◦ along the vertical direction (θ ),
and ±5◦ along the horizontal direction (φ ) of the central axis and with an energy resolution
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of 1 keV. For clarity, the anode cathode direction was along the horizontal direction. The
accuracy of the spectral information obtained from this model has been verified with in 4 %
against published spectral models such as SpekCalc and IPEM78. Additionally, we validated
this model against experimental measurements (with in 3 %) collected with the Medipix3RX
detector in a MARS spectral system. Future work on the implementation of the MARS x-ray
model in spectral reconstruction will determine the acceptability of the MARS x-ray model.
As the 3 % difference is less than the difference between the MARS x-ray model and other
spectral models we can consider the MARS x-ray model good enough to characterise the
x-ray tube used in MARS scanners.
The MARS x-ray model has been used for a variety of different applications inside the
MARS project and can also be used outside MARS in research and diagnostic applications.
Inside the MARS project, we developed a technique that uses this x-ray source model in
combination with experimental data to characterise different properties of the x-ray beam,
such as inter-scan and intra-scan variation, mechanical offsets of the system, and angular
offset of the x-ray beam centre. Other MARS team members used this model in their research.
Projects included pulse pile-up modelling by Ali Atharifarad, Oblique fluorescence modelling
by Lieza Vanden Broeke, and Kerma and dose estimation by Gray Lu.
Although the MARS x-ray model has not yet been incorporated into the MARS image
processing chain, its significance and importance are justifiable. The MARS x-ray model
is one of the components of the MARS image processing chain, other components such as
detector response function, filter effect, and scatter factor are need to be characterised. Once
these components are fully characterised, they all can be incorporated for improving the
MARS image processing chain.
Variations in photon counts of nearly 8 % and beam quality around 7.2% within the
MARS system’s field of view indicates that these variations should be taken into account
during spectral reconstructions. Failure to do so may amplify errors in the reconstructions,
resulting in image artefacts and, consequently, misidentification of materials. The research
to do this is ongoing, and that there is a dependency in the order that we need to do things
(i.e. to characterising the detector response requires a source model of some sort, ideally
we should use an accurate model for this). We expect that with characterisation of detector
response function we would be able to quantify the materials more accurately, however more
work needs to be done to determine the degree at which these variations affect material
identification and quantification.
To obtain good quality data from the Medipix3RX detector, the optimum operational
conditions were investigated. We characterised the temporal stability of the Medipix3RX
detector using a time series analysis of open-beam data. My research found that the most
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significant instability occurs within the first 10 minutes after application of the bias voltage.
We also found a correlation between the ASIC temperature and counts variations in the
detector during the detector warm-up. The MARS system now includes a 10 minute waiting
time after applying the bias voltage prior to running a scan. The MARS developers included
in the scan protocol implementation a cool down estimation, so if the detector is still warm,
then warm-up does not need to take the full 10 minutes.
This thesis developed a new methodology to differentiate the malfunctioning and well-
behaved pixels in Medipix3RX hybrid photon counting detectors. This technique charac-
terises the variation in pixels’ responses over an extended time interval, recognising the
malfunctioning pixels and subsequently masking them prior to image reconstruction to
produce a better image quality. This technique includes several steps for removing unstable
pixels which allow us to eliminate the pixels causing noise in images. This method does
not require any human intervention in any of the mask calculation steps. Errors associated
with manual identification of malfunctioning pixels are removed, and the process itself is
significantly faster.
MARS spectral CT has the ability to produce 3D images of an object and quantify
(mg/ml) the materials inside. For practical interpretation of the 3D images generated by
MARS, it is desirable for the images to have minimal noise and artefacts. One cause of noise
and image artefacts is the noisy and malfunctioning pixels that vary their response during
image data acquisition. Pixels with a fluctuating response are one of the primary sources of
ring and streak artefacts when included in the reconstruction. Identification of these pixels
requires the investigation of each pixel response with time. Old masking technique in MARS
reconstruction, used for identification of malfunctioning pixels involve collecting data over a
short time and classifying it as behaving normally or abnormally. This technique was unable
to identify the flickering or malfunctioning pixels which change their behaviour over time,
resulting in image artefacts. Additionally, the mask used in MARS has to be refined manually
because of flickering pixels, leading to inconsistencies in the data due to human error. It was
also a time-consuming process.
The pixel masking technique developed for this thesis produces a high-quality mask,
which gives the ability to exclude faulty data caused by malfunctioning pixels. As a result,
the Signal to Noise Ratio of reconstructed images shows improvement across all energy
bins when compared with current masking methods in MARS (section 7.3.2). A significant
improvement in image quality by reducing ring artefacts and white streaks has been demon-
strated as a part of the evaluation of this pixel masking technique. In applications such as
medical diagnostics and research, the improvements in imaging will benefit patient outcomes,
as material identification can more accurately be performed.
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Another important achievement of this thesis was developing a technique for identifying
the clusters of pixels with a cross pattern over time in CdTe-Medipix3RX detectors. A
correlation between what happens in the central pixel and what happens in the immediate
four neighbouring pixel (other than diagonal) was found. The overall charge collection
volume of this cluster is conserved. We identified that these clusters can be utilised in image
processing with certain correction techniques. Among many possibilities, we could use
these clusters as a single well behaved pixel or replace the actual pixel values with their
mean. To test these methods will require further development of our image processing and
reconstruction tools, which is expected to occur in the near future. This phenomenon may
not be valid for other high z-sensors.
Identification of malfunctioning pixel clusters enables us to obtain good quality data even
from a detector with many bad clusters. Therefore it is important to identify these clusters
which, if not either masked or utilised efficiently could cause artefacts in the reconstructed
images. This technique will be vital as the MARS group is heading towards the translation
of small animal scanner towards large human scanner containing an array of many Medipix
chips. This procedure enables the use of low-grade sensors, which will lower the manufactur-
ing cost making the technology more accessible in the global market.
An accurate beam model of a polychromatic x-ray source combined with improvements
in utilising the detection system will enable us to improve the spectral reconstruction outcome.
The improvement in the spectral reconstruction will allow us to use the full potential of the
MARS spectral system. It will benefit the translational phase to MARS human scanners in
coming years and consequently will result in significant benefits both to patient care and
patient outcomes, as different materials within an image can more accurately be identified,
improving diagnosis.
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8.2 Future directions
The results of this thesis point to several interesting directions for future work:
• The parameterised semi-analytical x-ray source model developed in this thesis can be
extended to different anode angles if required. This model has not yet been incorpo-
rated into the MARS image processing chain. Future research will find the ways of
implementing this model in spectral reconstructions and evaluate the reconstruction
outcomes. In the planned future goals, the MARS project will develop a breast scanner
and this model can be applicable if the same x-ray tube is used. Even if conventional
molybdenum/rhodium based x-ray tubes are used, this model can be reparameterised
and redeveloped with further Monte Carlo simulations.
• Beam profile assessment techniques developed in this thesis characterised the different
properties of the x-ray beam used in MARS spectral scanners. A relationship between
these properties (inter-scan and intra scan variability) and reconstruction outcomes
should be established. Intra-scan variations are critical during the image data acquisi-
tion and have a significant impact on image processing. These variations, introduced
by several factors, should be investigated.
• The pixel masking technique developed in this thesis provides information about the
reliable pixels in Medipix3RX detectors. The criteria used in several steps of this
pixel masking technique was experiment and detector specific. Further investigation
is required for making the criteria applicable to all detectors and in all experimental
setups. Additionally, this is the first step towards obtaining the detector response
function for each pixel. The next step is to determine the detector response function
separately for each pixel which requires extensive research in this regard. The effect of
pixel masking technique on the material decomposed images should be investigated in
future.
• The technique for the identification of clusters of malfunctioning pixels developed in
this thesis has not yet been incorporated in the image processing chain. Utilisation
of these unstable clusters in image processing requires investigation with different
possible correction techniques. If these clusters can be included in the image processing
chain, we expect to obtain a higher SNR, improved image quality, and reduced risk
of image artefacts. Much research also remains to be done about the existence of
this cluster behaviour in others sensors (CZT and GaAs) used in MARS spectral CT.
Further research will also involve effects of pixel size and operating mode of the
Medipix3RX detector on cluster behaviours.
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Appendix A
A.1 Source model tables
This section includes the central axis values of S00EV in (counts/ srµA.s) for the bremsstrahlung
and characteristic component of the spectra. It also includes regression coefficients tables.
Tables shown here are generated during the development of the MARS x-ray model.
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A.1.2 Regression coefficient tables
This section includes the regression coefficient tables generated in section 3.5.2.
Table A.2 The coefficients of φ for given tube voltage [kVp]
Tube voltage [kV p] A (coefficients of φ )
a3 a2 a1 a0
30 -8.69E-04 5.59E-02 -1.23E+00 9.40
40 -2.08E-04 1.69E-02 -4.83E-01 4.91
50 -9.35E-05 9.41E-03 -3.34E-01 4.17
60 -5.27E-05 6.26E-03 -2.63E-01 3.85
70 -3.78E-05 5.14E-03 -2.42E-01 3.91
80 -2.47E-05 3.81E-03 -2.03E-01 3.68
90 -1.92E-05 3.31E-03 -1.94E-01 3.79
100 -1.52E-05 2.83E-03 -1.77E-01 3.71
110 -1.14E-05 2.27E-03 -1.52E-01 3.43
120 -8.85E-06 1.90E-03 -1.37E-01 3.32
Table A.3 The coefficients of φ 2 for given tube voltage [kVp]
Tube voltage [kV p] B (coefficients of φ 2 )
b2 b1 b0
30 1.73E-02 -6.22E-01 3.88
40 1.35E-03 4.26E-05 -2.29
50 -1.29E-03 1.61E-01 -4.62
60 -1.78E-03 2.05E-01 -5.70
70 -2.02E-03 2.33E-01 -6.63
80 -1.75E-03 2.14E-01 -6.45
90 -1.52E-03 1.87E-01 -5.90
100 -1.09E-03 1.53E-01 -5.45
110 -4.20E-04 8.40E-02 -4.06
120 -3.80E-04 7.67E-02 -3.94
A.1.3 Characteristic S00EV tables
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Table A.4 The coefficients of θ 2 for given tube voltage [kVp]
Tube voltage [kV p] C (coefficients of θ 2 )
c2 c1 c0
30 -1.06E-02 5.60E-01 -7.78
40 -2.08E-03 1.54E-01 -3.04
50 -1.32E-03 1.13E-01 -2.49
60 -7.60E-04 7.50E-02 -1.91
70 -4.80E-04 5.46E-02 -1.60
80 -3.00E-04 3.98E-02 -1.32
90 -2.80E-04 3.78E-02 -1.29
100 -2.10E-04 3.11E-02 -1.16
110 -1.20E-04 2.11E-02 -0.96
120 -1.70E-04 2.71E-02 -1.11
Table A.5 The characteristic coefficients of (Sθφ
α2V ) for given tube voltage [kVp]
Tube voltage [kV p] characteristic coefficients for (SθφEV )
(S0057.98V ) α21 α22 α23
60 3.92E+04 -4.53E+00 -217.66 -2.12E+01
70 2.32E+04 5.42E+00 198.45 -2.16E+01
80 6.37E+06 6.76E-01 0.70 -1.21E-02
90 2.23E+07 6.75E-01 -1.73 -2.05E-01
100 4.43E+07 7.03E-01 -1.69 -1.77E-01
110 7.16E+07 7.40E-01 -1.75 -2.05E-01
120 1.02E+08 7.43E-01 -1.04 -1.94E-01
Table A.6 The characteristic coefficients of (Sθφ
α1V ) for given tube voltage [kVp]
Tube voltage [kV p] characteristic coefficients for (SθφEV )
(S0059.32V ) α11 α12 α13
80 1.23E+07 6.90E-01 -2.92 -0.26
90 4.13E+07 7.15E-01 -0.76 -0.11
100 8.31E+07 7.14E-01 -1.40 -0.17
110 1.34E+08 6.98E-01 -1.26 -0.18
120 1.92E+08 7.20E-01 -1.28 -0.20
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Table A.7 The characteristic coefficients of (Sθφ
β1V
) for given tube voltage [kVp]
Tube voltage [kV p] characteristic coefficients for (SθφEV )
(S0067.24V ) β11 β12 β13
80 4.48E+06 6.79E-01 -2.54 -1.37E-01
90 1.52E+07 6.17E-01 -0.82 -1.24E-01
100 3.04E+07 5.76E-01 -1.10 -1.75E-01
110 4.90E+07 6.07E-01 -1.09 -2.33E-01
120 7.02E+07 6.14E-01 -1.45 -1.17E-01
Table A.8 The characteristic coefficients of (Sθφ
β2V
) for given tube voltage [kVp]
Tube voltage [kV p] characteristic coefficients for (SθφEV )
(S0069.1V ) β21 β22 β23
80 1.13E+06 3.83E-01 16.37 -4.18E-02
90 3.90E+06 3.31E-01 -1.16 -2.11E-01
100 8.07E+06 3.70E-01 -3.15 -2.82E-01
110 1.26E+07 4.45E-01 1.31 -1.17E-01
120 1.83E+07 4.14E-01 -1.21 -2.87E-01
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A.2 Effective energy comparison
This section describes the effective energy comparison between the MARS x-ray model and
three spectral models: SpekCalc, IPEM78, and TOPAS.
Effective energy
The effective energy of an x-ray spectrum is the energy of a mono-energetic beam of photons
that has the same penetrating ability (HVL) as the spectrum of photons [4, 112]. In order
to simplify attenuation calculations a mono-energetic beam is assumed. However, x-rays
are poly-energetic so an effective beam energy is assumed [128]. The method for effective
energy calculation is as follows. The effective linear attenuation coefficient µe f f is computed
using the HVL values for all kVps with equation A.1




This µe f f is converted to the mass attenuation coefficient using the Al density. The value
of (µe f f /ρ) is then compared to a table for Al of (µ/ρ) versus energy (NIST data set for
attenuation coefficients). Using the log-log interpolation, the energy which matches with the
determined (µe f f /ρ) is recognised as the effective energy. Figure A.1 shows the methodology
to determine the effective energy from the polychromatic x-ray spectra of 120 kVp with
1.8 mm Al of inherent filtration.
Although effective energy is a useful specification of beam quality, its limitations should
be clearly understood. Two beams with equal HVLs are equal only in terms of attenuation
measurements used for HVL determination. Two different polychromatic beams with the
same HVL may have entirely different spectral distributions and may be unequally effective
in a particular application [128].
Results
The determined effective energies are summarized in Tables A.9 and A.10 with 3.8 mm Al
and 5.8 mm Al filtration, respectively. The effective energy computed from the MARS x-ray
model spectra agreed well with other spectral models with a maximum difference of 2 % and
1.3 % with 3.8 mm Al and 5.8 mm Al filtration, respectively. The effective energy increases
with the increase in tube voltage and filtration due to the higher proportion of high energy
photons [128]. This is observed in our effective energy calculations. The MARS x-ray model
follows the other spectral models as can be seen in figure A.2.
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Fig. A.1 Figure shows the absorption curve (blue line) used for 120 kVp spectrum calculations and
the effective mono-energetic beam (red line) that has the same HVL. In this instance, HVL is 4.71
mm Al, and the effective attenuation coefficient is µe f f = 0.693 / HVL = 0.693 / 0.471 = 1.47 cm−1.
This linear attenuation coefficient corresponds to the effective energy of 40.9 keV, determined from
known mass attenuation curve of Al against energy and corrected for density.
Table A.9 Comparison between the computed effective energy (keV) estimates using the MARS x-ray
model and other computational models for the tube voltage range 50 and 120 kVp with 3.8 mm Al
filtration. The MARS x-ray model has a good agreement with the other spectral model with a
maximum difference of 2 %.
Tube Voltage
[kVp]
Effective energy [keV] Difference from Model (%)
Model IPEM78 SpekCalc TOPAS IPEM78 SpekCalc TOPAS
50 29 29.1 29.4 - 0.3 1.4 -
60 30.9 30.9 31.1 - 0.0 0.6 -
70 32.4 32.5 32.7 - 0.3 0.9 -
80 34 34.1 34.2 - 0.3 0.6 -
90 35.6 35.9 35.8 - 0.8 0.6 -
100 37.3 37.8 37.6 - 1.3 0.8 -
110 39.1 39.8 39.5 - 1.8 1.0 -
120 40.9 41.7 41.3 - 2.0 1.0 -
117 40.3 - - 39.8 - - 1.2
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Table A.10 Comparison between the computed effective energy (keV) estimates using the model and
different computational models for the tube voltage range between 50 and 120 kVp with 5.8 mm Al
filtration. The MARS x-ray model has a good agreement with the other spectral model with a
maximum difference of 1.3 %.
Tube Voltage
[kVp]
Effective energy [keV] Difference from Model (%)
Model IPEM78 SpekCalc TOPAS IPEM78 SpekCalc TOPAS
50 31.5 31.3 31.8 - 0.6 1.0 -
60 33.8 33.6 34.1 - 0.6 0.9 -
70 36.1 35.8 36.2 - 0.8 0.3 -
80 38.5 38.3 38.7 - 0.5 0.5 -
90 40.8 40.8 41.1 - 0.0 0.7 -
100 42.8 42.9 43.1 - 0.2 0.7 -
110 44.6 44.7 44.9 - 0.2 0.7 -
120 46.2 46.4 46.6 - 0.4 0.9 -
117 45.7 - - 45.1 - - 1.3
(a) 3.8 mm Al filtration (b) 5.8 mm A filtration
Fig. A.2 Comparisons of the effective energy of the MARS x-ray model with other spectral models.
These results show that effective energy computed from the MARS x-ray model matched well with
other models with a maximum difference of 2 %. The effective energy increases with increasing
filtration as can be seen in the two sub-figures.
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A.3 Temporal stability of operating parameters in MARS
scanner
X-ray tube current and voltage, detector bias voltage and ASIC temperature recorded for
day2 and day3 of the experiment mentioned in section 6.2.1.






































































Fig. A.3 Temporal stability of operating parameter for Day 2; x-ray tube voltage, tube current, detector
bias voltage, and ASIC temperature.
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Fig. A.4 Temporal stability of operating parameter for Day 3; x-ray tube voltage, tube current, detector
bias voltage, and ASIC temperature.
